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SC
O U RG E

To
C ALU M N Y, & c.

P ART THE FIRS T.

Honoured Sir,

MONDAY, February 15th , I attended the

evening prayers at St. Paul's. The pfalm

M for the day was the 78th . The fublime

deſcription of GOD's power and glory

Home there yiven, as ditplayed in behalt of his

people through all generations, much affected me. I

was alſo much affected at the account the Royal

Penman gave of himſelf. 66 He choſe David alſo his

“ fervant," ſaid he, “ and took him away from the

* fheepfolds. As he was following the ews great with

young ones , he took him that he might feed Jacob

so his people and Ifrael his inheritance."

In this account Iſcarce knew which to admire moſt,

the Providence of GOD in raiſing a hepherd's boy to

the dignity of ſo great a Monarch; or the piety of this

renowned people in not rejecting or deſpiſing him ; or

his own amazing humility , at a time when he had

reached the very ſummit of worldly glory , in tranſ

B initting
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mitting to future ages ſuch an explicit account of his

mean original. On theſe reflections, all within me

cried out, Lord ! ſhall I , Mall any ſervant of thiné,

after this , be aſhamed of an humble birth or of a

mean employment ? Forbid it, gracious GOD !

As I returned home I called at Mr. Dilly's for your

Farrago Double Diſtilled ;” and on reading there.

in the contempt caſt on my in fignificant name, I

adored that kind Providence which brought me ſo

SEASONABLY under the found of ſuch a Scripture,

and which imprefled it fo DEEPI.Y on my heart.

But , permit me to atk, Sir, by what laws are you

authorized to Insult a perſon who never injured

you ? Not by the laws of GOD : not by the pre

cepts of Chriſtianity . For theſe teach you, not to

render evil ror evil, or railing for railing. But your

conduct, Sir, has been the reverſe of this : For you

have rendered evil to one , of whom you cannot ſay

that he has injured you to much as in thought: You

have RAILED on him , while he was dumb and opened

not his mouth . You know , Sir, who hath ſaid ,

Whatſoever ye would that inen ſhould do unto you ,

doye even fo to them .” Now , have you done this, in

the preſent cafe ? Contider, honoured Sir, have you ,

in mentioning my name, been as careful not to load

it with public contempt, as you would that I ſhould be

in mentioning your's ?

Perhaps You will wonder that I animadvert ſo freely

on the conduct of a perſon of your confequence , in

making any
uſe of iny name which you

think
pro

per. But permit me to tell you , Sir, that my name is

as facred to me, as your's is to you : And permit me to

tell you farther, that if the inequality which fubfifts

between us was a thouſand times greater than it is,

you would have no more right to inſult me, than I

Thould have to inſult you : And permit me to tell you

once more , that if you were the greateſt peer of the

realm , and I the pooreſt peaſant, the laws of GOD and

of MY COUNTRY Would authorize me to call you to an

account,

1
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!

account, for every inſult offered to my characters

either as a fellow - creature or as an ENGLISH -MAN .

The infcriptural treatment which I have received

at your hands, brings to my mind an Old Teſtament pa

rable. When David had tranſgreſſed in the matter of

Uriah, Nathan the prophet came unto him and ſaid ,

“ There were two men in one city ; the one RICH , and

16 the other POOR . The rich man had exceeding many

66 flocks and herds : But the poor man had nothing

“ ſave one little ewe-lamb, which he had bought and

“ nouriſhed up. And there came a traveller unto the

" rich man , and he ſpared to take of his own flock ,

" and of his own herd , to dreſs for the way-faring man

" _but took the poor man's lamb, and dreſſed it for

" the way - faring man that was come unto him . And

" David's anger wasgreatly kindled againſt the man ;

" and he ſaid to Nathan, as the LORD liveth the man

" that hath done this thing ſhall ſurely die. And he

“ ſhall reſtore the lamb fourfoid, becauſe he did this

thing, and BECAUSE HE HAD NO PITY . And Na

66 tbentaid unto David ,” ---and I ſay unto you, " Thou

art the man . "

For as to that reputation which ariſes from an ho

nourabie birth , an early education , a plentiful fortune,

and a reſpectable employment, you are rich ; you have

flocks and kerds in great abundance . But as for me,

if I poffefs one fcrap of credit in all the world , it is

only as a ſingle lamb, bought with my own induſtry,

nurled at iny own expence, and with much toil and

patience : And which , after all , is fo finall and feeble ,

that it can ſcarce be ſeen or heard among all the inighty

flocks which adorn your ample plains .

Now, Sir , what was the reaſon that you , a man of

ſuch abundance, ſhould endeavour to rob me of my

little all ? What was the reaſon ( to change the allufion)

that you , who ſwim in ſuch an oceanof reputation,

could not ſuffer me to paddle , undiſturbed , in my ſhal

low ſtream ? It certainly could not be envy ; ſeeing

there can be nothing in me, to raiſe ſuch a paſſion in

you ,

1
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you . Much leſs could it be , that you , the GREAT

LEVIATHAN, who have fain Goliah, ſwallowed up all

Oxford , and , even , with the very tipof your tail ſwept

St. Chad's into the Severn! that you, Sir, ſhould fear the

áttack of so SMALL & Jlurimp. What then could your

reaſon be ? Why, The Cauſe, THE GOOD OLD CAUSE !

which ſuppoſeth GOD to be the author of Sin ; which

ſuppoſeth him to reprobate the far greater part of his

helpleſs creatures ; and which ſupporeth himn to fay to

a filthy adulterer (while in the act of adultery ) “ Thou

art all fair, my love, I will behold no ſpot in thee .

This CAUSE , ſó facred to Calvin , Criſps and You , being

in danger, muſt be defended at any rate : And what

method ſo proper in the defence of ſuch a dung -bill

Cauſe! (excuſe me, Sir, for I cannot call it by a more

delicate name) as to throw dirt at every one , ſmall

and great, who is ftriving to remove it out of the

way. It is therefore, in conformity with this plan

of operation (a plan which a friend of your's told a

friend of mine, your party INTENDED as its laſt ree

Source ) that you have mentioned my name in ſuch

manner, as to make me appear contemptible ; well

knowing this would be ſufficient to ſecure your partial

admirers againſt all endeavours of mine.

As to my name, honoured Sir, permit me to obſerve,

with all proper reſpect, that you have no more autho

rity, either from REASON or RELIGION , to call me

Tom than I have to call you Dick . And as to my

former occupation , if I was really now what you

ſay I am , I fould, in this reſpect, certainly be on

a level ( I do not tay with you only , but ) with thoſe

who, in inore valuable and more important reſpects,

were a THOUSAND degrees your ſuperiors. You need

not be told , Sir, that the greateſt characters which ever

adorned the earth , fuch as Patriarchs, Kings, Prophets,

Prieſts and Apoftics (not to ſpeak of the SAVIOUR

hiinſelf ) were humble plebeians and plain mechanics ,

Nor need you be told , that in thofe ages when the fa

cree annals were composing, anuals on which the

glory of GOD and thermalvation of the world depended,

infinite
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ILLITERATE

men .

infinite Wiſdom faw fit to give the LEAD, even in

thoſe LITERARY employments, unto

Now , if things are in this reſpect altered , if infi

nite Wiſdom has abſolutely, and for ever excluded

ſuch perſons from qualitying themſelves for, and from

being employed in affairs of this nature, I ſhall be glad

to know in what memorable period ſuch an act of ex

clufion was paſſed. And if ſuch an act has ever been

pated in reality, I ſhall be glad to know , how ſo

inany of theſe now diſcarded animals were ſuffered to

intrude theinſelves into the eſtabliſhed church ; and ,

in particular , how a certain preacher of your goſpel ,

who, five or fix years ago , was arrayed in the ſable

uniform of a coal pit , was permitted to exchange this

vulgar , unſanctified ſable , not only for that of a gown

and caſlock , but alſo for the honourable Scarf of

your Right Honourable Patroneſs . I don't inention

ihis as the only inſtance of the contemptible to be

found among thoſe whoſe cauſe you are pleading ;

nor do I wish to be under a necelſity of being more

explicit on this and ſome other diſagreeable heads.

That you ſhould bedew my inſignificant name witla

low contempt, ceaſes to be a wonder, when we con

fider in what manner you have bedeluged Mr. Wef

lo's .

He has long been looked on, both by the nation in

general and by the Univerſities in particular, as an ho

neit man , a inan of lenſe , a fcholar, a good writer,

and a very extraordinary labourer : This , not only Ar

miniams, ſo called, have acknowledged; but thouſands

of Calviniſts have done it, above twice ten thouſand

tiines ,

I have been credibly informed, that ſome years ago

when Mr. Weſley was ſuppoſed to be dying , a meffen

ger was ſent to Briſtol to inform Mr. iVhitefield of it :

That he , on receiving the intelligence, told his con

gregation , “ I cannot preach here to -morrow as I

" intended; for I hear thatmy dear brother, Mr.

* John Wesley is ſuppoſed to be dying in Londen , and

B3 66 I ain
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" I am determined to ſet off immediately , and , if poſ.

66 fible , to ſee him before he dies:" That then he

lifted up his hands and voice , and with a ſhower of

tears cried out, “ O England ! F.ngland ! England !

“ when he is gone thou canit not find his fellow .” And

a few years ago Mrs. G. of Edinburgh told me, That, on

hearing Mr. WcNey was juſt cometo that city, the went

into Mr. Whitefield's rooin , (for he then lodged in her

houſe) and ſaid, “ Who, Sir, do you think is come to

“ Edinburgh ?” He anfivered, “ I cannot tell.” She

faid, “ Mr. John Weſley . " To which Mr. Whitefield ,

after a ſhort prufe antwered, “ Then , madam , one of

" the greatelt men is come to your city , that ever was

66 in it."

And theſe teſtimonies from Mr. Whitefield are not to

be wondered at ; ſeeing he had , for ſo many years,

known Mr. Wellry and his communication.
-While

they were in the Univerſity together, Mr. Whitefie!ch

was an eye-witneſs of Mr. Weller's courage in oppoſing

the follies of the place ; of his unwearied labours, late

and early , and in all pollible ways, to promote learning

and religion among thoſe about him . And when they

left the Univerſity , Mr. Whitefield faw Mr. Willey's re

folution and ſteadineſs in expoſing himſelf to the dan

gers of the fea, the inclemency of the weather, the in

fults and outrages of the moſt furious and ſavage mobs:

He faw , admired , and conſelled Mr. Wea's mighty la

bours, by night and by day, winter and ſummer, in

fickneſs and in health ; and, therefore, the difference

in opinion which ſubliſted between them , made no con

fiderable impreſſion on Mr. Wbitefield's conduct with re

gard to Mr. Wiley.

And not only Mr. Whitefield, but thouſands beſides

have ſeen and admired Mr. Weſley's conduct. 1 , for

one , who have known himn conſiderably more than

twenty years , and have beheld him narrowly, late and

carly , can teſtify (and am ready to teſtify on oath , if

called to it) that I have never ſeen, or expect to ſee

in this world, an example ſo worthy of a goſpel miniſ

ter as that of Mr. John Weſley. And I folemnly de

clare
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clare that I know no five men under the heavens who

do that work for GOD that he does .

When I caſt my eyes on an hundred volumes which

he has publiſhed ; wherr I think of about five thouſand

miles which he has yerrly travelled ; of about a thou

fand diſcourſes he has yearly delivered ; of a thouiand

fick beds he has yearly vidited ; and, perhaps of twice

the number of letters he has yearly anſwered : When

I ſee him now , between Seveniy and Eighty years of

aye , refuſing, abſolutely refuſing to abate any thing of

all theſe mighty labours, (unleis it be that he has been

prevailed on not to ride fo much on horſeback ; ) when

I ſee him , at this very time, with his filver locks about

his ears , and with a meagre, wern - out, keleton body ,

SMILING at ſtorins and tempeits, at ſuch labours and

fatigues, at ſuch difficulties and dangers, as I believe

would be abſolutely intolerable to you, Sir, in con

junction with any four of YOUR MOST FLAMING mi

niſters ; in Aort, when I ſtill fee with my own eyes,

what I have conſtantiy ſeen ever ſince Iwas acquainted

with Mr. Willey, how laviſh he is of his ſtrength , time,

money and influence ; for the relief of the poor, the

ſupport of the weak , the proſperity of thechurch, the

converſion of finners and the glory of GOD, I am

aſhamed of myſelf and of all about me. To the he

nour of GOD , and to the credit of his fervant, Imen

tion it, That although Mr. Iellen, is connected with

between Thirty and Forty thouſand of as holy people

as any in the id ; of which number Five or Six Hun

dred are preachers , of one kind or another, yet I do

not know one ſingle perſon, either preacher or hearer,

who does not almoſt deſpair of imitating his aſtoniſh

ing example.

Now , Sir, if this is Mr. Welcy's real character, what

are we to think of the treatment he has received

from one of thoſe celebrated miniſters , of whom you

make honourable mention , but who, by one of his

neighbours, waslately addreſſed in thefollowingwords .

" Is it confiftent with a redeemer of time," ſaid the

honeſt man , “ to ſpend ſo much precious time as you

6 have
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" hare this winter at CARDS, Mondays, Wedneſdays,

66 and Fridays, till Twelve at night, tor one hall-perty

per game? YOU WELL KNOW WHERE . Now , Sir ,

is not inis a pretty gentleman to combat and correct

Mr. idefley ? Is mór inis a'worthy champion for your

to fand back to back with , and to ſerve as great auxi

liary, in to laudible an encounter ? As to Mr. Welcz ',

though I doubt not but he abhors ſuicide as much as

any man living, yet, I verily believe, he would almott

as foon cait linielt head -long into the betiom of the

ſea, us live on earth for any purpoſe io truij contemp

tible !

But as to that Hercules, ſome future period inay pro

duce : inore explicit account of him ; and therefore,

leaving him for the preient, I aik, have yout, Sir,

treated Mr. Illey as you ought ? If the above

account be true, but in any tolerable degree, he cere

tainly ought to be treated RESPECTFULLY ,

DERLY and SERIOUSLY ; but whether it be true or

falſe, he has a right to JUSTICE : Yea, if he was as

bad as Lucifer himielt , he would have a right to this ;

for you know , that, according to the old proverb, you

ought to give the very devil his due .

Now, the queftion is , have you done this by Mr.

Welcy ? Have you , in your Farragos, reprelented

him FAIRLY and JUSTLY ? I affirm , YOU HAVE NOT .

I affirm that the accounts you have given of his incon

filtencies and contradictiers are to HIGHLY IMPROBA

PLE, that we cannot ſuppoſe them to be true, with

out fuppofing, alſo , that Mr. Weſley is one of the

greateſt rools that ever lived .

For inſtance, take the following account as it ſtands

in the concluſion of your Farrago, p. 143 , ſecond edition .

" To follow Mr. Welley in the exact order in which

“ he publiſhes and fells his contradictions," you ſay ,

“ would not be an eaſy matier. I fall, therefore ,

“ only obſerve, in general, that his extract from Bi

“ ſhop Beveridze's thoughts on religion is FLATLY con

" tradicted, for TWO HUNDRED PAGES TOGETHER, in

* his edition of Fobn Goodwin's treatiſe on juſtification .

6 Again ,
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“ Again , this treatiſe is FLATLY contradicted by his

“ ſermon on Jer. 23. 6. And this again is contradicted

“ by his letter to Mr. Herrvey, in his preſervative

againſt unſettled nctions in religion, &c . This preſer

“ vative is itſelf contradiEted!, over and over, and
OVER

“ 6 again , in his abſtract from Dr. Preſton's breal plats

“ of faith and love. And this abftract from Dr. Piefton

is FLATLY contradi& ted by his edition of Barter's

66 aphoriſms; and theſe aphoriſms are FLATLY contra

" dicted by what he has publiſhed from Biſhop Beve

“ ridge's private thoughts on religion ; and theſe

" thoughts of Biſhop Beveridge are AGAIN FLATLY

“ contradicted by Mr. Wifey's own thoughts on im

puted righteouſneſs . — Thus the wheel runs round

" and round again."

Now, Sir, I aver, that if Mr. Whey has only one

GRAIN of COMMON SENSE , there cannot be ONE GRAIN

of PROBABILITY in this account : And , therefore, it

muſt be concluded , That either he is an ABSOLUTE

FOOL ; or elſe, that ,you have ABSOLUTELY MISREPRE

SENTED him .

Again, in your Farrago Double Diſtilled, p. 19. you

ſay, “ But I will go farther ſtill; and ſince Mr. We

ley has publiſhed, prefaced, recommended and ſold

“ fome treatiſes of Dr. Owen (particularly that excel

" lent tract on indwelling fin in believers) Biſhop Be

" " veridge, Dr. Prefion , and Dr. Sibbs, let him only bring

me TWENTY LINESTOGETHER out of the writings

" of thoſe eminent divines , as they ſtand in his own

" chriſtian library , and I will ENGAGE TO PROVE that

" he has TIENTY TIMES contradicted them in fomne

“ other of his publications. " Candid reader - but

Stop ! I will not trouble thee . UNCANDID reader !

Bigoted , Antinomian reader ! Thou who art almoſt

cateii up with prejudice againſt Mr. Willey! Doſt not

THOU , even THCU , cry out, 6. This account CANNOT

“ be TRUE : There is NO LIKELIHOOD of it : It is

ABSURD to the LAST DEGREE TO SUPPOSE any ſuch

* thing." Now this , Sir , in my judgment, is really

true . And, therefore, I believe, that if you were to

ſearch
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For,

ſearch all the writings, reveries and ſcribbles of a thou

ſand years , thoſe of ideots and lunaticks not excepted,

you would ſcarce be able to produce ſuch inſtances of ab

Turdities and contradictions, as theſe you have attributed

to Mr. Weller. And yet, as if this was not enough ,

you add, “ I muſt go one ſtep further yet" -- one ſtep

farther yet , do you fay! why really, Sir, if I may ſpeak

freely, I am afraid you have goneſo far already, as to

leave the fear of GOD behind. But ſince you muft ge

one ſtep farther yet, pray let us ſee the length of it .

Well, “ I defy Mr. Wejicy"-you ſay, “ to bring me

TWENTY LINES out of the above tracts by Owen ,

“ Beveridge, Sibbs or Preſton, which he now believes . "

Why really Sir, if you were not a perfon of fo refpec

table a character, I would not heſitate a moment to ſay,

Fie ! Fie ! on you, for talking at suci A RATE.

unleſs your adinirers are as drunk with party rage, as,

I fear , you are yourſelf, I believe I may “ defy " you

to bring ONE PERSON of them , who for ONE MOMENT

believes UNE WORD of this improbable, incredible ac

Yea, I could almost “ 6 defy ” you to ſay ( lup

poſe your fury to be but a little abated ) thatyou " now "

believe one word of it yourſelf. And, to imitate your

deps, not in length! but in number, “ I inuſt go one

ftep farther yet,” and ſay, That of all the accuſers of

the brethren you can mention , Satan himſelf not ex

cepted , I “ defy” you to ſhew that any of theſe have

gone so far in accuſing any one, as you bave donc in

accuſing Mr. Wiley.

As to incontiſtencies and contradictions, when it

is conſidered, 1. How numerous his writings are, 2. That

they confift, partly of tracts written by himſelf, and

partly of extracts from and abridgments of the writings

of very different authors : And , 3. That at the times

they were published , his various avocations prevented

hisattending on things of leſs importance ina manner

he otherwiſe might have done; I ſay , when all theſe

things are conſidered , it will be no wonder if, 1. A few

real inconfiftencies ſhould be found in an hundred vo

lumes, published under ſuch circumſtances : And 2 ,

That

count.
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That there ſhould be a greater number of ſuch start

ING ONES, as incapacity , (tor CLOSE DISTINCTION ) in

attention or prejudice, might make a handle of .

Whether your performance, Sir , owes its exiſtence

to either of thele , or to all of them put together, I ſhall

not now determine. But as to the method you have

adopted in compoſing it , this I muſt ſay, is moſt amaz

ingly abiurd, unjust, and dilingenuous. For,

1. In prvof ofMr. Weſley's inconſiſtencies and con

tradictions, you have oppoſed his WORDS to the words

of ANOTHER .

11. You have cppoſed the words which , in one

place, he fpake as a poet, and which he intended to be

i'ndei ſtood with a large meaſure of poetic licence, to

the fame words, in another place, where he intended to

be understood as à grammarian or logician .

111. When both ſides of your contraſts are in proſe,

you have oppoled ſuch expreflions as, in one place , he

intended to be underſtood literally , to the fame expref

fions, in another place , where he intended them to be

underſtood figuratively.

IV . You have oppoſed expreſſions which were uſed

in one fenſe, to one fort of people ; to the fame expreſ

fions , uſed in another ſente, to another ſort of people .

V. You have oppoſed ſuch words as were inſerted

through miftake in one edition , and acknowledged to

be ſo by being left out of the other editions, unto fuch

words as he ſtill retains and owns .

VI. You have contrafted two paffages to ſhew that

Mr. Weſley contradicts himtelf, neither of which are his

kords.

That you have tranſgreſſed in the manner laid down

in theſe six propofitions, I undertake to demonſtrate.

And
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And that I may do it FAIRLY and fully, I ſhall not

imitate your example, in throwing duft into the air ;

that is , in throwing about a huge group of randoin

words, in fuch manner as tends to blind , rather than

enlighten the reader . Instead of this, I ſhall firſt lay

down Cach propofition regularly, and then produce its

proof.

PROPOSITION 1.

You have oppoſed the words of Mr. Weſicy to the

words of another.

DEMONSTRATION FIRST.
1

You have oppoed the words of Mr. John Willy to

the words of Mr. Charles Welicv. To prevent all cavils ,

and to let the reader ſec I do you no injuſtice, I ſhall

inſert at large, every paſſage I make uſe of.

For
Againīt

" Sinleſs Perfection .” 6. Sinleſs Perfection . "

6 Wilt thou lop the boughs

66 of fin ,

" Leaving till the ſtock

" behind !

" No, thy love ſhall werk

" within ,

« Quite expel the CAR

“ Root and branch deſtroy

“ As this poſition, that

Có there is no ſin in a believ.

er, NO CARNAL MIND,

no bent to back ſliding,

" is contrary te the word

" ofGOD, ſo it is to the

experience of his chil

Theſe continu

ally feel an heart bent to

" back - fliding, a natural

66 tendency toevi , a prone

" neisto depart from GOD,

66 and cleave to the things

66 of carth . Ibid ."

AL MIND . 66 dren .

my foe,

6 I believe it ſhall be fo .

66 Ibid . Vol . II . p . 149.”

Farrazº , page 113. Second

edition ,

The
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2 Cor . v . 17

.

TRUTH .

The words you have here brought to fhew what is

ſaid " Againſt finleſs perfection, ” ( which , by the bye,

do not fpeak a ſyllable either againſt it or for it ! ) are

certainly Mr. John Wiley's ; and, as you have very

, juſtly referred us, are to be found in his “ Serm . ore

p . 9. firſt edition. But theoppoſite

paffage which you have brought “ For finleſs perfec

to tion, ” is Mr. Charles Weſley's ONLY , and is found

only in a volume of his , which does not ſo much as

bear Mr. John Wiley's name : See Hyinns and Sac.

Pocms by Charles Weſley. vol . II . p . 149. ſecond edi .

tion . 1, therefore conclude, that you have oppofend

the words of Mr. John Weſley to the words of another.

But , before I go any further, I am under the difa

greeable ncceſſity of charging you with wilFUL UN

This is a HEAVY CHARGE , I confeſs ; and,

therefore, muſt be clearly and diftin &tly proved .

And, Firſt, I charge you with UNTRUTH. The paſ

fage immediately preceeding the laſt, and which ends

with the following line, - Chriſt in a pure and finlerś

heart, is taken from Hymns and Sac. Poems, by .

John and Charles Welcy, vol . II . p. 287. fifth edition.

But the next paſſage is taken out of Hymns and Sac.

Poems, by Charles Willey ONLY , as I have obſerved

above. Yet the reference, by which you direct, or ra

ther impoſe upon your reader, is “ Ibid . the ſame.

Now I have demonſtrated
above , that THEY ARE NOT

THE SAME : The firſt paſſage being taken out of a vo

lume by John and Charles Wifcy, IN CONJUNCTION
; but

theother, out of a volume by Charles Wifey ALONE .

Neither is this all ; for in your note at the bottom of

this page you ſay, “ I do not indeed pretend to ſay

" which of theſe hymns were compoſed by Mr. Fohin

st and which by Mr. CharlesWeey ; however, as their

names fland JOINTLY prefixcil to the volumes, ( two of

“ which were printed at London, two at Briſtol,) we

are warranted to ſuppoſe that they contain their joint

66 ſentiments . I anſwer ; Their names DO NOT

ſtand jointly prefixed to the volumes : Mr. John Weſley's

name never was at any edition of one of the volumes

you refer to. This , therefore, IS AN UNTRUTH .

C But

>>
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1

6. ibid .

But, ſecondly , this untruth is WILFUL . For when

you wrote the ſame, YOU KNEW they were

not the fame : When you ſaid , “ Their names ſtand

jointly prefixed to the volumes, YOU COULD NOT BUT

KNOW THE CONTRARY . To make this fully appear,

let it be obſerved, that the names of the authors ſtand

only in the title - pages. Now that you have very care

fully ſearched the title -page of this volume of Mr.

Churles Willey, appears froin hence, That you have

told us the title of the volume is “ Ibid . ” that is , the

faineas that above -mentioned , which is , “ Hymns and

Sac . Poems : " That it is , " vol . II . That it was

printed “ at Briſtol : ” And , alſo ( as you have told us

in the note above -mentioned) that you have examined

“ the dates prefixed to the books quoted ; ” all which

circumſtances are found only in the title -page . Now,

Sir , I pofitively affirm that you could not ſurvey this title

page, ſo accurately ; yea and tranſcribe almost every word

of it in the manner you have done, without SEEING, .

in the very middle of it, the following words, “ By

“ CHARLES WESLEY,M. A. late STUDENT of

“ Chrif -Church , OXFORD. And as (notwithſtanding

this) you have declared, 6. Their names ſtand jointly

“ prefixed to the volumes , " I conclude , That You

have been guilty of a WILFUL VIOLATION OF TRUTH.

--The great Searcher of Hearts fees, that it is with

tears in my eyes , as well as with a HEAVY heart, that

I bring such a charge againit you : and that no .

thing but the cauſe of truth, of juftice, and of injured

merit , could ever prevail on me to do it.

DEMONSTRATION SECOND.

You have oppoſed the words of Mr. Weſley, to the

words of Mr. Fletcher ,

- That Mr.Weſley wonders how a man

66 That Mr. Weſley

C holds Free-will .

" can hold Free -will."

66 Mr. F tells Mr. 6 I wonder as much at

& Shirley , ( 2 Check, P. 37 ) 66 the doctrine fome men

malik
orkeley

$5 that 66 have
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as

" that when he maintain 66 have advanced concern ?

66 ed the freedom of the " ing free-will, at

“ will, Jesus CHRIST and " that which others have

“ the Goſpel were on his 66 broached in favour of

“ fide, &c. & c." good works, &c . And

" To this alſo Mr.Wef so this my faith is not

“ ley gives his imprimatur. “ grounded on a roving

• In the mean while his fancy , but on the moſt

" Sermons and Chriſtian 66 ſolid reaſons. For as

• Library continue upon so much as of ourſelves,

“ fale, and bear their joint we are not able in our

" teſtimony againſt the “ underſtandings to dir

66 author of the Preſerva cern the evil from the

" tive, and againſt the good ; much leſs then

" Vindicator ; as what are we able in our wills

“ ſtands on theoppoſite fide " to prefer the good be

plainly demonftrates. “ fore the evil , the will

See page 135. never ſettling upon any

thing but what the

“ judgment diſcovers to it.

Chriſt. Lib. vol. xlvii.

p . 57 .

Again , ſuch is the

66 freedom of man's will ,

6 free only to evil, free to

" drink in iniquity like

" water. Serm. on Rom .

66 viii. 15."

The paſſage you have brought out of the Sermon on

Rom. viii. 15. to thew what is faid againſt free-will, is.

certainly Mr. Wifey's : And notwithſtanding what he

has ſaid to the contrary) I will allow , for argument's

fake , that the paſſage out of the Chriſtian Library is

his alſo . But the paffage you have brought out ofMr.

Fletcher's Check , to fhew what is ſaid for free-will, is

Nor Mr. WeNey's, but properly , yea , and in every
ſenſe

of the word , Mr. Fletcher's. But you ſay, 66 To this

alſo ,Mr.Willey gives his imprimatur. " How does he

do this ? I believe not in ſuch manner as will anſwer

yourC 2
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your end . For before Mr. Fletcher's words (ſet in oppo

fition to Mr. Wefey's) will prove that Mr. Wiley contra

diets himſelf, you inuft
prove that he has ( fully ) made

them his own. And before you can do this, you muſt

prove, 1. That he has read them all . 2. That Mr.

Fletcher
gave him an unlimited authority to put in and

out, ALL he pleaſed. And, 3. That Mr.Weſley has ac

tually MADE SO FREE with Mr. Fletcher as to do it.

Now , if I was under a neceſſity of proving a negative,

I would undertake to prove the reverſe of theſeparti

culars . But there is no need : It will be quite enough

to obſerve that Mr. Weſley has read over fome of Mr.

Fletcher's tracts, before they went to the preſs ; that

others of them he has read in part ; and that one, at leaſt,

he had not read , either before or after, at the time he

dated his laſt addreſs to you . Take his own words :

“ He " (Mr. Hill) “ continually takes for granted , that

" I readover and correct all Mr. F's books before

* they go to the preſs . So far from it , that the Fourth

“ Check to Antinomianiſm I have not read over to

Remarks on Mr. Hill's Farrago Double

Diſtilled , page 5.

It is, therefore, certain , notwithſtanding any ſuppo

fed imprimatur, that the words in queſtion , are not

Mr. Weſley's, but Mr. Fletcher's . And therefore it

follows, upon the whole, that you have in this inſtance

alſo, oppoſed the words of Mr. Weſley to the words of

another.

Before I proceed , I muſt beg leave to obſerve, that

there is no contradiction, concerning free -wili, in the

paſſages under conſideration . For Mr. Fletcher ſpeaks

of the will , not as naturally free, but as made free by

that general grace (or as you would call it, common grace)

which is given to all men; but Mr. Wellcy, in the other

paffage, ſpeaks of the will, not as thus made free by

grace, but as NATURALLY FREE : that is , as FREE OF

ITSELF, ( NOTWITHSTANDING THE FALL) WITHOUT

ANY HELP FROM GOD.

But, though they do not contradict each other, they

both contradict you, ſuppoſe you are a conſiſtent Pre

deſtinarian . For, according to that hypotheſis, you

believe

THIS DAY .
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believe that there is no will in any creature , either GOOD

or EVIL , but what was UNCHANGEABLY DECREED FROM

ETERNITY , ſhould , UNCONDITIONALLY and IRRESIST

IBLY be in him. And, therefore, according to this

notion , you believe , if you are conſiſtent, that when

David, for inſtance, WILLED to commit adultery with

Bathſheba, and , then, to murder Uriah, it was not an

act of FREE-WILL ; ſeeing his will was laid under an

irreſiſtible neceffity of WILLING juſt what, and as it did .

So, on the other hand , when he wILLED to compoſe

the fifty - firſt pſalm , it was not an act of any FREE - will ;

for neither in this was his will FREE , or at LIBERTY ,

to will or not to will it, but was, in the manner above

mentioned, conſtrained to it, by the fame IRRESISTIBLE

NECESSITY .

Now , Mr. Weſley and Mr. Fletcher believe, that this

notion of the will, 1. Deſtroys the diſtinction between

voluntary agents and ſtocks and ſtones . 2. That it

makes GOD the author of fin , by ſuppoſing that his

DECREE NECESSITATES THE WILLs of angels and men ,

in all their volITIONS, both good and EVIL. And,

3. That it ſuppoſeth the bible to be a moſt ridiculous

book, on account of its addreſing ſuch agents as are

abſolutely involuntary, in the manner it oughtto ad

dreſs them , fuppoſe they were abſolutely free. For

theſe , and the like conliderations, theſe gentlemen have

not yet ſubſcribed your creed ; and unleis better reaſons

are given than any they have yet ſeen , I expect they

pever will .

PROPOSIT I O N II.

You have oppoſed the words which , in one place, Mr.

Willey (pake as a poet , and which he intended to be un

derſtood with a large meaſure of poetic licence, to the

ſame words, in another place , where he intended to be

underſtood as a grammarian or logician.

C 3 DEMON.
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DEMONSTRATION FIRST.

66 For Election and

« Perſeverance."

Againſt Election

“ and Perſeverance."

THE

FALL

* Sav'd BEYOND 66 Thoſe who live by

66 DREAD OF FALLING, 66 faith may yet

“ Let us riſe , “ FROM GOD, and periſh

66 To the prize “ everlaſtingly .

* Of our glorious calling. “ Weſley's ſeriousthoughts

“ Mr. Weſley's Hymns and on the perjeverance of the

" Spiritual Songs, published " ſaints,

" in 1771. p . 6.” See Re

view, p . 107.

The firſt thing I here object to, is, the VAGUE TI

TLE of this head: “ For election and perſeverance ”.

" Againſt election and perſeverance." According to

this, a man may be both for and againſt election and

perſeverance, without the LEAST contradiction : That

is, he may be FOR THEM , as they are CONDITIONAL,

and AGAINST THEM as they are UNCONDITIONAL ;

which is Mr. Wiley's caſe . If, therefore , you had

ftated the objection with accuracy and preciſion, you

would have ſaid , For CONDITIONAL election and per

ſeverance : Againſt CONDITIONAL election and perfe

verance .

However, as tothe paſſage brought to fhew what

Mr. Weſley has ſaid againſt election and perſeverance,

I acknowledge it does properly ſhew what is ſaid againſt

unconditional perſeverance : I ſay properly thew , ſeeing

it is taken out of a logical diſcourſe , wrote profeſſedly

on that fubject. Butas to the contraſted paſſage, Í

obſerve, firſt, that I cannot find it by your reference;

ſecondly, that I believe it is not taken from Mr. John

Weſley's works, but from his brother's. But, thirdly ,

fuppoſe the words were Mr. John Weſley's, I affert, they

are
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are not ſufficient to contraſt with A LOGICAL CONCLU

SION , ſo as to PROVE a CONTRADICTION . The rea

ſon is this , theſe words, “ ſav'd beyond the dread of

“ falling,” which you intend as your Point OF CON

TRAST , are a poetic verſe. Now , as it is ESSENTIAL

to a good poem to be enriched with tropes and figures,

( a great latitude in the uſe of which, being that which

is meant by poetic licence) how abſurd is it to contraſt

ſuch tropical and figurative expreflions, and as uſed in a

nervous poem , with that which is ſaid in a logical

difpute; where (in order to clear inveſtigation
and con

cluſive reaſoning ) it is eſſential that the terins be ap

plied according to their most literal and grammatical

import!

DEMONSTRATION SECOND.

"
ulting

ever.

“ We clap our hands, ex
" I have loved thee with

" an everlaſting love; there

“ In thine Almighty fa- “ forewith loving-kindneſs

vour, “ have I drawn thee. Do

“ The love divine, “ theſewords aſſert, thatno

+6 That made us thine, righteous man ever turn

“ Shall keep us thine for- ed away from his righte

boufnels ? No ſuch thing.

“ Select Hymns, with tunes Again , he who is a

annexed , p. 120." Re 56 child of GOD to -day,

view , p. 103. may be a child of the

66 devil to -morrow .

“ Thoughts on the perſe

verance of the ſaints.

The paſſage in the right-hand column I allow to be

in point ; ſeeing it is part of a logical diſpute on the

ſubject. But the contraited paſſage is not in point;

ſeeing it is poetic and figurative. And, I would ob

ſerve, that the figure made uſe of, in the laſt of the

following lines ,

“ The love divine, which made us thine,

66 Shall keep us thine for ever, "
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is the ELLIPSIS , a part being left out, in the expreſſion ,

but implied in the ſenſe ; or elſe the SYNECDOCHE, a

part, which is capreled, being put for the whole of

that which is both inplied and exprebid. So that if the

matter had been exprefled at large, in plain profe, or

laid down in a logical propofition, it would have been

to this effect, That GOD whoſe love has made us his

own, will keep us ſuch for ever, if we endure to the

end, Mark xiii . 13 , If we conteſs him before men,

Luke xii . 8 , If we keep his coinmandments, John xv.

10 , if we mortify the deeds of the body, Rom . viii .

13, If we fow to the ſpirit, Gal. vi . S, IF

theſe things, 2 Pet . i . 10, and if we are faithful unte

death , Rev. ii . 10 .

we de

DEMONSTRATION THIRD.

" Our glorified head , 6. Thoſe who have been

• His Spirit hath ſhed , " made partakers of the

“ With his people to Holy Ghoſt, of the wite

ſay , s nefs, and the fruits of

" And NEVER again will 66 the ſpirit, may never

so he take him away. " theleſs fo fall from GOD,

" Iymns and ſpiritual jongs, į “ as toperiſh everlastingly.

" Thoughts on the posjeve

rance of the ſaints.'

P : 7. Ibid . ”

Here again I obſerve, that the paffage on the right

hand fairly ſhews what is ſaid (not againſt election

" and perſeverance, as you call it , but) againſt un

conditional perſeverance ; ſeeing it is taken out of a lo

gical diſpute on that ſubject. But , as to the other pafo

lage , it is quite foreign on two accounts: Firſt, it is

poetical; fecondly, it ſpeaks of a quite different thing ;

Damely, of Chriſt ſending his Spirit INTO THE CHURCH

in general, and that he will never take him out of THE

CHURCH again .-- Now , does not every one fee a wide

difference between taking the Spirit out of the univer

fal
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ſal church, and taking him from an individual perſon ,

who has grieved and QUENCHED him ?

DEMONSTRATION FOURTH.

→

" He will perform the “ Having loved his own ,

( work begun, namely, THE APOSTLES ,

“Jeſus, the finner's friend; as the very next words ,

• Jefus, the lover of his 66 which were in the world ,

own , evidently ſhew, he loved

« Will love me to the end . THEM unto the end of

• Hymns and ſacred poems, « his life . See Mr. Wef.

“ Vol. II . p. 178 . " ley's note on John xiii . 1.

and thoughts on theperfev .

" of ſaints."

Here, again , that which is ſaid , fynecdochically
, by

the poet, is contraſted with that which is ſaid , without

a figure, by the commentator and logician . And yet,

notwithſtanding
this, there is not a ſhadow of a contra

diction. For though the one paffage ſpeaks of Chriſt

loving his apoſtles to the end , it does not ſpeak a word

of his not ſo loving others ; and though the oppolite

paffage ſpeaks of his loving others to the end , there is

not a ſyllable againſt his not ſo loving the apoſtles.

If you ſay , the contradiction is IMPLIED in the pal

ſage on the right hand ; then , I ſay, the anſwer is

equally IMPLIED in that on the left. For inſtance , if you

ſay, when Mr. Weſley afferted that Chriſt loved his apof

tles to the end of his life, he intended an oppoſition to

the calvinian comment on the place , which is , that

every one whom Chriſt loves at all, he loves them un.

conditionally, to the end of their life ; then I ſay, on

the other hand, that when Mr. Weſley ſaid , “ Jeſus

" will love me to the end, ” he meant, IF I keep his com

mandments, and am faithfulunto death . You , therefore,

fee, that if, inſtead of PLAYING ON WORDS,

you had confidered the MEANING of both paffages ,

there would not have been ſo inuch as A SHADOW of

a contradiction .

Now ,
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Now , beſides theſe four demonftrations, which I

have infifted on , there are twENTY FOUR more, of

the ſame fort, in your Farrago. But theſe four àre

more than ſufficient: And, therefore, the TRUTH of this

propoſition is UNDENIABLE.

PROPOSITION JII.

When both ſides of your contraſts are in profe, you

have oppoſed ſuch exprefſions as, in one place, Mr.

Weſley intended to be underſtood literally, to the ſame

exprefſion , in another place, where he intended them :

to be underſtood figuratively.

DEMONSTRATION FIRST.

“ For Imputed “ Againſt Imputed

“ Righteouſneſs." Righteouſneſs
. ”

" The righteouſneſs of " Thereforebelievers are

“ Chriſt is imputed to eve 66 not the men that have

ry one that believes, as any ſuch righteouſneſs

as ſoon as he believes : For “ imputed to them . Ibid.**

“ if he believes according That is, Treatiſe on Jufti .

to the ſcripture , he be- ) fication .

“ lieves in the righteouſ

" neſs of Chriſt. Sermon

on Jer. xxiii . 6." Re

view, p. 126.

1

As to theſe words , " The righteouſneſs of Chriſt

" is imputed to every one that believes, It is certain

that they are intended to be underſtood IMPROPER

LY, as Goodwin expreſſeth it ; that is, in a FIGURA

TIVE, or, (as he explains it,) in a

This is evident from the following words,

in that Sermon, where Mr. Weſley has declared his own

ſentiments in the words of Goodsvin, " This " ( what

he

LESS PROPER

SENSE .
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44

he means by the righteoufueſs of Chriſt being impu

ted ) " is more fully , largely , and particularly exprels'd

“ in the Treatiſe on Juftification which I publithed laſt

year. Ifwe take the phraſe of imputing Chriſt's righ

“ teouſneſs, ( IMPROPERLY, viz . ” ſo it is in the

Treatiſe ) for the beflowing ( as it were the righteous

“ neſs of Chriſt, including his obedience, as well pajive as

" active, IN THE RETURN OF IT ; that is IN THE PRI

VILEGES , BLESSINGS AND BENEFITS PURCHASED BY

*s6 IT : SO a believer may be ſaid to be juffied BY THE

“ RIGHTEOUSNESS OF CHRIST IMPUTED . THE MEA

* NING IS , GOD JUSTIFIES THE BELIEVER

66 FOR THE SAKE OF CHRIST'S RIGHTEOUS

- NESS, AND NOT FOR THE SAKE OF HIS OWN .

Reader obſerve it well ; Mr. Wejley has here told us

what he means ( in the ſermon on Jer . xxiii . 6. ) by the

righteouſneſs of Chriſt being imputed : I repeat it

again : That “ GOD juſtifies the be ver FOR THE

SAKE OF CHRIST'S RIGHTEOUSNESS , and not for the

64 fake of his own.” It is therefore certain , that when

ever ſuch phraſes, as the imputed righteouſneſs of

Chriſt, aremade uſe of in this Sermon , Mr. Weſley

intends them to be underſtood, not according to the

STRICT, LITERAL fignification of the words ; but ra

ther, in a FIGURATIVE or QUALIFIED ſenſe .

As to the oppoſite paſſage, it ſpeaks only of THAT

IMPUTATION of Chriſt's righteouſneſs, which Good

kuin had been OPPOSING . Now , what that is , we are

told in the following words, " . The queſtion IN PRE

CISE TERMS IS THIS, whether the faith of him that

“ truly believes in Chrift, or the righteouſneſs of Chriſt

himſelf, that is his obedience to the moral law, be

" that which GOD imputes to a believer for righte

ouſneſs , in his juſtification : So that he that believes

• is conſtituted and made as perfectly, as legally right

eous as Chriſt himſelt is ; the jusTIFIED, and the

JUSTIFIER , both being righteous with the self

SAME RIGHTEOUSNESS, only the JUSTIFIED wears it

by IMPUTATION , the JUSTIFIER by INHERENCY.

b . That the ſcriptures no where countenance any such

“ imputation

.
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e imputation of the righteouſneſs of Chriſt, I truſt,

“ ( the Spirit of Truth affiting) to make manifeft in

" this diſcourſe . ” It is therefore certain, that when

Mr. Wiley faid, (out of Goodwin ) “ Believers are not

“ the men that have any ſuch righteouſneſs imputed

to them , ” he intended to be underſtood, not in that

FIGURATIVE or QUALIFIED ſenſe mentioned above ;

but, rather, according to the STRICT , grammatical

iinport of the expreſſions.

It is therefore evident, froin hence , that you have

contrafted ſuch expreſions in one place, which Mr.

WcMyintended to be underſtood literally to thoſe which

in another place , he intended to be underſtood figura

tively.

DEMONSTRATION SECOND.

6. I no more DENY the

" righteouſneſs of Christ,

4 than I deny the God

" head of Chriſt. Nei.

66 ther do I DENY IMPU

TED RIGHTEOUSNESS.

66 This is another unkind

" and unjust accuſation .,

“ Serm . on Jer. xxiii . 6."

66 You ſee one main

" reaſon why we DENY

THE IMPUTATION OF

66 CHRIST'S RIGHTEOUS

NESS . Treatiſe on fufti

66 fication .

When Mr. Weey ſays ( out ofGoodwin ) " We deny

" the imputation of Christ's righteouſnels, " he means,

We deny it in the ſenſe above-mentioned : That is ,

we deny “ That the believer is conſtituted and made

as PERFECTLY , as LEGALLY RIGHTEOUS AS CHRIST

HIMSELF is--and with the SELF - SAME righteouſneſs,

only the JUSTIFIED wears it by IMPUTATION , the

“ JUSTIFIER by inherency. " In other words, he means,

We deny that the righteouſneſs of Chriſt, conſiſting of

all his thoughts , intentions , tempers, deſires, words

and actions, is so LITERALLY IMPUTED to a believer,

as to become his own , as strictly and PROPERLY

as it was Chriſt's. Now, as this is the PROPER Pre

deſtinarian
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deftinarian and Antinomian doctrine of imputed righte

ouſneſs, ſo it is this , and THIS ONLY , which is here

denied . It is , therefore, certain , that this paffage

ſpeaks of imputed righteouſneſs , not FIGURATIVELY,

but according to THE STRICT, GRAMMATICAL ſenſe

of the words .

But as to the other paſſage, where Mr. Weſley ſays,

" Neither do I deny imputed righteouſneſs, ” if he in

tended the righteouſneſs of Chriſt, and not the righte

ouſneſs of faith , 66 THE MEANING IS , GOD

“ juſtifies a believer FOR THE SAKE of Chriſt's right

ob eouſneſs, and NOT FOR THE SAKE OF his own ." ( ſee

the Sermon on Jer. xxiii. 6. p. 14.) It is , therefore,

certain, that the expreſſions are here to be underſtood

not STRICTLY and GRAMMATICALLY ; but, rather,

in a FIGURATIVE SENSE .

DEMONSTRATION THIRD.

66 The firſt thing then " Thus have we at laſt

66 which admits of no dif fully anſwered all thoſe

* pute among reaſonable arguments, which to inv

is this : To allbe “ knowledge haveyet been

" lievers, the righteouſ cinſiſted upon for the

66 nefs of Chriſt is iinpu imputation of Chriſt's

" ted . Serm , on Jer. xxiii . 66 righteouſneſs. Treatije

66 6. "
on Juft. p . 207 .

men

! 1

9

When Mr. Wolley (out of Goodevin ) ſays, “ To all

* believers the righteouſneſs of Chriſt is imputed,"

-66 THE MEANING IS , ( to repeat his own words

once more) " GOD juſtifies a believer, FOR THE SAKE

“ of Chriſt's righteouſneſs. "

To ſet this matter in a clear light , let it be obſerved,

firf , That (according to Mr. Wif) the righteouſneſs

of Chriſt conſiſts of his whole Obedience, while on

earth , That, ſecondly, in this obedience there is a

worth or value, which, from the notion of one perſon

making amends to another for an injury committed,

is called his SATISFACTION ; and, from the notion of a

D perfon
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MERIT .

That,

ha

perſon purchaſing a favour or benefit by layingdown

an equivalent, is called his That thirdly ,

GOD, on account of ( or , FOR THE SAKE of ) this fatis

faction or merit, juſtifies all who believe .

fourthly, his doing this, FOR THE SAKE OF this fatisfac

tion or merit , Mr. Wesley SOMETIMES calls imputing

the righteouſneſs of Christ; which , certainly , is not

the literal, but figurative import of the word impute.

To impute, ſtrictly and properly ſpeaking, is, 1 .

To rickon ONE THING infead of ANOTHER, -in or

der to fome end . In this fenſe, St. Paul, the ANTI

ENT Fathers, Luther, Goodzwin, Baxter, and Mr.

Weſley fay , that FAITH is imțuted inſtead ofUnsin

NING OBEDIENCE, in order to juſtification. 2. It

fignifies , that THAT which is the REAL PROPERTY of

ONE PERSON is RECEONED or ACCOUNTED the REAL

PROPERTY of another. Now , this is the calvinian and

antinomian doctrine of imputation . For , as to the

fin of Alam, they fay , That the identical act of eating

the forbidden fruit, is ſo imputed to his poſterity, that

we are all accounted eaters of that fruit, as truly and

literally as he was himſelf. So, again , when the lins of

the people were imputed to the ſcape -goat, the DUMB

animal was looked on as being literally guilty of all the

evil words and actions which were imputed to it.

Again farther ; according to them , all the evil tempers

and deſires, words and actions of men, women and

children were ſo imputed to Chriſt , as to become his

own fins, and that too , as itrictly, and literally as they

are our's .-On the other hand , they ſay , That Chriſt's

acts of inward and outward righteouſneſs are ſo impu

ted to us , as to become ourown acts, as ſtrictly, truly,

and literally as they were the actions of Chriít.

Now , it is according to this laſt notion of imputed

righteouſneſs, that Mr. Wolley ſpeaks againſt it, in the

paſlage brought out of the Treatiſe on Juftification,

This is evident from hence , That the paſſage contains

only the author's declaration that he had anſwered all

thearguments which were brought in ſupport of the

doctrine he had been oppofing : Which was , that ,

66 He
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* He that believes , is conſtituted and made as perfect

ly , as legally righteous , as Chriſt himſelf is ;-- both

* being righteous with the felt-fame righteouſneſs. ”

Now it iscertain, that this is imputation, not according

to the figurative import of the word ; but according to

its moſt ſtrict and literal interpretation. And there

fore, it is evident, That you haveoppoſed ſuch exprefe

fions, as , in one place, Mr. Weſley intended to be under

ſtood literally to the fame expreſſions, in another place ,

where he intended them to be underftood figuratively.

Many more demonſtrations of this propoſition might

be produced ; but theſe are ſufficient : And therefore,

I ſhall conclude this head with obſerving, That accor

ding to your looſe and indeterminate manner of ſtating

this pointof imputed righteouſneſs alſo , Mr. Welley, or

any one, may ASSERT and DENY it a thouſand times

over, and yet not be guilty of one real contradiction.

Surely , you Sir, who are a “ MASTER OF Arts, of

" the Univerſity of Oxford), and at the ſame time ,

ſo great an adept in divinity , cannot but know , that

there is great ambiguity in the phraſe , imputed righte

ouſneſs : Seeing the term righteouſneſs, may be under

ftood cither of the righteouſneſs or obedience of Chrift,

as in Rom , v. 18. or elſe it inay be underſtood of Faith

in Chriſt, which is called “ The righteouſneſs of faith ,”

chap . iv . 13. And beſides theſe, there are various

other acceptations of that term.And as to the term ,

impute, this ( as I have obſerved before) may be under

ſtood either literally or figuratively. It is certain there

fore that a perſon may uie this phraſe, in one ſenſe,

and reject it in the other , without the leaſt contradic

tion ; which is Mr. Wiley's caſe. For , ſpeaking

of Faith being coUNTED, (Rom . iv, 3. 5. ) RECKON

ED, [ ver. 4. 9 , 10. ] IMPUTED, [ver . 22, 23 , 24. ]

he alerts imputed righteouſneſs, according to the

STRICT and PROPER ſenſe of the words . And ſpeaking

of the righteouſneſs of Chriſt, he'alerts the imputation

of this, in that figurative or qualified fenſe mentioned

above ; but ſpeaking of the imputation of it, according

toD 2
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to the calvinian and antinomian notion , that is , accord

ing to the STRICT, LITERAL, GRAMMATICAL import

of the term impute, he denies it.

Dear Sir, if you have ſtudied this ſubject ſo as to

underſtand what you are writing about, it is a pity

that you have not been ſo ingenuous as to make theſe

"neceffary diſtinctions; but if, in reality , you have not

studied it ſo as to underſtand it, ( which I believe is

the cafe) then it is a pity that you ſhould pretend

to write on a ſubject you do not underſtand .

PROPOSITION . IV .

You have oppoſedexpreſſions which were uſed in one

fenſe, to one fort of people; to the fame expreſſions,

uſed in another ſenſe , to another fort of people.

DEMONSTRATION.

« For

6. Sinleſs Perfection ."

Againſt

“ Sinleſs Perfection ."

« The Son hath made " They ( the children

16 them who are thus born " of GOD) are daily fen

66 of GOD free from that 66 fible of fin remaining in

great root of fin and bit 6 their hearts ; pride, &c.

“ terneſs, PRIDE . Preface - Mr. Weſley's fermon ox

to Hymns and Sacred " 2 Cor. v. 17. entitled, In

* Poems, vol. I. p. 159, “ dwelling Sin ."

printed atLondon , 1756."

The paffage you have quoted in the firſt column is,

as you lay , a proof that Mr. Wevy holds , what you call,

“ Sinleſs perfection .” For it is the ſole buſineſs of

ihat preface to deſcribe thoſe who are now , IN THIS

LITE, born of GOD, that is , CHANGED IN THE HIGHEST

This is evident from the words which fol.

low thoſe you have quoted : “ They are free from

66 ſelf -will

DEGREE .
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3

“ ſelf -will; as defiring nothing, no, not for a incment

“ ( for PERFECT LOVE catteth out all delire ) but the holy

" s and perfect will ofGOD." Again , “ They are freed

" from evil thoughts, ſo that they cannot enter into

" them , no not for an inſtant. Afore -time , when an

" evil thought caine in , they looked up and it vaniſhed

away. But now it does not come in ; there being

no room for this in a foul which is FUEL OF GOD."

So again, “ Not that every one is a child of the devil

(as fome have rallily aflerted , who know not what

they ſpeak, nor whereof they affirm ) ' till he is in

" THIS FULL SENSE , BORN OF GOD :” That

is , ' till he is FULLY and PERFECTLY CHANGED. You

are, therefore, INFALLILLY RIGHT in the paſſage you

have brought in proof of his holding what you call line

lefs ( but Mr. Weſley, Chriſtian ) perfection.

But I cannot ſay this of the contrafted paffage : In

this you are INFALLIELY WRONG . For the ſermon on

2 Cor. v . 17. entitled , Sin in believers, does not ſpeak

of PERFECTION, or any ſuch thing : It ſpeaks ONLY

of BABES in Christ, and not of fathers : That is , it

ſpeaks of thoſe who are juſtified , but noe W HOLLY fanc

tified .

That this is really the caſe, appears from the follow

ing paſſages in that fermon. The very firſt words, ai

ter the text, are as follow , “ Is there then no fin in

" him that is in Chrif ? Does fin no longer remain in

one that believes in him ?” Obſerve, the queilion is .

not concerning fin being in one who is PERFECT; but

in one who is limply in Christ EY FAITH , as every

babe in Chriſt is.

That there is fin remaining in ſuch, he ſays, “ I do

“ 6 not know that ever it was controverted in the priini

66 tive church . Indeed there was no room for diſpu

“ ting concerning it, as all Christians were agreed"

66 And herein our own church ” - “ exactly copiesafter

" the primitive, declaring ( in her ninth article) original

" fin is the corruption of the nature of every ma
n ”

" and this infection of nature doih remain , yea, in them

as that are regenerated" “ The ſame teſtimony is

given

1

4

1

D 3
1
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** given by all other churches : not only by the Greck

" and Romifh church , but by every reformed church

" in Europe, of whatever denomination . Indeed ſome

" of theſe ſeem to carry the thing too far: So deſcrib

“ ing the corruption of the heart in a believer , as ſcarce

to allow that he has dominion over it, but rather is

" in bondage thereto . And by this means they leave

" " hardly any diſtinction between" (obſerve it well ;

not between one who is PERFECT, and any one elſe;

but between ) " a BELIEVER and an UNBE.

* LIEVER ."

" To avoid this extreme , many well-meaning mon ,

particularly thoſe under the direction of the late

* Count Zinzendorf, ran into another ; affirming, That

* all TRUE " (NOT PERFECT) “ believers are not only

45 faved from the dominion of fin , but froin the being

• of inward as well as outward fin , ſo that it no longer

“ remains in them . And from them , about Twenty

years ago, many of our countryinen imbibed the ſame

opinion , That even the corruption of nature is no

“ more in thoſe” (he does not ſay , who are PERFECT ;

but in thoſe) “ whO BELIEVE IN CHRIST . ”

" It is true,” ( adds Mr. Welley ) “ that when the

“ Germans were preſſed on this head , they foon allowed ,

(many of them at leaſt) that fin die ſtill remain in

THE FLESH , but net in THE HEART of a believer .

* And after a time, when the abſurdity of this was

" fully ſhewn, they fairly gave up the point : allow

ing , That findid itill remain ,though not reignz in him

66 that is born of GOD ."

“ But the Engliſh who had received it from them ”

were not to eaſily prevailed upon to part with a

favourite opinion . And even when the generality

“ of them were convinced it was utterly indefenſible,

a few could not be perſuaded to give it up, but

$ 6 maintain it to this day . " Sermon on Sin in Be

lievers, p . 4.

And of the number of thoſe who would not give it

up, were two preachers in connexion with Mr. Wiley ,

Mr. J. G. and Mr. 7. H. Theſe aſſerted , both from

the
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the pulpit and the preſs, that in the firſt moment any

one believed in Chriſt, he was faved from ALL SIN ;

not only from the guilt and power of fin , but alſo from

the very NATURE of it . Now , as many ſerious per

fons under Mr. Willey's care began to be infected by

this doctrine, and as there was vitible danger of the

ſpreading of this evil , Mr. Whey preached and pub

liſhed this ſermon ; firſt , to reſtore thoſe who were

already led allray , and , alſo , as a preſervative to

others .

And , in the proſecution of this deſign , he faith ,

[ p . 4. ] 6. For the ſake of thoſe who really fear GOD

* and deſire to know the Truth as it is in Jeſus, it

" may not be amiſs to conſider the point with calı

“ neis and impartiality . In doing this , I uſe indiffe

rently the words” (not SINLESS PERFECTION ; but)

regenerate, juſtified , or believers : Since though they

" " have not preciſely the fame meaning " - " yet they

come to one and the ſame thing, as every one that

" believes is both juſtified and born ofGOD . "

He then ( p . 5.) ftates the queſtion , at large, in the

following words. " The queition is not, concerning

6 outward fin : Whether a child of GOD commits ſin

no ? We all agree and earneſtly maintain , He

6s that committeth fin is of the devil. We agree , I'hojn

ever is born of GOD doth not commit fin . NEITHER

“ DO WE [NOW] ENQUIRE WHETHER IN

" WARD SIN WILL ALWAYS REMAIN IN

6 THE CHILDREN OF GOD ? WHETHER SIN

66 WILL CONTINUE IN THE SOUL AS LONG

66 AS IT CONTINUES IN THE BODY ? Nor

yet do we enquire, whether a justified perfon , may

relapſe either into inward or outward fin ? BUT

SIMPLY THIS , a JUSTIFIED or REGENERATE

MAN , FREE FROM ALL SIN, AS SOON AS HE

“ IS JUSTIFIED ? IS THERE THEN NO SIN

IN HIS HEART?"

Now , Sir, I am really aſtoniſhed, that, after ſuch

preciſion in introducing and ſtating the buſineſs of this

fermon, you ſhould be capable of bringing ONE paſ

fage

or

IS
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fage out of it to thew what he has ſaid , “ againſt fin

les perfection ." But it aſtoniſhes me almoil beyond

meaſure, that you ſhould be capable of doing this, yea ,

and with a very good grace too ! not leſs than FOUR

TEEN tiines.

That the reader who has not your Farrago by him,

may fee, without farther trouble, the truth of what

I here differt, I ſhall , for once , be at the pains to

tranſcribe there paliages at large, as they ſtand therein .

And that they may all appear in one view, I ſhall re

-peat that which I have already mentioned .

A D V ER TIS E M E N T. h

Paſſages out of Mr. Weſley's fermon on Sin in Be

lievers , (which fermon afferts nothing but that there

is fin.in BABES IN CHRIST, at the time they are firſt

juſtified) BROUGHT TO PROVE THAT HE ASSERTS,

There is fin in ADULT BELIEVERS , who are called

FATHERS IN CHRIST. By Richard Hill, Eſq ; Juſtice

of Peace for the County of Salop , and “ Malter of

Arts , of theUniverſity of Oxford ! "

PASSAGE I.

" AGAINST SINLESS PERFECTION ! "

" They ( the children of GOD ) are daily ſenſible of

“ fin remaining in their hearts ; PRINE , & c . & c . Mr.

“ Weley's ſermon on 2 Cor . 5. 17. entitled, Indwelling

** Sin .”

PASSAGE II.

“ It is the conftant experience of the children of

" GOD,” ( that is , of babes in Christ ) “ that they

“ feel a will not wholly reſigned to the will of

66 GOD. Ibid . ”

PASSAGE
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PASSAGE III.

• God's children"-(obſerve, he does not ſay, THOSE

WHO ARE PERFECT ) are daily ſenſible of tin remain

ing in their hearts, PRIDE, SELF-WILL, & c . Mr.

“ Weſley's fermon on 2 Cor. v . 17. entitled, Indwelling

66 Sin ."

PASS A G E IV.

" St. Paul is ſpeaking to believers , and deſcribing

" the ſtate " ( not of ſuch believers as are PERFECT ;

but) “ of believers in general , when he ſays, The

“ fleſh lufteth againſt the Spirit, and the Spirit againſt the

“ fleſh , and theſe are contrary the one to the other . No.

thing can be more expreſs : the Apoſtle here di

“ rectly affirms that the fleſh, the evil nature oppoſes

“ the Spirit even in believers . Sermon on 2 Cor. v . 17.*

Obſerve, he does not ſay, in adult or perfect believers.

PASSAGE V.

" This doctrine (of believers being without fin ) is

wholly new, never heard of in the church of Chriſt,

“ from the time of his coming into the world till the

“ time of Count Zinzendorf. I do not remember to

“ have ſeen the leaſt intimation of it, either in any

" antient or modern writer, unleſs, perhaps , in ſome

+6 of the wild RANTING ANTINOMIANS . Sermon on

Cor. v. 17. "2

PASSAGE VI.

“ That there are two contrary principles in BELIEV

“ ERS,” he does not ſay, in thoſe who are PERFECT )

nature and
grace, the fleſh and the Spirit, runs

“ through all the epiſtles of St. Paul, yea, through

“ all the holy fcriptures. Sermon on 2 Cor . v . 17."

PASSAGE
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PASSAGE VII .

** As this pofition , that there is no fin in a be

LIEVER ," . ( a common believer ) NO CARNAL MIND ,

no bent to back -lliding, is contrary to the word of

“ GOD , ſo it is to the experience of his children ,

Theſe continually " (while they are babes in Chrift )

“ feel an heart bent to back -fliding, a natural tendency

“ to evil , a proneneſs to depart from GOD, and to

* cleave to the things of earth . Ibid ."

PASSAGE VIII.

66 This doctrine ( that there is no fin in the regene:

rate ) is attended with the moſt fatal conſequenceś.

“ It cuts off all watching againft our evil nature,

again the Delilah which we are told is gone,

though ſhe is ſtill lying in our bofom . It tears away

" the ſhield of WEAK BELIEVERS ," :(for it is of theſe

only he is 1peaking all along) " deprives them of their

“ faith, and ſo leaves them expoſed to all the aſſaults

“ of the world , the fleſh , and the devil. Sermon on

Cor. v . 17."2

PASSAGE IX.

" The fleſh , the evil nature, ſtill remains (though

ſubdued ) and wars againſt the Spirit . So much the

morelet us uſe all diligence in fighting the good fight

66 of faith . So much the more let us watch and pray

againſt The ENEMY WITHIN ; the more earneſtly let

us take to ourſelves and put on the whole armour of

“ GOD, that although we WRESTLE BOTH WITH FLESH

AND BLOOD , and principalities and powers, and

“ wicked ſpirits in high places, we may be able to

“ fand in the evil day, and having doneall , to ſtand .

“ Sermon on 2 Cor. v. 17."

PASSAGE

។
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PASSAGE X.

“ We muſt not fo interpret the Apoſtle's words (ota

things are paft away ; all things are become new ) as to

66 inake him contradict himſelf ; and if we will make

5 him conſiſtent with himself, the plain meaning of

" the words is this : His old judgment (concerning

“ juſtification , holineſs, happinels; indeed , concerning

6 the things ofGOD in general) is now paít away ; to

" are all his old delires, deſigns , affections, tempers and

“ converſation ; all theie are undeniably become new ,

greatly changed from what they were : and yet

though they are new , they are not whoily new ; ſtill

" he feels, to his forrow and ſhame, PEMAINS of die

si old man. Ibid .” Obſerve, Mr. W'clicy is not ſpeak

ing of one who is PERFECT, but of a BABE IN CHRIST,

of a WEAK BELIEVER .

PASS A G E XI.

“ But they that are Chriſt's ha -se crucified the fleſh with

* its affections and lufts ; they have fo ; yet it remains

s in them ſtill, ( in them who are

CHRIST ) “ and often ſtruggles to break from the

su croís , Sermon on 2 Cor. v . 17."

BALES IN

PASSAGE XII.

But, ( you object) a man cannot be clean , ſancti.

* fed, holy , " the objector ineans, a man cannot be

fo in the ſenſe St. Paul ſaid the ubole church of Co

rinth was ) 6 and at the ſame time unclean , unſancti

* fied, unboly : Indeed he may ; ſo the Corinthians

Ye are waſhed , ſays the apoſtle , ye are fanc

"" tified ; and yet at the ſame time, in another ſenſe

56 of the word they were uníanctified ; they were not

waſhed , nor inwardly cleanſed from envy, evil-ſur

* miking, partiality. Ibid ."

PASSAGE

were.
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PASSAGE XIII.

“ But ſure they had not a new heart, and an old

“ heart together. It is moſt ſure they had . But

66 could they be unholy while they were temples of the

Holy Ghoſt? ” Theſe objections were made by thoſe

perſons who held , That we are ſaved from all lin As

WE ARE JUSTIFIED . To which Mr. Weſley

aniwers, “ Yes ; that they are temples of the Holy

“ Ghoit is certain ; and it is equally certain , they were

" in ſome degree carnal, that is, unholy .” Ibid.

SOON AS

PASSAGE XIV.

C Certainly a man cannot be a new creature, and an

66 old creature at once" ſays the objector ; to whom

Mr. Welley anſwers, “ Yes , he may , he may be part

ly renewed , which was the very caſe of thoſe at

6 Corinth . Ibid .”

Now , Sir, theſe are the paſſages you have

brought out of the ſermon on Sin in believers ; the

bulinels of which is “ SIMPLY THIS ,” to enquire,

66 IS A JUSTIFIED OR REGENERATE MAN FREE FROM

“ ALL SIN AS SOON AS HE IS JUSTIFIED ?

" IS THERE THEN NO SIN IN HIS HEART? ”

I ſay , theſe are the paſſages which you have brought,

out of this ſermon , to fhew the world what Mr. Wellene

has ſaid 66
Againſt ſinleſs perfection ," in a diſcourſe

which DOES NOT SAY ANY THING ABOUT IT ! O, Sir !

Where is your HONOUR?-Where is your CONSCI

ENCE ? -- Or, (at the VERY LEAST, ) I aſk , Where are

your EYES ?

But theſe FOURTEEN paſſages, out of this ſermon

are not all . For there are ELEVEN more, equally fo

reign , which you have brought out of other tracts:

Five out of the ſermon on Rom . viii . 1 . Two out of

that on Eph . ii . 8. One out of that on Mark i . 15.

One out of the 35 vol . Chriſtian Library. One out of

the note on 2 Cor. v . 4. And onc out of Hymns and

Spiritual Songs ,

That
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That the reader may fee, with his own eyes, a far

ther proof of the JUSTICE which Mr. 'Weſley has

met with from the hand of an HONOURABLE , LEARNED) ,

CHRISTIAN MAGISTRATE ! I ſhall conſider theſe

pailages alſo at large.

And , firſt, let us confider the Five paſſages you

have brought out of the fermon on Rom . viii. 1. to

fhew what Mr. Weſley has ſaid " Againit Sinleſs Per

feétion ."

PASSAGE 1.

« Believers in Chrift” ( obſerve, he does not ſay ,

Thoſe who are perfect) “ feel more or leſs of pride,

or ſelf -will ttealing in , and mixing with their beſt

" duties,” (while they are babes in Chrift : For it is

of theſe only he is ſpeaking,) even in THEIR MORE

IMMEDIATE INTERCOURSE with GOD, when they

s6 aſſemble themſelves in the great congregation , and

“ when they pour out their ſouls in ſecret to him who

s ſeeth all the thoughts and intents of their hearts ,

“ They are continually aſhamed of their WANDERING

" THOUGHTS, of the deadneſs and dulneſs of their

66 affections. Weſley's Sermon on Rom . viii , 1. " ,

That he is here ſpeaking of common believers, or babes

in Chrift, is evident, Firſt, from the Title of the ſerinon .

It is called , " THE FIRST FRUITS OF THE SPIRIT."

As if he had ſaid , This diſcourſe does not treat of

the LAST or HIGHEST operations of the Spirit, which

is experienced by ADULT or PERFECT Chriſtians ;

it treats only, of the FIRST DEGREE of grace, as ex

perienced by COMMON Chriſtians . This is evident,

Secondly, from the Text itſelf: There is therefore now

no condemnation to them ( it does not fay , who are

PEFFECT; but to them ) " who are in Chrift Frſus,

" who walk not after the fleſh, but after the Spirit. " This

is evident , Thirdly, from the first fentence of the

ſermon . Where we are told who they are who are in

tended in this diſcourſe . “ By them which are in

66 Chriſt
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" Chriſt Jeſus , St. Paul evidently means, Thoſe who

“have TRULY BELIEVED in him : Thoſe” (he does

not ſay , who are PERFECT ; but) " who being JUSTI

“ FIED by faith batre peace with GOD, through our

“ Lord Jeſus Chriſt.” It is therefore evident, that

what is ſaid in this diſcourſe concerns JUSTIFICA

TION, and not “ ſinleſs perfection,” as you call it,

PASSAGE II.

even

“ That the corruption of nature doth ſtill remain

in thoſe” ( he does not ſay, who are PERFECT ;

but) WHO ARE THE CHILDREN OF GOD BY FAITH,

" that THEY have in then the feeds of PRIDE AND

“ VANITY , OF ANGER LUST AND EVIL DESIRE , YEA ,

SIN OF EVERY KIND, is too plain to be denied,

“ being matter of daily experience . Sermon on Rom ,

66 viii. 1." .

That Mr. Welcy is not ſpeaking of thoſe who are

PERFECT; but only of COMMON BELIEVERS , the words

immediately following infallibly ſhew . " And on this

account it is , that St. Paul SPEAKING TO THOSE ,

" whom he had before witneſſed to be in CHRIST JE

sus , to have been called of GOD to the fellowihip

" (or participation ) of his Son Jeſus Chriſt, yet de

" clares , Brethren , I could not ſpeak unto you as unto

ſpiritual; but as unto carnal ; even as unto babes in

“ Chriſt (1 Cor. iii . 1. ) Babes in Chrift — Soweſee they

were in Chrift; THEY WERE BELIEVERS" (obierve it

well) “ IN A LOW DEGREE. And yet how much

“ fin remained in thein ? Of that carnal mind which is not

“ ſubject to the law of GOD."

Now , as this paragraph conſiſts only of four fen

tences ; and as you have been ſo exact in tranſcribing

the ſecond of them into your Farrago, I conclude that

you have read the whole paragraph .And, ifyouhave,
what an inſtance is here of WILFUL PERVER:

SION ! Mr. Wesley ys , The corruption of na

ture doth ſtill remain even in thoſe who are the

kus children of GOD." Who he means by children

“ of
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of GOD, he tells you in the fame paragraph , and al

moſt in the ſame ſentence : They are 6 BABES IN

“ CHRIST” - “ BELIEVERS IN A LOW DEGREE . ”

This you certainly ſaw with your own eyes. And yet

you have repreſented thepaſſage, as ſpeaking of Fa

THERS In Christ : Of Believers in the HIGHEST DE

GREE : That is , you have repreſented it as ſpeaking of

“ Sinleſs perfection . " - If ſuch perverſion, ſuch glar

ing, wilful, premeditated perverſion , is any part of

the gentleman, the man of honour, the ſcholar or the

Chriſtian ; may I be neither for ever ! 0), Sir ! what

ever I AM or HAVE beſides, I thank GOD, I have

a ſoul within me, incapable of ſuch unfair, unjuft

and ungenerous proceedings.

PASSAGE III.

“ Believers in Chriſt” (he does not ſay,thoſe who

are PERFECT ) are conſcious of not fulfilling THE

PERFECT LAW , either in thoughts, or words, or

66 works. Serm . on Rom . viii . 1 .

>

PASSAGE IV.

“ They (believers) know they do NOT LOVE THE

“ Lord THEIR GOD WITH ALL THEIR HEART , AND

MIND , AND SOUL, AND STRENGTH . Serm. on Roin .

“ viii . 1. ' It is certain that " . Babes in Chriſt”

that " Believers in a LOW DEGREE” know they

do not thus love him ; and it is of theſe only that

Mr. Weſley is ſpeaking,

PASSAGE V.

" That believers " (not thoſe who are PERFECT)

are delivered from the guilt of ſin we allow , that

E 2 they"
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" they” (babes in Chriſtm " believers in a LOW

6 DEGREE," as it is above) are delivered from the

BEING of it we deny. Ibid ."

Thus we fee , Sir, with what dexterity, TRUTH and

JUSTICE you have brought five pafrages, which ſpeak

only againſt siNLESS JUSTIFICATION, to fhew what is

faid - Againſt SINLESS PERFECTION !"

We will next contider the two paſſages brought out

of the ſermon on Eph . ii . 8 .

14

PASSAGE I.

“ ſtroyed .

- How naturally do thoſe who have experienced

* ſuch a change" ( as is paſſed in juſtification) " ima

gine that all fin is gone; that it is utterly rooted out

" of their hearts , and has no more any place therein .

" How eafily do they draw that inference, I feel no

" fin, therefore I have none ; it does not flir,therefore

w it does not exiſt; it has no MOTION , therefore it has

no being ? But it is ſeldom long before they are un

“ deceived, finding fin was only ſuſpended , not de

Serm . on Eph . ii . 8."

That Mr. Weſley is not here ſpeaking of “ Sinleſs

* Perfection,” but rather of what we experience at

the time we are firſt juſtified , appears from the pre

eeding words : 66 And AT THE SAME TIME

THAT WE ARE JUSTIFIED , YEA , IN THAT

* VERY MOMENT, SANCTIFICATION

" IN THAT INSTANT we are born again, born

from above, born of the Spirit. There is a real as

s well as a relative change .”

Now, Sir, it is of this " reel change ;" this " SANC

TIFICATION ” which 66 BEGINS ?

66 SAME TIME THAT WE ARE JUSTIFIED, yea , and

" IN THAT VERY MOMENT, that Mr. Willey

speaks in the words here cited : And , therefore , he

10 more oppoſes “ Sinleſs Perfection " therein , than

he cominands you to make a ſinful quotation .

BEGINS .

AT THE

PASSAGE
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PASSAGE II.

.

DOUBTLESS THEY ARE IN SOME

Ifwe ſay we have no fin now remaining, we de- ,

6 * ceive ourſelves. Many INFIRMITIES de remain ,

" whereby we are daily ſubject to what we call fins of

infirmity ; and

SENSE SINS, as being tranſgreilions of the perfect

66 law ; and with regard to theſe, it may be faid of us:

" all our lives , that in many things we offend allo:

“ The ſame ſermon on Eph. ii. 8. next page.

On this paffage I would obſerve, that in the two

editions of the ſermon which I have by me,, there are

no ſuch words.. And you acknowledge, in a note, that

Since this was written , I have ſeen another edition

" of this ſermon, wherein this groſs contradiction is

expunged ; though ,, in that I have in my poffeffion ,

" it ſtands exactly as I have tranſcribed it ; and it is

" to be found in thoſe lately printed , and now expoſed

" to fale near the chapelin Wef - ſtreet."

Now , ſuppoſe this paſſage is really found in any

late edition of the fermon, which has been printed by

it/elf, feeing it is not in the laſt editions of the volumes,

all that can be inferred is , That ( THROUGH MISTAKE )

a copy which had not been corrected was ſent to the

printer, for a new edition : This, Sir, you could not

but ſec. I therefore leave every candid reader to judge,

if it is not very ungenerous ; if it is not very unfair;

if it is not meer quibbling to bring a paſſage which

you know , and acknowledge, Mr. Wefley bus diſowned,

to prove that he now contradicts himſelf !

But you ſay , 6. Since this** (the above contraſt )

was written, I have feen another edition of the fer

mon , wherein this groſs contradiction was expunged.".

-- Since this was written! ” I hope you do’nt intend

this as an apology for printing and publiſhing a FIRST

and SECONDEDITION of such A QUIBBLE, That YOU

HAD ONCE WRITTEN IT ! What, Sir, are the

rough draughts of your blunders of ſuch importance !

that,
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that, like the laws of the Medes and Pirfans, they can

not be reverſed ?

But fuppoſe the paſſage in queſtion was now owned

by Mr. Welley, and luppole it contradicted a thouſand

other paſſages, yet it would not anſwer your purpoſe.

You ſet it down to Thew what he ſays " Againſt finleſs

perfection ;" but it does not ſpeak a word either for

or againſt it : The whole paſlage ſpeaks of juſtification,

and its immediate conſequences. This is evident from

the following words . “ This then is the ſalvation which

so is through faith , even in this preſent world : A fülva

" tion from fin , and the conſequences of ſin, both of

ten expreſſed in the word JUSTIFICATION .” _ " So

66 that he who is THUS JUSTIFIED OR SAVED BY FAITH,

6 is indeed born again .”

It is , therefore, certain that the two paſſages you

have brought out of the ſermon on Eph. ii , 8. do not

ſpeak one word “ Againſt finleſs Perfection : ” And,

therefore, they do not prove that Mr. Willey has con

tradicted himſelf on that head .

We will now confider the paſage you have brought

from the fermon on Mark i. 15 .

THE PASSAG E.

" Though we readily acknowledge he that believeth

" is born of GOD, and that he that is born of GOD

“ doth not commit fin ; yetwe cannot allow that he

“ does not feel it within him . Serm , on Mark i. 15."

That Mr. Weſley is not here ſpeaking of “ Sinleſs

“ perfection, ” but of the experience of a babe in

Chrift, is evident from the preceding words . “ WHEN"

(Obſerve, he does not ſay, when we are PERFECT ;

but when ) FIRST FIND REDEMPTION in the

blood of Jeſus ”-- " it is natural to ſuppoſe that we are

no longer finners, that our fins are not only covered

“ but deſtroyed .” _ " Nay ſomewell-meaning men have”.

perſuaded themſelves, that when they were juſtified

" they were entirely ſanctified . ” . 166 Theſe ſincerely

" believe and earneſtly mañitain , that alllin is deſtroyed

66 when

WE

66
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tó when we are juſtified, and that there is no fin in the

“ heart of a believer ; but that it is altogether clean

os from that inoment. Then follow the words, which

you have quoted : But “ though we readily acknow

ledge ," & c. It is, therefore , undeniably clear, that

this paffage fpeaks nothing ABOUT finle's perfection ;

and, of confequence, cannot be ſuppoſed to ſpeak any

thing AGAINST it .

As to theſe expreſſions, Born again , Born of GOD,

every man of learning knows that they are figurative ;

and that in plain language they fignify , TO BE CHANGE ».

Theſe alſo know that this change is , firit relative ; and ,

ſecondly , real or moral. They alſo know that this real

or moral change contiſts of various degrers, ſuch as thoſe

experienced by babes, young men , and fathers in Chriſt,

Now , Mr. Weſley ( in general) calls that firſt degree

of it , which is experienced when we are juſtified, the

new birth ; but fometimes , eſpecially in poetry , he

calls the higheft degree of it by that naine. An in

Itance of the firſt we have in the words you have moit

abſurdly quoted in your column “ Againſt Sinleſs Per

“ ' fection : " And an inſtance of the ſecond we have in

the following words ofMr. Charles Wejley, which you

have inſerted in your oppoſite column,

“ While one evil thought can riſe

66 I AM NOT BORN AGAIN ,

It is certain that the poet meant, I am not FuLLY

and PERFECTLY changed : And it is alſo certain that

you underſtood him in this ſenſe, or elſe you could not,

without an inſtance of abſurdity , even, greater than

your own, fet down theſe words in the column 6 For

“ finleſs perfection ."

But is it not truly marvelous ( if any thing that is ab

ſurd can be called marvellous in you) that you ſhould ſet

theſe words to thew what Mr.J'eſley has ſaid, “ For fin

lefs perfection ; " and then refer us to the following

66 We ſee by this , and ſeveral other expreſſions,

66 that the author of theſe hymns did not , AT THE TIME

60p

note :
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OF WRITING THEM , allow any one could be a beo

" liever , even in THE LOWEST SENSE ofthe words

" while he found the leaſt kirring of fin .” What, Sir !

was this
Mr. Weſley's meaning, AT THE TIME HE

WROTE THESE WORDS ? How came you , then , to put

:a quite different meaning on them , AT THE TIME YOU

WROTE YOUR FARRAGO ? if he wrote them to thew .

what he thought of thoſe who are “ believers IN THE

LOWEST SENSE, " how came you to QUOTE them

to ſhew what he has ſaid of thoſe who are believers ixx

the highEST SENSE ! to foew what hehas ſaid , " For

“ finleſs perfection " ?

Let us next conſider the paſſage you have brough

out of the Chriſtian Library.

THE PASSAGE

6 AGAINST SINLESS PERFECTION."

"* Purified Chriſtians are they that are moft ſenſible

" of their impurity . Therefore, I called not this An.

UNIVERSAL FREEDOM FROM POLLUTION , but an unia

“ verfal detetation of it . Chriſtian Library, XXXV.

p. 19 .

That this is no proof of Mr. Weſley's inconſiſtence

on the head of perfection , appears from hence, That

he is not ſpeaking of the higheit degree of purity, in :

oppoſition to the loweſt degree thereof : but of purity ,

fimply confidered, in oppoſition to abſolute impurity .

This is evident, firſt, from the foregoing words.

“ This purity that true wiſdom works, is contrary to

“ all pollution : The meaning, certainly , is, that

this kind of purity is contraryto all kinds of pollution.

" We know then in ſome meaſure WHAT IT IS . Ob

ſerve, it is not ſaid , we know what it is in its moſt perest

feet degree ; but we know WHAT IT IS , that is, whAT :

“ . It reſts to enquirewhere

" it is ?” where TRUE and GENUINE (not perfeet) puri,

ty is : “ Look upon the greateſt part of mankind, and

you may know at firſt fight that purity is not to be

66 looked

THE NATURE THEREOF IS .
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22
" looked for among them .” _ " If you come to the

mere moraliſt" - " he will tell you he hath cleanſed

“ his heart, but believe him not. ”.- " But if you chance

to take notice of ſome well - ſkilled hypocrite, every

thing you meet with makes you almoſt confident

+ that there is purity ," (that is, purity IN KIND, as op

poſed to impurity . ) “ Yet if he be ſtrictly put to it,

* he” - “ dare not ſay he hath made clean his heart,

" " it troubles his peace to be aſked the queſtion . After

56 theſe there are a few defpifed melancholy perſons

( at leaſt as to outward appearance )" _ " and - ſuch

purity ” (that is ſuch kind of purity as is here be

low ) will either be found to lodge among theſe, or

no where. " It is therefore evident from hence, that

the author is ſpeaking of the NATURE of true purity,

and not of its DEGREES .

And this is ſtill more plain , if poſſible, from the

following words in the next paragraph : “ This is the

66 condition of thoſe that are TRULY, THO' NOT YET

6" FULLY cleanſed from the pollution of the world .”

- " And though its BEGINNINGSBE SMALL,doubt

not, it ſhall in the end be victorious. It is there

fore certain , that by “ Purified Chriftians” is meant,

Chriſtians who are purified in the LOWEST 'degree ;

and of conſequence, that this is no proof ofMr.

Weſley's contradiction on the article of “ Sinleſs Per

fection . "

Let us next examine the paffage you have brought

out of the note on 2 Cor . V. 4.

THE PASSAGE

on

" AGAINST SINLESS PERFECTION ! "

* We groan, being burdened with numberleſs in

« firmities, temptations and fins. Mr. Weſley's note

theſame text ."

Now, it is certain that Mr. Weſley does not ſpeak

here of thoſe who either profeſs or pobles SINLESS PER

FECTION ; but of Chriſtians IN GENERAL. It is

equally
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equally certain that the contraſted paffage does not

ſpeak of Chriſtians in general; but of " The beſt of

men :” Therefore, here is no contradiction on the

head of “ Sinleſs Perfection .” Nevertheleſs, I will

allow that there is a ſeeming, if not a real inconfift

ency , in the two expoſitions of the text ; and I doubt

not but it will be corrected in the next edition .

Once more : Let us conſider the paſſage out of

Hymns and Sac. Poems, which you have brought to

thew what is ſaid , “ Againſt Sinleſs Perfection ."

THE PASSAGE.

" I am all unrighteouſneſs ;

66 Falſe and full of ſin I am.

66 Mr. Weſley's Hymns."

That Mr. Weſley is not here ſpeaking of " Sinleſs

6. Perfection , " but of the experience of Chriſtians in

general, is evident from the words immediately follow

ing :

“ Plenteous grace with thee is found,

66 Grace to cover ALL MY SIN ;

“ Let the HEALING ſtreams abound,

66 MAKE and KEEP me PURE WITHIN .'

And that this does not ſo much as imply a denial of

perfection, appears, firſt, from his profeffing to believe

that there is Tuch plenteous grace in Chriít as is ſuffi

cient to cover all his fin : fecondly, from his praying

that this grace would, firít, MAKE, and, ſecondly , KEEP

him PURE WITHIN ; that is , that it might make and

keep him perfeet. This paffage, therefore, does not

ſpeak “ Againſt Sinleſs Perfection : Of confequence

it does not prove any contradiction on this head .

From all that has been ſaid it follows, That NOT

ONE of the TWENTY -FIVE paffages you have

brought , to thew what Mr. Wley has ſaid " AGAINST

66 Sinleſs
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" Sinleſs Perfection ," is to the purpoſe ; but that

EVERY ONE of them ſpeaks of a quite different

# thing : And , therefore, allowing that every one of

thoſe brought 66 For Sinleſs Perfection," ( as you

call it ) is to the purpoſe, yet you have not proved ſo

much as ONE SINGLE contradiction on this head .

Thus, Sir, I have gone quite through one head of

your Farrago ; and one which contains near a fourth

part of it : by which means the impartial reader may

form ſome idea of what might be done on the other

heads, ſuppoſe it was judged neceſſary.

PROPOSITION V.

You have oppoſed ſuch words as were inſerted

through miſtake in one edition, and acknowledged to

be fo , by being left out of the other editions, unto

ſuch words as he ſtill retains and owns.

DEMONSTRATION FIRST.

< 6 66

" For Imputed Againſt Imputed

Righteouſneſs.” Righteouſneſs.”

66 This is fully conſiſtent " A third reaſon againft

" with our being justified “ the imputation of Chrift's

“ through the imputation “ righteouſneſs, is , ' there

" of Chriſt's righteouſneſs: " is no neceffity or occation

$ 6 Ibid .” notes
b6 for it. Treatiſe on Jufti

siv.9," " fication ."

1

on Rom .

The words on the right-hand ARE NOW Mr. Weſley's

own : But thoſe which ſtand in contrait with them ,

ARE NOT NOW his own . I acknowledge they are

found in the FIRST edition of his notes. But that

edition has been corrected , and the words you have

quoted are left out of the other editions : At leaſt out of

the third and fourt). In theſe the paffage is as follows:

• Faith
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" Faith was imputed to Abraham for righteouſnefs. This

“ is fully conſiſtent with our being justified, that is ,

“ pardoned and accepted by GOD upon our believing,

" for the ſake of what Chriſt hath done and ſuffered,

" For though this and this alone may be ſaid to be the

" meritorious cauſe of our acceptance with GOD, yet

“ faith may be ſaid to be imputed to us for righteouſnes,

it is the ſole condition of our acceptance .”

Now , it is evident, Firſt, that the words you have

cited, were inſerted through iniitake in the firſt edition .

Secondly, that Mr. Weſley has acknowledged this , by

leaving them out of the other editions : And, of con

ſequence, that you have erred in the manner laid down

in this propofition .

as

DEMONSTRATION SECOND.

6 That Enoch and

Elijah are in Hea

66 ven .”

- Enoch and Elijah en

66 tered at once into the

" highest degree of Glo

ry, without firſt waiting

56 in Paradiſe . Notes on

" the New Teſt. John iii.

“ 13 , firſt edit. publiſhed

an . 1755."

6. That Enoch and

Elijah are not in

< Heaven ."

6 Enoch and Elijah are

not in Heaven , but only

56 in Paradiſe . Note on

6. Rev. 19, 20."

The words on the right -hand are Mr.Wesey's own

words, which he now retains and owns . The oppofite

words are ſuch as were inſerted through miſtake, in

the firſt edition , and left out of the other editions.

That the reader may ſee that this is really the caſe,

and, that what ever contradiction there was in the

firſt edition , it is now corrected, at leaſt in the two

laſt editions, I ſhall lay both paſſages before him ,

as they ſtand in theſe editions.

Note
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UCN ,

Note on John iii . 13 , For no one 66 For here

you mutt rely on my fingle teſtimony, where there

you have a cloud of witneſſes : Hathgone up to Hea

but he that came down from Heaven. Who is in

“ Heavcu_Therefore he is omnipreſent; elſe he

66 could not be in heaven and earth at once . This

" is a plain inſtance of what is uſually termed the

“ communication of properties between the divine

" and human nature; whereby what is proper to the

“ Divine Nature is ſpoken concerning the Human,

" and what is proper to the human is , as here, ſpoken

66 of the Divine.'

That part of the note on Rev. 19. 20. which is

now in queſtion , runs thus : “ It may be, Enoch and

Elijah entered at once into glory, without firſt

" waiting in paradiſe .” It is evident , from

hence, that the words in the right-hand column,

“ Enoch and Elijah are not in Heaven , but only in

" Paradiſe, ” are diſowned in the last editions of the

Notes : And, therefore, it is undeniably evident,

That in this inſtance alſo , you have oppoſed words

which were inſerted through miſtake in one edition ,

and acknowledged to be fuch , by being left out of the

other editions, unto fuch words as he ſtill retains and

.

Owns .

Now , Sir, I appeal to your own heart , and to the

heart of every candid man, it it-is not exceeding un

fair to tell the world that Mr. Weſley here contradicts

himſelf ; and to offer in proof of that aſiertion , a paf

ſage out of the firſt edition of a work, which has pailed

through your editions ; which paſſage has been left

out and diſowned in the two lafi, if not in the three

laſt editions.

It is certain that in this you have not done as you

would be done by. For, in the first edition of your

Farrago, ( page 140. ) you ſay , “ As I am informed ,

" that Mr. Fər. is writing againſt my Five Letters,

I hope he will ſuit his anſwer to the ſecond edition of

" thoſe Letters, otherwiſe I ſhall not look upon it As

F

66

16 ANY
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ANY ANSWER AT ALL." Now , Sir, has not Mr.

Welley the fame right to expectyou to make uſe either

of the Second, or Third, or FOURTH edition of his

notes ? and as you have not done this , has he not an

equal right to reject your Farrago ?

Indeed Sir , if I durft uſe a kind of holy legerde

main ! If I durſt flouriſh away at the expence of can

dour, I would ſay, firſt, There is no ſuch note on John

iii. 13. as that fet down in your firſt column : And,

ſecondly , that there is no ſuch note on Rev. xix . 20. as

that ſet down in the oppoſite column . Now , had I a

deſire to follow a certain unworthy example lately giv

en , what an opportunity is this of throwing duft in

the eyes of unlearned and inattentive readers ? what an

opportunity of railing the hue and cry about fraud !

falle quotations ! perverfion ! &c . &c . ' But the truth

of the matter is this, you have been ſo precipitate in

arraigning Mr. Welley, that you have not taken fo

much time and pains as to avoid calling your falſe wit

neſſes by falſe names ! For that which you call the

note on John iii . 13. is the note on Rev. xix . 20, and

that which you call the note on Rev, six . 20. is the

note on John iii . 13. I am perſuaded , Sir, that when

you ſit on THE BENCH, you are not thus inattentive to

the evidence brought againſt the moſt petty offenders,

or thus precipitate in paſſing the moſt inconſiderable

ſentence on them : Why, then , ſhould you be lets cau

tious in arraigning and condemning an old, learned, la,

borious miniſter of Chriſt ?

PROPOSITION VI.

You have contraſted two paſſages to ſhew that Mr,

Willey contradicts himſelf, neither of which are his

words .

DEMON
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DEMONSTRATION

" That Mr. Weſley 66 That Mr. Weney

66 does not approve does
approve

the

“ the expreſſion , why “ expreſſion, why me.”

me. '
>

" kind ,

*** Mr. F affirms, “ Why haſt thou to thy

66 Vind.
p : 16. (and Mr. people join'd

" Weſley gives his impri- “ Me, the vileit of man

matur ) that he never

“ heard Mr. Weſley make “ In cordial charity ?

so uſe of that expreſſion, " Why haſt thou heard the

why me ? leaſt he ſhould 6. Spirit's groans ,

66 be wiſe above what is 6. Intreating in thy choſen

“ written ; and becauſe ones ,

" Mr. Weſley doubts whe mne, O GOD, for

“ ther he can ſay , Why

“ me ? why me ? without

a ſecret touch of the ſelf 66 Mr.Weney's Hymns, vol .

“applauſe that tickles the " I. p . 190."

phariſee's heart , &c.and

66 therefore he leaves the

" faſhionable exclamation

66 For

me ?

to others. "

The words in the firſt column , you yourſelf have told

us, are Mr. Fletcher's. And as to thoſe in the oppo

fite column , they are taken out of Mr. Charles Weſley's

firſt volume : A volume which his Brother has no

thing to do with ; and unto which his name was

never fixt. It is therefore certain , that you have here

contraſted two paſſages, to ſhew Mr. Wiley's ſelf-contra

dictions, neither ofwhich are his words .

And here I cannot but obſerve how truly marvellous,

your mode of reaſoning is : 1. Mr. CHARLES Weficy

ſays, Why me ? 2. Mr. Fletcher affirms he never

heard Mr. John Weſleymake uſe of that expreffion.-

E 2 THERE
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THEREFORE, 3. Mr. John Willy, you ſay, IN THIS,

contradicts himſelf !

Before I conclude this point, permit me to aſk , How

came you to call the words in the ſecond column Mr.

Weſley's ? Did you, or did you not intend to impoſe

on your readers ? Did you not denominate the paſſage,

s Mr. Wiley's Hymns, " initead of, Mr. Charles Weſley's

Hymns, on própriſe to make your readers believe, they

are the words of the former. And I appeal to every

candid man , if on reading thoſe words with your
rere

rence , he did not underifand you as ſpeaking of Mr.

Fohn Weſley's Hymns ? and I appeal to your own con

Science, if you did not INTEND to be fo underſtood .

You , Sir, who have ſo long been acquainted with all

the formalities of genteel addreſs, need not be told,

that Mr. 11efley, and Mr. CHARLES Weſley, are not

the ſame perſons. - Belides, there was an abſolute ne.

cellity of your making this diſtinction , ſeeing there are

firſt and ſecond voluines by John AND Charles Wiley ;

and firſt and ſecond volumesby Charles Welcy ALONE :

All which are called , Hyinns and facred Poems.'

O Sir, after this and the like inſtances, how ill it be

comes you to exclaim againſt falfe quotations , wilful

pervertions, &c !

Thus , as I propoſed , I have FAIRLY and FULLY

demonſtrated ihe TRUTH of the six PROPOSITIONS :

And , by fo doing, have FAIRLY and FULLY demon.

itrated the ABSURDITY (yea , and INJUSTICE too )

your CELEBRATED Farrago !

I ſhall conclude this part with the words of Plutarch

inſerted in my Title-page, “ Any one would caſily find

MANY ABSURDITIES IN LAWS , WHO DOTH NOT CON

INTENTION of the legiſlator , or

" GROUND of what be requires."

of

SIDER THE THE

A

P
a
r
t
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A

SCOO URGE

i

To CAL U M N Y, & c .

.

PART THE SECOND..

Redoubled RANCOUR to diſtil,

Who is ſo exquiſite as HILL

1

Honoured Sir,

** OU begin your firſt Farrago with a paſſage

out of the 17th article of the church of

England , to ſhew what Mr. Weſley has ſaid

66 For Election and Perſeverance ;” and

with one out of his fermon on Rom. viii.

32. to thew what he has ſaid “ Againſt Election and

“ Perſeverance.” The paflages are theſe which follow .

* For Election anul “ Againſt Election and

“ Perſeverance.” "Perſeverance. ”

“ The godly confide “ The horrible blafphe

" ration of predeftination mous doctrine of predefo,

" and ourelection in Chrift , 66 tination and election is

* is full of fawcet, pleafant, not ofGOD,forit makes

" andunſpeakablecomfort. “ him worſe than the devil .

“ They that be endued 6. It is an UNCOMFORTA

" s with ſo excellent a be BLE doctrine . It directly

6 nefit walk religiouſly in " tends to destroy our zeal

GOOD WORKS, 6 for GOOD WORKS. "

As

|

H
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As to the firſt of theſe paſſages, you ſay, in a note,

« This article Mr. Weſley ſubſcribes ex animo, from his

* heart, declaring, that he believes it to be agreeable to

" the word of GOD, Can. 36."

That Mr. Weſley did ſubſcribe this article ex animo,

declaring that he believed it to be agreeable to the word

of GOD, I allow. But that he underſtood it in your

ſenſe , I do not allow. You underſtand it as fpeaking

OF ' UNCONDITIONAL predeſtination and election ; but

there is not a word in all the article about this . There

fore , Mr. Wiley was at liberty to underſtand and ſub

ſcribe it , as (peaking, according to his own notions of

CONDITIONAL predeſtination and election.

And indeed if we, 1. Confider the foriner part of

this article, in connexion with the latter ; and , 2. Con

ſider the whole article in connexion with the other ar

ticles which relate to this ſubject; and, 3, all theſe ar

ticles in connexion with the homilies; and, 4. Theſe

articles and homilies , in connexion with the liturgy ;

and , 5. Theſe articles, homilies, and liturgy , in con

nexion with ſeveral corroborating circuinitančes; we

Thall find that Mr. Weſley, and the clergy in general,

have much more reaſon to underſtand it as ſpeaking of

conditional predeſtination and election , than as ſpeaking

ofthem as they are ſuppoſed to be unconditional.

And, 1. Let us confider (very briefly.) the former part

of this article, in connexion with its latter part. “ Pre

“ deſtination to life is the everlaſting purpoſe ofGOD,

whereby before the foundations of the world were

“ laid he hath constantly decreed by his counſel, ſecret

to us , to deliver from curſe and damnation thoſe

“ whom he hath chofen in Chriſt out of mankind, and

" to bring them by Chriſt to everlaſting falvation, as

66 veſſels inade to honour."

Wewilbriefly paraphraſe this account. Predeſti .

66 nation " fore -appointment -- " - eternal

- " is the everlaſting purpoſe of GOD ” —what he,

from everlaſting, intended and reſolved on— " whereby"

- according to which intention and reſolution- " be

66 fore the foundation of the world was laid ”-of con.

ſequence,

to life"
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66 in

ſequence,beforeman was created < '"he"GOD " con

“ 'ftantly”.
without any variation ---166 decreed” ſo

determined as to make it as a law to himſelf - " by his

66 counſel" not in an arbitrary manner without any

regard to juſtice and mercy , but by exerciſing his

infinite wiſdom ſo as to diſcover what was beſt to be

done- " ſecretto us” -- the mannerofwhich exerciſe and

diſcovery not being revealed --- to deliver from curſe” .

in time - " and damnation” - in eternity 66 thoſe

" whom he hath choſen ” -- to be his people

" Chriſt"--as made his people, not by the decree of

unconditional
election ; but by the merit of Christ, and

by believing in and obeying hin--" out of mankind ”

--thoſe who from among Jews, Mahometans
, Heathens

and Pagans, ſhall believe in his merit and obey his law

--- and to bring them by Chrift"--and his goſpel, as

oppoſed to all modes of falſe worſhip -- to everlaſting

• ſalvation"--in heaven as veſſels made” -- in time,

and not before ; and by Chriſt and the goſpel, and not

by any other means to honour" to the honourable

ſervice of GOD's temple, in the new Jerufalem .

That this account of the former part of the article

is true, appears from the following words with which

it concludes : “ Furthermore, we muit receive GOD's

“ promiſes in ſuch wife, AS THEY BE GENE

“ RALLY ſet forth to us in holy Scripture. And in

our doings , that will of GOD is to be followed,

“ which we have exprefly declared unto us in the

66 word of GOD ."

Now , Sir, if - 66 We muſt receive GOD's promiſes

“ inſuch wiſe as they be GENERALLY ſet forth to us in

“ holy Scripture,” we muſt receive them as CONDI

TIONAL : For it is certain that, in general, they are

det forth there conditionally.

A promiſe is conditional, when the performance of

the thing promiſed is ſuſpended on the performance of

ſomething required of him towhom the promiſe is made.

And that the promifes of GOD are thus conditional ,

you may ſee from the following ſpecimen.

I. Exon,
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f

1. Exod. xi . 26, 27 . “ Behold , I ſet beforeyou

" this day a bleſſing and a curſe: A bleſſing, IF ye

o obey the commandments of the Lord yourGOD ."

The promiſe is , I ſet before you this day , a bleffing.

The condition is , IF ye obey the commandments of

the Lord your GOD.

II . Exod . xix , 5. " If ye will obey my voice in

deed , and keep my covenant, then ye ſhall be a pe

“ culiar treaſure unto me above all people .” Theproa

miſe is , Ye ſhall be a peculiar treaſure unto me above

all people. The condition is , IF ye will obey my voice

indeed , and keep my covenant.

III . Lev . xxvi .
' IF they ſhall confeſs their

" iniquity, and the iniquity of their fathers, with their

treſpaſs, which they have trepaſſed againſt me;

" IF Then their uncircumciſed hearts be humbled, and

“ they then accept of the puniſhment of their iniquity ;

" then will I remember my covenant with Jacob, and

alſo my covenant with Iſaac, and alſo my covenant

" with Abraham will I reineinber ; and I will remember

" the land.” The promiſe is , I will remember my co

venant with Jacob , & c. &c . The condition is, IF

they ſhall confeſs their iniquity, &c . &c.

40.

1

IV . Deut. iv. 30 , 310. 6. IF thou turn to the Lord

thy GOD, and ſhall be obedient to his voice -- he

“ will not forſake thee , neither deſtroy thee, nor forget

" the covenant of thy fathers , which he fware unto

16 them .”
The promiſe is , The Lord will not forſake

thee, &c. The condition is , IF thou turn to him , and

Ihall be obedient to his voice.

V. Deut. vii . 12 . “ It ſhall come to paſs, IF ye,

• hearken unto theſe judgments, and keep and do them ,

" that the Lord thy GOD ſhall keep unto thee the cove

nant which he ſware unto thy fathers." The promiſe

is, The Lord thy GOD fall keep unto thee the

covenant
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venant which he ſware unto thy fathers. The condition

is , IF ye hearken unto theſe judgments, and keep and

do them.
T

VI. DEUT. XXX, 2 , 3 . 66 IF thou ſhalt return unto

s6 the Lord thy GOD, and ſhalt obey his voice ,--with

" all thy heart, and with all thy ſoul; then the Lord

" thy GOD will turn thy captivity , and have compaſ

" fion upon thee, and will return and gather thee from

66 all the nations whither the Lord thy GOD hath ſcat

stered thee.” The promiſe is, The Lord will turn

thy captivity , and have compaſſion upon thee, &c. The

condition is , IF thou ſhalt return unto the Lord thy

GOD , and thalt obey his voice - with all thy heart , and

with all thy ſoul.

VII. 1 Sam. xii . 14. “ IF ye will fear the Lord,

66 and ſerve him , and obey his voice , and not rebel

“ againſt the commandinent of the Lord, then ſhall

" hoth ye, and alſo the king that reigneth over you ,

" continue following the Lord your GOD."
The

promiſe is , Both ye, and the king that reigneth over

you , ſhall continue following the Lord your GOD.

The condition is , IF ye will fear the Lord and ſerve

him , &c.

*

VIII. 1 CHRON . xxviii . 9. " IF thou ſeek hiin ,

" he will be found of thee.” The promiſe is, He will

be found of thee. The condition is , IF thou ſeek

him .

IX . 2 Chron, vii , 14. " IF my people, which are

6 called by my name, ſhall humble themſelves, and

pray , and ſeek my face , and turn from their wicked

ways ; then I will hear from heaven , and will for

give their fin .” The promiſe in this place is , I will

hear from heaven and will forgive their lin . The con

dition is , IF my people ſhall humble themſelves, and

pray , and ſeek my face and turn from their wicked

ways.

X. 2 CHRON .
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X. 2 CHRON . XV. 2 . “ If yefeek him , he will be

“ found of you.” The promiſe is, He will be found
of

you . The condition is , IF ye ſeek him.

XI. 1 CHRON . xxii . 13 . 66 Then ſhalt thou proſper,

" IF thou takeit heed to fulfil the Itatutes and the

“ judgments which the Lord charged Moſes with con

cerning Iſrael.” The promiſe is, Thou ſhalt pror

per. The condition is , If thou takeſt heed to fulfil the

Itatutes, &c .

XII . 2 CHRON. XXX . . “ The Lord your GOD

" is gracious and merciful, and will not turn away his

" face from you , IF ye return unto him ." The pro

miſe is , The Lord will not turn away his face from you.

The condition is , IF ye return unto him.

XIII . Job . xxii . 23 . " IF thou wilt return to the

" Almighty , thou fhalt be built up." The promiſe is,

Thou ſhalt be built up. The condition is, IF thou

wilt return unto the Almighty.

“ light .

XIV. Job . xxxiii . 27 , 28 . “ If any ſay, I have

“ finned, and perverted that which is right, and it

propted me not ; he" (GOD) “ will deliver his ſoul

" s from going into the pit, and his life thall ſee the

The promiſe is , GOD will deliver his ſoul

from going into the pit, and his life ſhall ſee the light.

The condition is , IF any ſay I have finned, &c.

XV. JOB . xxxvi . 11. " IF they obey and ſerve

“ him , they ſhall ſpend their days in proſperity, and

“ their years in pleaſure." The promiſe is, They ſhall

ſpend their days in proſperity and their years in plea

fure . The condition is , IF they obey and ſerve

GOD.

XVI . Isa . 1. 19 .
“ IF ye be willing and obedient,,

ye ſhall eat the good of the land ,” The promiſe is ,

ус
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ye ſhall eat the good of the land . The condition is , IF

ye be willing and obedient.

+

XVII. IS A. Iviii . 10 . 66 IF thou draw out thy ſoul

6 to the hungry, andſatisfy the afilisted foul; then ſhall

thy light riſe in obfcurity ,and thy darkneſs be asthe

noon -day." . The promiſe is , Thy light ſhall riſe in

obſcurity , and thy darkneſs be as the noon-day . The

condition is , IF thou draw out thy ſoul to the hungry,

and ſatisfy the afflicted ſoul.

XVIII. Is A. Iviii . 13 , 14. 66 IF thou turn away

“ thy feet from the fabbath , from doing thy pleafure

on my holy day, and call the fabbath a delight,

" the holy of the Lord , honourable, and ſhalt honour

“ him, not doing thine own ways, nor finding thine

own pleaſure, nor ſpeakingthine own words; then

$ 6 ſhalt thou delight ihyſelf in the Lord, and I will

4 cauſe thee to ride upon the high places of the earth ,

66 and feed thee with the heritage of Jacob thy fa

" ther. ” The promiſe is , Thou thalt delight thyſelf

in the Lord , & c. The condition is , , IF thou turn

away thy feet from the fabbath , & c .

XIX. JER . XV. 19. 6 IF thou return , then will I

56 bring thee again, and thou ſhalt ſtand before me :

5 And IF thou take the precious from the vile, thou

66 ſhalt be as my mouth .” The promiſe is , I will

bring thee again , and thou ſhalt ftand' before ine, and

halt be as my mouth. The condition is , IF thou re

turn : And IF thou take forth the precious from the,

vile.

XX. JER . xviii , 8. " IF that nation againſt whom

• I have pronounced, turn from their evil , I will

repent of the evil that I thought to do unto them . ”

Here the promife is , I will repent of the evil I thought

to do unto them . The condition is , IF they turn

from their evil.

XXI. PROV,
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XXI. Prov. ii . 3 , 4, 5. 66 IF thou crieſt after

s knowledge, and lifteſt up thy voice for underſtand

“ ing ; IF thouſeekeft her as ſilver, and ſearcheſt for

6 her as for hid treaſure ; then ſhalt thou underſtand

" the fear of the Lord , and find the knowledge of

" GOD .". The promiſe is, Thou ſhalt underſtand

the fear of the Lord , and find the knowledge of GOD.

The condition is , if thou crieſt after knowledge, and

lifteſt up thy voice for underitanding; and If thou

ſeek her as ſilver, &c.

XXII . Ezek . xviii . 21 . 6 IF the wicked will

turn from all his fins that he has committed, and

“ keep all my ſtatutes, and do that which is lawful

" and right, he ſhall ſurely live, he ſhall not die . "

The promiſe is , The wicked ſhall ſurely live, he ſhall

not die. The condition is , IF he will turn froin all

his fins, keep all my itatutes, and do that which is

lawful and right.

XXIII. EZEK. xxxiii . 15. IF the wicked reſtore

“ the pledge , give again that he hath robbed, walk

" in the ſtatutes of life without committing iniquity ;

“ he thall ſurely live, he ſhall not die.". The promiſe

is , The wicked ſhall ſurely live , he ſhall not die. The

condition is , IF he reſtore the pledge, give back that

he hath robbed, and walk in the ſtatutes of life with .

out committing iniquity .

XXIV. EZEK. xxxiii . 19. 66 IF the wicked turn

" from his wickedneſs, and do that which is lawful and

“ right, he ſhall live thereby.” The promiſe is , The

wicked ſhall live. The condition is, IF he turn from

his wickedneſs, and do that which is lawful and right.

XXV. Matt . vi. 14. 66 IF ye forgive men

" their treſpaſſes, your heavenly Father will alſo for

“ give you." The promiſe is, your heavenly Father

will
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will forgive you . The condition is , IF ye forgive men

their treſpaſſes.

XXVI. John vii. 17 . “ If any man will do his

“ will, he ſhall know of the doctrine, whether it be

" of GOD , or whether I ſpeak of myſelf.” The

promiſe is , The perſon ſpoken of ſhall know of the

doctrine whether it be of GOD, &c. The condition

is , IF he do the will of GOD.

XXVII. John xiv . 14 . " IF ye ſhall aſk any thing

" in my name, I will do it .” The promiſe is , I

will do it. The condition is , IF ye ſhall aſk it.다 .

The pro

3

XXVIII. JOHN xv. 10 . " IF ye keep my com

“ mandments, ye ſhall abide in my love.

miſe is , Ye ſhall abide in my love. The condition is ,

IF ye keep my commandments.

XXIX. John viii . 51 . 66 IF a man keep my fay

ings, he ſhall never fee death . " The promiſe is ,

He ſhall never ſee death . The condition is , if he

keep my ſayings.

XXX. Deor . iv, 29. 66 IF thou ſhalt ſeek the

« Lord thy GOD, thou ſhalt find him ; IF thou

“ ſeek him with all thy heart and with all thy ſoul.”

The promiſe is, Thou ſhalt find the Lord thy GOD.

The condition is, IF thou ſhalt leek him with all thy

heart and with all thy foul.

XXXI. Rom. X. 9 . 66 IF thou ſhalt confeſs with

" thy mouth the Lord Jeſus, and ſhalt believe in thy

“ heart that GOD hath raiſed him from the dead,

" thou ſhalt be ſaved . ” The promiſe is, Thou ſhalt

be ſaved . The condition is , If thou ſhalt confefs

with thy mouth the Lord Jeſus, and believe in thine

heart, &c.

XXXII.
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XXXII . Rom . viii . 13 . “ IF ye, through the

sc Spirit, do mortify the deeds of the body, ye ſhall

66 live. " The promite is , Ye ſhall live. The con

dition is , IF ye mortify the deeds of the body ,

XXXIII . Gal . vi. 9 . 66 Let us not be weary in

well-doing ; for in due ſeaſon we ſhall reap, IF we

66 faint not. The promiſe is , We ſhall reap. The

condition is , IF we are not weary or faint in well

doing.

XXXIV, 2 Tim . ii . 12. 66 IF we ſuffer, we ſhall

“ alſo reign with him .” The promiſe is, We ſhall

alſo reign with him . The condition is, IF we ſuffer.

XXXV. 2 Tim . ii . 21 . 66 IF a man therefore purge.

" himníelf from theſe, he ſhall be a veſſel unto honour,

só fanétified and meet for the maſter's uſe, and prepared

unto every good work .” The promiſe is, He Mall

be a veſſel unto honour, &c . The condition is , IF

he purge himſelf from theſe ; that is , from the evils

before -mentioned .

66 IF abide in me,XXXVI, JOHN xv. 7 . ye
and

my words abide in you , ye ſhall aſk what ye will ,

66 and it ſhall be done unto you.” The promiſe is ,

Ye ſhall [have liberty to ] aſk what ye will, and it ſhall

be done unto you. The condition is , IF

tinue to believe) in me, and I ſuffer ] iny words to abide

ye
abide (con

in you

XXXVII. 1 John i . 9 . " IF we confeſs our ſins,

he is faithful and juſt to forgive us our ſins, and to

" cleanſe us from all unrighteouſneſs." . The promiſe ,

which is here implied , is, GOD will forgive us our

fins, and cleanſe us from all unrighteouſneſs . The con.

dition is , If we confeſs our fins.

XXXVIII
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XXXVIII . 1 JOHN ii . 24. ! IF that which ye

have heard from the beginning ſhall remain inyou ,

ye ſhall alſo continue in the Son , and in the Father ."

The promiſe is , Ye ſhalt continue in the Son , and in

the Father. The condition is , IF that which ye
have

heard from the beginning ſhall remain in you .

* XXXIX. 2 Pet . i . 10 . " IF yedotheſe things,

ye ſhall never fall . ” The promile is, Ye ſhall never

fall. The condition is , IF ye do theſe things above

mentioned.

XL . Rev. iii . 20 . " IF any man hear my voice

" and open the door , I will come in unto him and fup

“ with him , and he with me." The promiſe is , I

will come in unto him , and will fup with him , and he
with me . The condition is , IF he hear my voice

and open the door.

Now , from theſe FORTY paſſages which I have

produced , we learn , that ſo many of the promiſes are

( as the Church faith, ) - ſet forth in Scripture" CON

DITIONALLY. And, if the promiſes in general do

not contradict theſe Forty particulars, ' we learn , that

they be generally ſet forth in Scripture CONDITIO

NALLY. And, therefore , if (according to the laſt

clauſe of the article ) we are to receive theſe promiſes

ONLY as they be ſet forth in Scripture , if there is

any connexion between the beginning, and the end

of this article, we muſt receive the promiſes which

relate to that predeſtination and election mentioned in

the beginning of it, ONLY AS CONDITIONAL .

2. Let us next confider this whole article in connexion

with the other articles which relate to this ſubject.

Article Second . 66 Chriſt”!--- truly fuffered, was cruci

" fied , dead, and buried, to reconcile his Father to us.

Us ? Who ? Why, ALL THE PEOPLE OF ENGLAND ,

who then were, now are, or ever ſhall be , members of

that church . That this is the true interpretation of

theG 2
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the word, appears from hence : That at the time this

article was made, it was intended, 1. That all the people of

England (Jews excepted) ſhould be members of the ef

tabliſhed Church ; and 2. That EVERY member of

that church , ſhould receive this article , as an article of

His religion .

Again , Article Seventh . • For both in the Old and

“ New Teſtament everlaſting life is offered to mankind . "

Obſerve ; it is not FORCED on particular perſons; but

OFFERED or TENDERED to MANKIND : That is , to

the whole number of creatures of THAT KIND, as op

pored to creatures of all other kinds .

Again, Article Fifteenth. “ He ( Chrift) came to be

a Lamb without ſpot, who by ſacrifice of himſelf

once inade, ſhould take away the ſins of the WORLD .

Oncemore, Article Thirty -firſt, “ Thatoffering of

“ Chrift once made, is that perfect redemption, propi

tiation , and ſatisfaction FOR ALL THE SINS

" OF THE WHOLE WORLD . "

On the two laſt inentioned Articles I would obſerve,

firſt, that Chriſt came into the world a Lamb without

fpot : fecondly, that while he was in the world , he,

once for all , made a ſacrifice or offering of himſelf :

thirdly, that he thereby made perfect redemption,

propitiation and ſatisfaction for fin : and fourthly,

that he did this FOR ALL THE SINS OF THE

WHOLE WORLD . - Now , let the cubole ſeventeenth

article be expounded in connexion with theſe other

four articles , and it will be impoflible to underſtand it

as ſpeaking of the unconditional election of a finall

number.

3. Let us conſider theſe articles in connexion with

the Homilies. Let two or three paſſages fuffice for

the preſent. “ GOD receiveth the learned and un

“ learned, and CASTETH AWAY NONE, BUT

" IS INDIFFERENT TO ALL , " Hom . of holy

Scrip . Again , “ That as in Adam ALL MEN UNI

“ VERSALLY finned ; fo in Adam all men receive

the reward of fin , that is toʻſay, became mortal and

" ſubject to death , having in themſelves nothing but

" everlaſting
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everlaſting condemnation, both of body and ſoul;

" that man" (that is , mankind, or ALL MEN UNI

VERSALLY, as it is ſaid above) “ being in this

66 wretched caſe, it pleaſed GOD tomake anew co

“ venant with him ; namely, that he would ſend a

" Mediator or Meffias into the world which ſhould make

“ intercefſion , and put himſelf as a ſtay between both

“ parties” -between GOD, and ALL MEN UNI

VERSALLY, " to pacify wrath and indignation

“ conceived againſt fin , and to deliver man " -ALL

MENUNIVERSALLY, out of the miſerable curſe

" and curſed miſery, whereinto he was fallen head

long by diſobeying the will and commandment of

" the only Lordand Maker . " Hom . of the Nativity .

And in the fame Homily we are told that Chriſt came

into the world . - To deliver MANKIND from the bitter

curſe of the law , and make perfect ſatisfaction by his

66 death for the fins of ALL PEOPLE."

And that theſe homilies do not contain the doctrine

of UNCONDITIONAL predeſtination, election and perfe

verance , is evident from hence, That there is a whole

homily (ON FALLING FROM GOD) which ſuppoſeth

that true believers ' may fo fall as to periſh for ever :

which ſuppoſition is abſolutely inconſiſtent with the

notion of unconditional predeſtination , election , and

perſeverance.

In the ſecond part thereof we have the follow . '

ing words : “ In the former part of this homily, yout

“ have learned how many manners of ways men fall

6 from GOD ” -66 Ye have alſo learned in what

" miſery that inan is which is gone from GOD ; and

" how that GOD yet of his infinite goodneſs to call

again man from that mifery , uſeih firit gentle ad

“ monition by his preachers; after he layeth on terri

" ble threatnings. " Now if this gentle monition and

threatning together do not ſerve, then GOD will

• Thew his terrible countenance upon us , he will pour

“ intolerable plagues upon our heads , and after he

" will take away from us ALL HIS AID AND ASSIST

ANCE wherewith before he did defend us." - Again ,

" If

*

G 3
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6. IF WE WHO ARE THE CHOSEN VINEYARD OF

GOD, bring not forth good grapes” — “ but rather

“ bring forth wild grapes' THEN WILL HE PLUCK

AWAY ALL DEFENCE _ " he will let us lie waſte,

“ he will give us over, he will turn away from us”.

“ he will let us alone, and ſuffer us to bring forth even

“ ſuch fruit as we will , to bring forth brambles, briers

** and thorns, all naughtineſs , all vice , and that fo

" abundantly, that they ſhall clean over -grow , choke

“ ſtrangle and UTTERLY DESTROY US."

“ As long as a man doth prune his vines , doth dig

" at the root, and lay freſh earth to them, he hath a

" mind to them , he perceiveth fome token of fruitful

- neſs that may be recovered in them ; but when he will

* beſtow no more ſuch coſt and labour about them ,

• it is a ſign HE THINGS THEY WILL NEVER BE

« GOOD . And the father AS LONG as he LOVETH

“ his child , he looketh angrily, he correcteth him

“ when he doth amils ; but when ” - “ he ceaſeth

" from correction of him " - " it is a ſign he intendeth

" to DIS INHERIT HIM , AND CAST KIM AWAY FOR

« EVER ”-- Again , " What deadly grief can a man

ſuppoſe it is to be under the wrath of GOD, to be

“ FORSAKEN of him, to have his Holy Spirit the

66 author of all goodneſs, to be TAKEN FROM HIM;

“ to be brought to fo vile a condition, that he ſhall

“ be left meet for no better purpoſe than to be FOR

66 EVER CONDEMNED TO HELL ." .

“ They fall be NO LONGER HIS KINGDOM, they shall be

" NO LONGER GOVERNED BY HIS HOLY SPIRIT , they

66 ſhall be put from the GRACE AND BENEFITS THEY

HAD, and EVER MIGHT HAVE ENJOYED

56 THROUGH CHRIST ; they hall be deprived of

si the heavenly light and life cubich THEY HAD in

" Chriſt while they ABODE IN HIM ; they ſhall be (as

66 they were once) avithout GOD in this world , or

có rather in a WORSE taking. And to be ſhort, THEY

“ SHALL BE GIVEN INTO THE POWER OF THE DEVIL ,

s6 which bearet! the rule of all men qubich BE CAST AWAY

66 FROM GOD ."

From

66 Again ,
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From what has been faid it is evident, firſt, that

the perfons ſpoken of in this homily, were genuine

Chriſtians; for they had grace 66 VVHICH THEY

" EVER MIGHTHAVEENJOYED THROUGH

“ CHRIST.” Secondly , that notwithſtanding this ,

the homily ſuppoſes them to be liable " TO BE FOR

EVER CONDEMNED TO HELL :" Which is abſolutely

inconſiſtent with the doctrine of Unconditional Per

ſeverance ; and , of conſequence, with that of Uncon

ditional Election .

4. Let us next conſider theſe articles and homilies

in connexion with the Liturgy. And here let it be

obſerved, that as all the people of England (Jews

excepted) were ſuppoſed to be inembers of the eſtab

liſhed church , at the time this liturgy was drawn up ;

the liturgy muſt be ſuppoſed to be intended for the

uſe of all the people of this land ; thoſe only above

mentioned excepted. Let us , therefore , attend to

that which is ſaid in this liturgy of, for and by every

member of this church , in all their ſtates and con

ditions, FROM THE WOMB (at leaſt, from the

FONT) TO THE GRAVE, and we hall have no

reaſon to believe the intended any predeſtination and

election which is not the common privilege of all

>

men .

The firſt notice the church takes of her members

is in EAPTISM ; in which ſhe not only receives ALL .

children ſhe baptizes within the viſible pale, but acknow-,

leges them as SPIRITUAL MEMBERS of the inviſible

church . Hence the miniſter renders thanks to GOD,

in the following words, FOR EVERYONE whom he

baptizes ; " Weyield thee hearty thanks, inoſt merciful

" Father, that it hath pieaſed thee to REGENE

56 RATE THIS INFANT WITH THY HOLY

" SPIRIT, TO RECEIVE HIM FOR THY OWN

“ CHILD BY ADOPTION, AND TO INCOR

“ PORATE HIM INTOTHY HOLY CHURCH . ”

Now, if the church believed that a finall number only

were unconditionally elected, and that all the reſt were

unconditionally reprobated, is it not very unaccounta ,

able, that the ſhould ſpeak thus of ALL without

exception.

3
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exception . And is it not equally unaccountable

that the ſhould, ſecondly, teach EVERY CHILD

to lay in its CATECHISM, " I heartily thank our hea

“ venly Father, that he hath called ME TO THIS

STATE OF SALVATION , through Jeſus Chriſt our

“ Saviour ;” and “ I believe in GOD the Son , who

" hath redeemed ME, AND ALL MANKIND.

Thirdly , in GOD the Holy Ghoſt, who ſanctifieth

" ME and all the elect people of GOD :” That is , me

and all who are brought into the church by baptiſm , who

perform their baptiſmal vow , and, are THEREBY elected

or choſen to be the people of GOD. And if the

church intended to maintain the unconditional election

of a fomall number only, it is very ſurpriſing, Thirdly,

that, in CONFIRMATION, the biſhop ſhould inthe fol

lowing manner pray for ALL WHOM HE CONFIRMS:

“ Almighty and everlaſting GOD, who haft vouch

" ſafed to regenerate THESE THY SERVANTS by

water AND THE HOLY GHOST, and haft

given unto THEM the FORGIVENESS OF ALL THEIR

SINS. ”
Again , Fourthly, ALL being baptized ,

catechiſed and confirmed, they are expected to come

to the Lord's Supper ; and whenthey come, the

miniſter ſays to EVERY ONE , 66 The Body of our

“ Lord Jeſus Chriſt which wAS GIVEN FOR THEE

“ preſerve THY BODY AND SOUL UNTO

66 EVERLASTING LIFE. Take and eat this in

66 remembrance that Chriſt DIED FOR THEE, and

“ feed on him in thy heart by faith with thankf

" giving." -- Again, The blood of our Lord Jeſus

66 Chriſt which was fhed for THEE, preſerve THY

body and foul unto everlaſting life. Drink this

66 in remembrance that Chriſt's blood was thed FOR

" THEE, and be thankful . ” . Fifthly, let us ob

ſerve how the church proceeds in her common wor

ſhip. In the abſolution ſhe faith , GOD - DESIRETH

NOT THE DEATH OF A SINNER , but rather that

" he may turn from his wickedneſs and live.' In

the prayer for the clergy and people, ſhe prays,

“ down upon our biſhops and curates, and ALL CON

GREGATIONS committed to their charge, the health

66 full

26

es Send
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"ful ſpirit of thy grace .” In the litany the
prays,

66 O GOD the Son redeemer of the world, & c .

“ That it may pleaſe thee to have MERCY UPON

66 ALL MEN . " In the collect for An -wednejday ſhe

prays, “ Almighty and everlaſting GOD , who HA .

Go TEST NOTHING THAT THOU HAST

“ MADE,” &c . Again , “ O mercitul GOD, who

“ haft made all men, and HATEST NOTHING

" THAT THOU HAST MADE, nor wouldeſt

" the death of a ſinner, but rather that he ſhould

" be converted, and live ; Have mercy upon ALL

“ Jews, Turks, Infidels, and Hereticks ; and take from

" them all ignorance, hardneſs of heart and contempt

“ of thy word ; and ſo fetch them home, bleſſed

" Lord, to thy flock , THAT THEY MAY BE SAVED

AMONG THE REMNANT OF TRUE ISRAELITES . '

See the Collect for Good Friday. Again, “ Almighty and

“ everlaſting GOD, who by thy holy apoſtle has taught

“ us to make pravers and ſupplications, and to give thanks

“ for ALL MEN . " Prayer for the church militant. -Again ,

“ O moſt mighty GOD and merciful Father, who

“ haſt coinpaſſiion upon ALL MEN , and HATEST

" NOTHING THAT THOU HAST MADE,

who WOULDEST NOT THE DEATH OF A SINNER .

Communion Office. Once more : “ O moft mighty and

gracious, good GOD, thy MERCY is over ALL

“ THY WORKS. ” After a ſtorm at ſea . - Sixthly ;

in The form of folemnizing matrimony ſhe bleſſes, in

the following manner, ALL whom the unites toge

ther in holy wedlock : “ The Lord mercifully with

“ his FAVOUR look upon you, and ſo FILL YOU WITH

ALL SPIRITUAL BENEDICTION AND

" GRACE, that ye may fo live together in this life,

66 that in the world to come YE MAY HAVE LIFE

“ EVERLASTING ." - Seventhly, in the Order for

the viſitation of the fick the prays, as follows, for

ALL without exception, “ O Lord look down from

" heaven , behold, viſit and relieve THIS THY SER

Look
upon him with the eyes of thy mer

cy i give him comportand SURE CONFIDENCE in

thee ;

→

VANT.
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os thee; defend him from the danger of the enemy,

“ and keep him in perpetual peace and ſafety, through

- Jeſus Chriſt our Lord.” — Eighthly, in her burial

office ſhe ſays over ALL, 66 Foraſmuch as it hath

“ pleaſed Almighty God, of his GREAT Mercy to take

" UNTO HIMSELF THE SOUL OF OUR DEAR

“ BROTHER , (or SISTER ) we commit his ( or

“ her) body to the ground " - " in SURE AND

" CERTAIN HOPE OF THE RESURREC

“ TION TO LIFE ETERNAL. "--Now if the

church really intended to maintain the unconditional

election of a ſinall number, and the unconditional

reprobation of all the reft, it is aſtonifingly unac

countable that ſhe ſhould, in ALL her ſervices, ſpeak.

thus of ALL her MEMBERS, confiſting of a whole.

nation of people in general !

5. Let us conſider the articles , homilies and litur

gy, in connexion with ſeveral corroborating circum

1tances .

And Firſt, if the reformers intended that the church

of England ſhould believe the doctrines of unconditio

nal election and reprobation , is it not very unaccount .

able that they ſhould adopt three creeds , and expect

the whole church to receive them as containing the

ſum of the chriſtian religion, which have notone ſingle

ſentence about fovereignty, decrees, election , reproba.

tion, perſeverance , & c. &c . &c . as aſſerted in the acts

of the fynod of Dort, in the Aſſembly's Catechiſm , and

as held by you and other Calvinifts ?

Secondly , if the Reformers intended unconditional

election , &c . to be the doctrine of the church of Eng

land, how came the paraphraſe of Eramus tobe fet

up, in all the churches by public authority ? If they

had intended. unconditional predeſtination to be the

doctrine of the church , would they not have ordered

Luther's expofition of the epiſtle to the Galatians, or

Calvin's Inſtitutes, to have been ſet up in the church

es ; and notthe Paraphraſe of Erafmus, who had writ

ten profeffedly againtt Luther’s predestination.

Concerning

1
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Concerning this Paraphraſe , it was ordered by the

authority of King Edward the Sixth , and by the

advice of Lord Protector Somerſet and the privy coun

cil , 1. " That they thould provide in fome moſt

• convenient and open place of every church , one

“ great Bible in English , with the Paraphraſe of Eral

“ mus in English , that the people might reverendiy,

“ without any let, read and hear the ſame.” -- 2.

" That every. prieſt under the degree of a Batchelor

" of Divinity , ſhould have of his own , one New

66 Teftament in Engliſh and Latin , with the para

phraſe of Eraſmus upon the fame, and ſhould dili

“ gently read and ſtudy thereupon ." Accordingly a

great Bible and the paraphraſe of Eraſmus were ſet up

in the churches, in many of which they are to be feeii

at this day .

Now, in this paraphraſe, we have the following

note on John iſt, “ This Lamb is ſo far from being

" " ſubject to any kind of fin , that he alone is able to

“ take away ALL THE SINS OF ALL THE WORLD.

Again , on chap. iii . 66 And left ANY BODY PERI

SHING WILFULLY ſhould have whereby to exerciſe

“ his own malice , THERE IS GIVEN TO ALL FOLKS

AN EASY ENTRANCE TO SALVATION .” _ " But

“ whoſoever condemning ſo great charity of GOD

" towards him , and putting from himſelf the SALVA

TION THAT WAS SO FREELY OFFERED , doth not

66 believe the goſpel, he hath no need to be judged of

any body, foraſmuch as he doth openly CONDEMN

HIMSELF ; AND REJECTING THE THING WHEREBY

" HE MIGHT OBTAIN EVERLASTING LIFE,

" maketh himſelf guilty of eternal pain ."

To this it is objected, 66 That the book of Mar

tyrs , which was written by John Fox, a Calviniſt, was

alſo ſet up in churehes, with the Bible and Eraſmus's

Paraphraſe.” To this I anſwer ; the book of Mar

tyrs was not ſet up as DOCTRINAL treatiſe ,

but as a HISTORY of the perfecutions of the church ;

but the paraphrafe of Eraſmus was ſet up to teach, both

AND PEOPLE, THE TRUE MEANING of the

word of GOD.

Thirdly

a

PRIESTS
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Thirdly, and laſtly , if the reformers intended that

the doctrines of unconditional predeſtination and elec

tion ſhould be the doctrines of the church, it is very

unaccountable that ſuch paſſages, as theſe which follow,

ſhould be found in their private writings.

Latimer faith, “ If they muſt be damned, the fault

IS NOT IN GOD, BUT IN THEMSELVES : For it is

66 written ” " GOD would have all men jould be

" javed : But THEY THEMSELVES PROCURE

THEIR OWX DAMNATION . ” Serm . on Septu. p . 213 .

Again, “ Christ SHED AS MUCH BLOOD FOR JUDAS

AS FOR Peter.” Ibid. Again,
66 We learn that

u the preaching of the goſpel is univerſal.”
66 Now

* ſeeing that the goſpel is univerſal, it APPEARETH
66 that he would have ALL MANKIND TO BE SAVED ;

" that the fault is not in him if they are damned ."

Ibid. Again, “ Such men are the cauſe of THEIR

OWN DAMNATION ; for GODwould have them favell,

“ but THEY REFUSE IT, like Judas the traitor WHOM

66. CHRIST WOULD HAVE HAD TO BE SAVED, BUT HE

REFUSED HIS SALVATION. " Ibid .

John Bradford faith, “ I believe that Chrift”

“ did oppoſe himſelf to the judgment of GOD, as

a mediator, paying the ranſom and price of redemp

66 tion for Alam and his WHOLE POSTERITY ." See

Afts and Monu. p. 1505. Again, 66 Our own wilful.

“ neſs, fin, and contemning of Chriſt, are the cauſe

" of reprobation ." See a diſcourſe entitled , The ſum

ofthe doctrine of predeſtination and reprobation.

Biſhop Hooper faith , “ Cain was no more excluded

“ from the promiſe of Chriſt,

HIMSELF, than Abel; Saul than David ; Judas than

" Peter : Efau than Jacob. " See preface to his expo

ſition of the Ten Commandments. Again ,

chriſtian man's part ” to make GOD the AU

THOR OF ILL AND DAMNATION , with the Mania

“ chee ; nor yet to ſay, that GOD HATH WRITTEN

FATAL LAWS , and with NECESSITY OF DE.

" STINY, VIOLENTLY PULLETH THE ONE BY THE

HAIR INTO HEAVEN, and THRUSTETH THE OTHER

HEADLONG INTO HELL. " Ibid.

From

TILL HE EXCLUDED

66 It is not a
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From all that has been ſaid it follows, either that

the predestination and election mentioned in the ſeven

teenth article is CONDITIONAL ; or elſe , that the church

of England is one of the moſt inconliſtent and ſelf-con

tradictory churches that ever exiſted . But this laſt

propofition cannot be allowed : Therefore, I conclude,

that it is CONDITIONAL predeſtination and election

which is here intended .

What Mr. Wiley fays, in his fermon on Rom. viii .

32. is againſt urconditional predeſtination and election :

And, therefore, there is no contradiction between the

paſiage you have brought out of the ſeventeenth ar

ticle, " For Election and Perſeverance , " and that which

you have brought out of this ſermon , “ Againſt Elec

* tion and Perſeverance."

In the 54th page of your Farrago Double -diſtilled

you ſay, Mr. Wifey cannot ſhew that,

“ The godly confideration of Predeftination and

our Election in Chriſt, is

“ Tullofſweet , pleaſant,

16 and unípeakable com COMFORTABLE doctrine.

- And yet an UN

FORT .

And yet not of

66 GOD .
+

" That it is according to

66 the everlaiting purpoſe

66 of GOD .

66 That it draws up our

« mind to high and hea

“ . venly things.

6+ That it doth greatly

1b eſtablish and confirm our

66 faith .

" And yetIshorrible

ind blafphemous.

" -And yet - Tendsto

66 obftrućt, if not deſtroy

" this great work of the

" Holy Ghoſt (afſurance

66 of faith .)

" -And yet-That the

" belief of predeſtination

" tends directly to deſtroy

66 ali zeal for GOODWORKS.

" That they whoare pre

66 deitinated, walk religi

to oufly in GOOD WORKS."

It is very true : Mr. Wicy cannot ſhew this of the

GODLY confideration of predeſtination and our elec

H tion
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tion in Chriſt. And , it is equally true, that he never

pretended to fhew it.

But he can ſhew , andwith very great cafe too,

That the GODLY con And that the UNGOD.

fideration of CONDITI- LY confideration of UN ,

ONAL election in Chriſt | CONDITIONAL electia

is full of ſweet pleaſant and on is an UNCOMFORTABLE

unſpeakable comFORT. doctrine.

That This is according And that this is not of

to the everlaſting purpote GOD.

of GOD.

That This draws up our And that this is horri.

mind to high and heavenly ble and blafphemous.

things .

That This doth greatly And that THIS tends to

eſtabliſh and confirm our obitruct, if not deſtroy this

faith .
great work of the Holy

Ghoſt (afſurance of faith .

That THIS confideration And that THIS confide .

of election has a natural | ration of election tends to

tendency to cauſe us to | destroy all zeal for good

walk religiouſly in Good

WORKS .

ALL THIS Mr. And ALL THIS Mr.

Weſley', as a good fon of | Weey, as a good ſon of

the church of England the church of England

believes . believes .

WORKS .

In a note at the bottom of this page youſay, “One

" would imagine by Mr. Weſley's quoting the authority

" of our 31ſt article (p . 14. ) in contradiction to the

" 17th , that he thought our reformers as inconſiſtent

as himſelf. But that article (the 31ſt,) ſpeaks no

thing of the deſign and extent of Chriſt's death , but

6 of its all- Jufficiency.” Now this , Sir, I abſolutely

deny . The words of the article are , " That offering

" of Chriſt once made, is that perfect redemption ,

“ propitiation , and ſatisfaction FOR ALL THE SINS

E OF THE WHOLE WORLD, BỌTH ORIGINAL

• AND ACTUAL," What ! " is redemption , propitia

$ tion
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tion and ſatisfaction FOR ALL THE SINS of the

" WHOLE WORLD " " NOTHING of the DESIGN

“ and EXTENT of Chriſt's death ?” I allow that

where the article calls it “ PERFECT redemption ," it

ſpeaks of the all -fufficiency of it ; but when it ſays

that this redemption was made “ FOR ALL THE SINS

OF THE WHOLE WORLD,” it certainly ſpeaks of the

DESIGN and EXTENT of it , and of NOTHING ELSE .

In your Farrago Double-diſtilled (p. 4. ) you repre

ſent Mr. Weſley as ſaying, no one is a chriſtian believer

who has one evil thought, or is capable of one . In

fupport of this poſition you mangle a paffage out of his

fermon on Phillip. iii . 12. entitled , “ Chriſtian Per

“ fection . ” The whole paſſage, as it ſtands in that

fermon , is as follows , This," ( not to commit fin )

" is the glorious privilege of every chriſtian , yea ,

though he be but a babe in Chriſt . But it is only of

" thoſe who are firong in the Lord” (obſerve well, it is

of THOSE ONLY, and not of cviry chriſtian, of ezielºv

believer, that he is ſpeaking ) 66 and have overcome

65 the wicked one , or rather of thoſe who have known

“ him that is from the beginning, that it can be

" affirmed they are in ſuch a ſenſe perfe &t; as , fecondly ,

" to be free from evil thoughts and evil tempers .

Firſt, from evil or finful thoughts. But here let

- it be obſerved , that thoughts concerning evil, are

not always evil thoughts." --- A man , for inſtance,

may think of murder which another has committed ,

this is no evil or finful thought . So our

* Blefled Lord himſelf, doubtleſs thought of, or under

" ſtood the thing ipoken by the Devil, when he ſaid,

* All this will I give theư, if thou wilt fall down and

“ worſhipmo. Yet had heno evil or finful thought,

nor indeed was capable of having any. And even

" hence it follows , that neither have real chriſtians." .

By real chriftians he certainly means, ſuch as are con

tra -diſtinguiſhed above from Babes in Chrift, by their

being ſo ſtrong in the Lord as to have overcome the

wicked one , or rather, ſuch as have “ known him who

" is from the beginning ". This is evident from the
2

1

and yet

$

VÅ
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words immediately following, “ For every one that is

“ PERFECT is as his maſter (Luke vi . 40.) therefore ,

" if he was free from evil or fintul thoughts, ſo are

they” (who are PERFECT) “ likewiſe. "

Thus, Sir , ſtands the paſſage in Mr. Weſley's fermon .

Let us now ſee how you quote and apply it. " Our

- Blefled Lord had no evil or ſinful thoughts , nor in

" deed was capable of having them ; and even hence

“ it follows, that neither have real chriſtians; therefore

" if hewas free froin evil or finful thoughts, fo are

" they likewiſe. Mr. John Wiley's fermonon Phillip .

ili . I2 . In other words ; no man is a real chriſtian

“ (confequently not a believer ) who has one finful

" thought."

From this mangled extract it is evident , you want

the world to believe, that what Mr. Weſley ſays of

ADULT believers, of PERFECT chriſtians, he ſays of Babes

in Chriſt. - To this end you conceal from your readers

that the fermon treats profeſſedly on 66 Chriſtian Per

66 fection ; " you alſo leave OUT OF THE SEN.

TENCE the following words , which ſhew that he was

fpeaking of perfect chriſtiansonly : ( “ For every one

to that is PERFECT is as his maſter . ” ) . And as a

farther means of obtaining your fraudulent end, you

play upon the phraſe “ real chriſtians;" and repre

fent it as including all chriſtians, as contra -diſtinguiſhed

from unbelievers, who are no chriſtians. Therefore

you ſay, his meaning is , “ No man is a real chriſtian"

( “ conſequently not a believer ) who has one ſinful

thought:" Whereas it is evident , firſt, from the

whole ſentence; fecondly, from the whole paragraph ;

and , thirdly, from the whole ſermon , that he intended

thole chriſtians ONLY who are really perfect.

Now , from what has been ſaid , we learn how to

anſwer the following queftions. Itt . “ How differs

" this from that expreffion of Mr. Charles Weſley, While

66
one evil thought can riſe I am not born again .". I

anſwer : There is no difference between them ; ſeeing

that by real christians Mr. H. Wolley means, thoſe who

are really perfect : and that by being born again, Mr. C.
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Weſley means, changed IN THE HIGHEST degree. 2

You aſk, “ Pray, Sir , in what ſenſe then did you

“ take the words when you ſaid , that if Chriſt had no

“ eril thoughts, neither have real chriſtians ? " Not

in the ſenſeyou want the world to believe. For you

repreſent him as ſpeaking of ALL christians ; but he

intended only thoſe who are PERFECT. 3. “ Do you ,

“ or do you not recant this extract from your own fer

" mon ?" He does not recant it ; becauſe he fees no

reaſon for ſo doing. 4. You aſk , Why, do yoll ,

“ give up your brother for ſaying, While one evil

thought can riſe I am not born again ? " . He does

not give up the ſentiment of his brother; he only

ſays, that his brother took the words , born again

in too high a fenfe: That is, conſidering that the words

are commonly underſtood of being changed in the first

degree, he does not juſtify the poetic liberty his brother

took in applying them to the higheſt degree of it ; be

cauſe, by ſo doing, he has given occaſion of cla

mouring to bigoted , prejudiced and perverſe perſons.

" But whatever be the difference between Mr. 7. and

« C.Weſley," you ſay , “ herein plainly confiits the

“ difference between Mr. 7. and St. Paul (Rom . vii.)

16 in their ideas of anult believers. " This is the first

time I ever heard that St. Paul was ſpeaking of adult

believers in the 7th to the Romans. I have often heard

it affirmed that the perſons there intended were not

believers, even , in the loweſt fenfe ; but , rather ,

ſuch as faw their need of faith , and who groaned to

poffefs it . And I liave heard others affirm that they

were true, though not perfe &t believers ; but I never

before, either heard or read that they were adult

chriſtians. I therefore believe, this diſcovery may be

called an original; and I have no objection, Sir, to

your enjoying the honourof it..

But you proceed , 6 Mr. 7. Weſley believes that the

“ higher they advance in ſpirituals, the leſs they feel

66 of the evil of their own hearts. " By ſpirituals, you

muft mean , The graces of the Spirit, ſuch as the

lave of GOD and of ourneighbour, meekneſs, dead

neſs

3

3

0
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neſs to the world, &c. By advancing higher in theſe

ſpirituals you muſt mean , poſſeifing them in an higher

degree. Now I apprehend that the more a man por.

ſeiſes of theſe ſpirituals , the leſs will he pofleſs of

thoſe tempers, &c . which are contrary to them . For

inſtance , the more humility a man poſſeſſes the leſs

pride he will and mult, of conſequence poffeſs. So

again , the more a man pofſeffes of the Love of GOD,

the leis will he pofleſs of the love of fin . Now , Sir,

ſuppoſe this to be your own caſe ; and that you behold

it juft AS IT 16 , and not AS IT IS NOT, I ſhall be

glad to know where is the evil of this ? If a man in

creaſes in fpirituals, and , at the ſame time , believes

that he decreaſes therein, there is no doubt but he be

lieves a lie. But “ St. Paul," you fay , “ is of opi

“ nion , that in proportion as they increaſe in light

* i and ſelf-knowledge they diſcern more of their hid

* s den corruptions." I hope that increafing in light

and ſelf-knowledge is not all that you mean by advancing,

in ſpirituals? If it is, then there is a plain difference

between g'ou and St. Paul. For he deſired that the

Epheſians might grow up in him ( Chrift ) in ALL

THINGS , Eph. iv . 15. And he told the Theſalonians

that their Faith grew exceedingly, 2 Tbef. i . 3. And

he prayed that they might increaſe and abound in Love.

i Thef. iii . 12 . St. Peter alſo differed from you : For

he exhorted the people to grow in GRACE and in the

knowledge of our Lord . Knowledge, you fee, was not

the only thing that he wiſhed them to increafe in ; but

in all HOLINESS and HAPPINESS alſo . If you ſay,

you do not underſtand light and ſelf-knowledge as op

poſed to Love and Holineſs ; but as connected with

theſe, and as increaſing with them ; then I ſay, 1. St.

Paul is of opinion , that in proportion as they increaſe

in light and ſelf-knowledge, they increaſe in love and

holineſs. And, 2. That of confequence they cannot

diſcern more of their corruptions. The reaſon is this;

the more they increaſe in love and holineſs, the leſs

they have of the corruption which is oppoſed thereto ;

and if they ſee things AS THEY ARE, and not AS THEY

ARE
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your inferior.

ARE NOT, they muſt ſee a decreaſe of their corrup

tions: That is, if they love GOD more and the world

lels ; if they ſee this as it really is , they inuſt ſee, not

that they love GOD leſs and the world more , but that

they love GOD more and the world leſs. It therefore

follows, that “ the difference is not between Mr. Jo’in

" and St. Paul ; " but between ( I will not fay , Mr..

Richard ! but between ) Mr. Hill and St. Paul.

In the ſame page you ſay, “ As Mr. Hill did not

“ chooſe to prefix his name to that review , it argued

no great proof of Mr. Wiley's politeneſs, to addreſs

" him in the perfonal manner he has done.

certain , Sir, that it argues far leſs politeneſs in you,

to addreſs Mr. Weſley in the perſonal manner you have

done. ' . For , waving the EMPTY confiderations of

BLOOD and MONEY, which add no real worth to

their boaſted poffeffor, certain it is that Mr. I'llcy is

not a whit

So far from it, that almoſt in every valuable and uſe

ful reſpect he muſt be looked upon as vaſtly your fupe

rior. For, 1. If age has any title to reſpect, Mr.

Willey has the preference. 2. If marious and deep learn

ing has any intrinſic worth in it , the whole Nation in

general, and the Univerſities in particular, will certain

ly declare For Mr. Weſley, AGAINST you . 3. If acade

mical preferment is to be viewed in an honorable light ,

here , alſo, Mr. Weſley takes the right hand of you :

He having been a Fellow of a College, an elevation

whichyou never reached . 4. Iflong and mighty laa

bours for the glory of GOD, and the good of men , can

lay any claim to an honorable regard, you , Sir, muſt

not be mentioned on the ſame day with Mr. Weſley.

For he can certainly ſay, not only to you, as an indivi

dual , but to you in conjunction with any HALF DOZEN of

your MOST FLAMING · CHAMPIONS , I have, ( and for

forty years together) laboured more abundantly than

you all . 5. If real uſefulneſs to the bodies and ſouls of

men is truly valuable in itſelf, and really honourable

in the eyes of GOD, angels , and men , your diminutive

taper is totally eclipfed by Mr. Weſley's ſuperior Luſtre .

Now,
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Page 7 .

Now , Sir, ſo polite have you been, that without any

ceremony , you have made uſe of his name in the most

illiberal manner ; deſcending ſo low , as even to call

him John and Jack ! and yet all this while you are to

be viewed as a moſt polite gentleman ! But becauſe Mr.

Welirz has addreſſed you by your proper name, calling.

you , 66 Mr. Hill, this you ſay, “ argued no great

* proof of Mr. Wcley's politeneſs ."

" Mr. Hill aflirms, that Mr. Fletcher has

introduced falſe quotations, and that Mr. Wiley has.

long THOUGHT forgeries of this kind no crime." And.

does Mr. Hill affirm this ? Particularly , this that he

hath faid of Mr. Weſley ? Then I affert, that ( unleſs

Mr. Hill be a judge of Mr. Wefiey's THOUGHTS, or un

leſs Mr. Wolley himſelf has told Mr. Hill what his

THOUGHTS are ) Mr. Hill here affirms what he neither

' Does nor can know . But " In proof of this ” (afſer-.

tion ) " he appeals to the Inttances alledged by Mr. Her

" vey and Mr. Toplady. " But who inade them Judges

of Mr. Willey's THOUGHTS ? Can they any more than

you , read the heart ? If not , did Mr. Wellcy tell them

what he thought on this head ? If he did not, what

ever they may afirm , they know no more of the mat .

ter than you do .

Now, Sir, in my judgment you make quite too

much noiſe about falle quotation, inconſiſtency, ſelf

contradiction , &c. &c. You ſay more than does ſervice

even to your own cauſe . For before a man can receive

the teſtimony you (in almoſt every page) give of your

opponents, he muſt look upon them as doing little

more than writing ſentences on purpoſe to have thein

to contradict ! and as doing the ſame in writing pages

and volumes ! He muſt alſo conceive of them as not

poſſeſſing one ſingle grain of conſcience ;. ſeeing they

will lie , andforge quotations, almoſt as faſt as they can

count their fingers! Indeed, Sir, I have often won

dered you did not ſee that the ABSOLUTE IMPROBABI

LITY of theſe accounts muſt deſtroy their ſucceſs.

Concerning falſe quotations , as you call them , the

truth of thematter is this ; Mr. Wiley and Mr. Flct

shers
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eber, (like other writers ) fometimes find that the paf

fage they intend to quote is encumbered with that

which is not to their purpoſe ; or that the whole ſen

timent of the original author may be comprized in a

ſmaller Number of his OWN words . In this caſe

they think it neceffary, (for brevity's fake) to abridge

the quoration. At other times, various miſtakes hap,

pea : And theſe are ſometimes owing to the hurry of

the author ; ſometimes to the careleſſneſs of a tran

ſcriber, or corrector of the preſs. Add to theſe cir

cumſtances, that ſometimes it is neceſſary to add a word

or two to connect or explain what otherwiſe would be

un -grammatical, incoherent or unintelligible.

Now, I believe, Sir, that I am full as well ac

quainted with the writings of Mr. Weſley and Mr. Flet

cher as you are ; and to the beſt of my
knowledge,

there is no other falſe quotations, &c . as you call them ,

in all the writings of theſe gentlemen. And if there

are ſufficient to juſtify ſuch hideous outcries , and vio

lent exclamations as you have made ! You , yourſelf,

Sir, are as deeply involved in this condemnation as

either Mr. Weſley or Mr. Fletcher. For, if it was

worth while, I would undertake to produce, perhaps,

not leſs than an hundred ſuch falſe quotations and forge

ries , even in the Few SMALL pamphlets which you

have publiſhed. Believe me, Sir, I do not talk at

random : I have ſeen in your performances, eſpecially

in your Farragos, many proofsof what I ſay .

I cannot diſmiſs this head without one obſervation

Mr. Weſley has on various occaſions publiſhed

abridgments of the works of DIFFERENT authors. In

doing which , he naturally left out what he did not

approve of. On this you make a dreadful outcry , and

charge him with mangling and perverting ſuch authors .

Surely, Sir, you do not expect him to make ABRIDG

MENTS and leave out NOTHING ! Or if
you per

mit him to leave ſomething out, I hope it muſt not

be what you or another , but rather what he himſelf

diſapproves of ! I cannot ſay but Mr. Wey's fate is

very hard, in having to do with one whoin itis ſo hard

more.

will

11
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to pleaſe. Sometimes you violently condemn him for

not leaving out ENOUGH; this you ſay, is the caſe in

the Chriſtian Library, and in the tracts he has pub

liſhed from Baxter and Goodwin : By which means, you

ſay, he falls into ſuch inconſiſtencies and contradic

tions. At other times you find fault becauſe he leaves

out quite TOO MUCH ; this you ſay he has done in the

extract from Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progreſs, &c . Now ,

Sir, what can he do to ſatisfy you ? I believe there is

only one way : Let him cominence an Antinomian -Cal

viniſt, and then all will be well ; and then all he ſhall

fay, and do will be marvelouſly great and excellent.

In the 25th page of Mr. Weſley's anſwer to your Far

rago , he gives the following reaſon for not ſtriking out

of Mr. Fletcher's manuſcript fome honourable expref

fons concerning himſelf, “ Becauſe he“ (Mr.Willey )

" thought them a proper counter-ballance to the con

“ tumelious expreſſions of Mr. Hill.” In anſwer to

this, you ſay , (p . 8. ) “ But as Mr. Weſley gives this

“ reaſon (p. 25. ) for trumpeting forth his own praiſes

" in the Second Check, I muſt beg to put himin mind ,

16 that this fame Second Check had not only received

" the fanction of his imprimatur, but was actually pub

« liſhed ſeveral months before Mr. Hill's Reviezu faw

e the light ; and therefore it was not poſſible that any

46 thing contained in that review could induce Mra

" Welley to fend forth ſo many fulſome encomiums

upon himſelf, unleſs we are to fuppofe that the

ſtream of this controverſy ran backwards, and that

46 the mudded waters of the Second Check had received

66 their defilement from a cauſe which had then no

exiſtence .” It is certain that the Second Check 66

46 actually publiſhed, as you ſay, ſeveral months be

“ fore Mr.Hill's Review ſaw the light." But let me

alk , Sir, was it actually publiſhed before the Circular

Letter which you had fo great a hand in ? and before

the publication of the Paris-converſation and before

your Five Letters ? Now, it was of the contumeli

ous expreſſions uſed in theſe that Mr. Weſley fpake.

Therefore, if “ The poor. Review (as you call it )

Was

will
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will " adopt the language of the Lamb in the Fable,

36 and " ſay that it never could have offended Mr.

" Welley by any fuch CONTUMELIOUS EXPRESSIONS , as

6 it was not then born ," it muit expect Mr. Welcy or

fomebody elſe to ſay , Hold thy BLEATING , THOU

BRAINLESS BRAT ! for, it is not thee, but thy SHEEP

HEADED predeceffors who are here intended .

You proceed : 6 Now then as the reaſon Mr. Welch

" has already given for offering ſo many facrifices to

“ his own drag , is plainly proved to be no reaſon at all ,

si I hope he will be pleaſed to aflign ſome other cauſe

" whyhe did not ſtrike all thoſe high flown complia

16 ments relative to himſelf out of Mr. Fletcher's book .”

It appears from what has been ſaid above, that Mr.

Wcle's reaſon is not proved ( unleís it be in your

way !) to be no reaſon at all : And I believe that at

the time you were here flouriſhing away , you knew in

your conſcience, that Mr. W ciry intended the contume

lious expreilions centained in the Circular Letter, the

Paris- converſation , and your Five Letters ; and not

thoſe contained in the Review : Now, if this is really

the caſe, you muſt know that you cannot poſſibly

prove, what you have faid is “ plainly proved.”

Page 10, you ſay, “ If I live to publiſh another

66 edition of the Review , they ” (the perſonal vilifi

cations mentioned above) “ ſhall be intirely omitted,

46 and the honeity of perſonal vilifications ſhall be

6s left to the ſole pen ofMr.Wefiey.” Now, Sir, from

hence we learn , i. That perſonal vilification is dis

HONESTY . 2. That this diſhoneſty is actually found

in the firſt and ſecond editions of YOUR REVIEW ; other

wife you could not, ( as you have here promiſed ) leave

it out in your next edition . Seeing then , that this

is the caſe, be admoniſhed, 1. To repent of this

diſhoneſty . And, 2. To fulfil your promiſe, in be

ing thus diſhoneſt no more ! - But, alas ! how true

is it, that “ ſaying and doing are two things.” For,

in the very next ſentence (after you had promiſed to

have done with the diſhoneity of perſonal vilification )

you tell us a long ſtory of Mr, W , (who is ſtill

living )

B

!
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you left

living ) concerning his being denied the facrament, on

account of his being caught in bed with a woman. O !

Sir, what a fad proof is this , that you honeftly intended

what you fo plainly promiſed in the preceding ſentence !

But the inítance of Mr. W N is not the the only

proof of this matter: The perſonal vilifications cait

upon Mr. Icev, Fletcher, Bell, Baxter , Good vin, and

my/elf, &c . &c . & c. in ſo many of the enſuing pages

of this faine pamphlet, demonſtrate that, what ever
you may do in the next edition of

your Review , you

are not yet convinced of the neceſſity of abandoning

this diſhonesty. May GOD help you to know, more

fully, that " NOW' is the accepted time.”

You tell Mr. Weſley ( page 11.) “ You cannot deny

" that when you administred the facrament to the per

" fect ſociety in Weit-Street Chapel " _ "

16 the confeflion of fin out of thecommunion ſervice;

" the reaſon of which omiſſion was ( as I preſumed )

16 becauſe you thought they had no tin to conteis :

6. However, you now give us another reaſon for it

“ (viz . ) that you left it out to ſave time. ” What he

me l'is , by ſaving time, is ſimply this : About fitteen

or twenty People, who earn their bread by their daily

labour, defired that they might , once a week , ſpend

the dinner -hour together, in ſinging, prayer and re

ligious converſation . When Mr. Willey was in town

they deſired the favour of his company as often as he

could; and when he attended they deſired him to conclude

the meeting with the Lord's fupper. Now, as the

ſpace of time allotted for this meeting was only a ſingle

hour; and as the principal deſign was ſinging, prayer,

and'mutual converſation ; and as, in adminiſtring the

Lord's fupper, Mr. Weſley makes uſe of the form ap

pointed by the Church of England , he muſt be allowed

to abridge that form on ſuch private occafions , or elſe

omit the ordinance. Now, as no forin , merely hu

man , is eſſential to a right participation of the Ordi

nance, he thinks he may occaſionally, with a few of

his friends, commemorate his Saviour's death, ſuppoſe

there is not TIME to repeat one tenth part of the eſta

-bliſhed
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bliſhed form . And as it happened that the day your

inforiner was prelent , the confeffion, among other par.

" iculars , was omitted, what an hubbub , have you raifa

ed on that account! And, among other things have

gravely aſked Mr. Weller, “ Are you not aware , Sir,

" that by flying to this mean pretext, you are again

" throwing open the door to licentiouſneſs ; and let

ting Antinomianilin come in full tide on the church ."

What? by omitting ( occaſionally) the form of confeſſion ,

in ſpending a ſpare quarter of an hour (or, at the moit,

twenty minutes) in adininiftring the Lord's fupper to

about twenty perfons ! I am ſurprized, Sir, that you

can once imagine that ſuch ſtraining of matters will be

of any ſervice to your cauſe ,

Page 12. You ſay, “ Good Sir, can you not diſ

“ charge a ſingle fquib at the Calviniſts, without firing

away at yourſelf : will you never avoid contradictions ?

<< it is but a few pages before that you tell us that all

" that are perfected in love Mall infallibly perfevere ;

< and here you affirin , that many of thoſe very per

“ fons whoin you yourſelt allow to havebeen perfect

66 in love, are moved from their ſtedfastneſs, and fallen

" froin Grace .” From this account the reader is

unavoidably led to believe, that Mr. Willey has, in the

jamie tract, and within the compaſs of A VERY FEW

PAGES , aſſerted theſe different propofitions. But,

the truth is this, what Mr. Wiley faid coocerning the

infallible perſeverance of thoſe who are perfect, is

found (as you yourſelf tell us ) in his “ Journal from

- September 1741 to Oeto, 1743" ( Review, page 108 .

ſecond edition.) The other paffage , which allerts- that

ſome of thoſe who were perfect were afterwards moved

from their own ſtedfaſtneſs, is found in his firſt an

ſwer to you , (page 51.)which bears-date , Sept. 9. 1773 .

So that whatever number of Pages may be between

the tivo ſentences, (which you lay are

66 FEW ! it is certain that there isa ſpace of about

thirty years between the times of His writing them !

That the reader may be able to judge aright con

cerning theſe paſſages, it will be neceſſary to obſerve ,

that,

PUT A
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triat, forinerly Mr. Weſley believed that ſuch as were

perfect in love could not fall ; but, for a conſiderable

number of years , he has changed his ſentiment on this

kead . That this is the true ſtate of the caſe, appears

from his own words, in anſwer to your following ob

jection : " In one place you ſay, I do not deny, that

" the cizinently filed the eleet jhalt perfevere.” To this

he replies; “ I mean, thoſe that are perfected in love.

66 So I was inclined to think for many years. But

es for tex or TWELVE years I have been fully con

" vinced, that even theſe may make ſhipwreck of their

• Faith . " Remarks on your Farrago Double Diſtill'd ,

tage '18,

a FEW

PAGES

NE

Now, as you have intimated that theſe paſſages are

written in the ſame tract, yea , and within

of each other, I appeal to every candid

man, if this is not another inconteftible proof of your

perverſion and inifrepreſentation.

Ibid . You ſay , Mr. Weſley alks, " is that ſcurrilous

hotch -potch, Mr. Hill calls a Farrago, true or

56 falſe ? " To which you reply, “ If Mr. Willey may

be credited , it is all true as the goſpel; part of it be

“ ing taken out of his own Chriſtian Library ” — “ Part

out of his extract from John Goodwin's Treatiſe on

“ Juſtification" Part out of Baxter's Aphoriſins”

-66 But the greateſt part out of his own Hymns, Ser

mons and,other writings." It is very true ; moſt

of the WORDS which compoſe that 66 ſcurrilous

“ hotch -potch ," are taken from the tracts you men

tion . But , I aſk , have you taken Mr. Wiley's

MEANING along with his words ! or, rather , have

you not taken His WORDS, and then fixt a meaning of

YOUR OWN on them ; and one which is as contrary to

what Mr. Weſleyintended, as heaven is contrary to hell ?

Now , I affirm , you have done this; and for proof of

this afirmation , I refer the reader to the Demonſtra

tions in the Firſt part of this tract : There (among

inany other particulars ) he will ſee it demonſtrated ,

That you have quoted near THIRTY paſſages to ſhew

what Mr. Felley has ſaid " Against finleſs perfection,

and

3
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11
and that not fo much as ONE SINGLE PASSAGE

of them , is to thepurpoſe. You add, “ If therefore

" I believe the Farrago to be falſe, I muſt believe

“ Mr. Weſley to be a falſe teacher.” No, Sir, there

is no need of that : Only believe yourſelf to be a

FALSE -QUOTER , A FALSE - INTERPRETER, and A FALSE

REPRESENTER, and you will hit the nail on the very

hcad.

Ibid . " I find it juſt as eaſy , you ſay, " to catch

an eel by the tail," (how ELEGANT and LEARNED

the illuſtration !) as to lay hold of Mr. Weſley for.

one ſingle moment. Indeed, Sir, I am inclined

to think that you will be always expoſed to this diffi

culty, till you are able and willing to PROPOSE more

FAIRLY ; to DEFINE more CLOSELY ; and to REASON .

14

more CONCLUSIVELY.

13

HUNDRED POINT

Oh ! what quirks, quibbles, and evaſions," (you

fay ) “ does this gentleman deſcend to, in order to ſhitt

“ off his own inconſiſtencies . ” Remember, Sir, that

theſe general charges prove nothing: No ; not though

you uſher thein in with ten thoujand Aus! and Ohs!

And how amazing" you ſay , " inuſt his ſkill be,

do when out of more than one hundred point -blank

“ contradictions whichhehas publiſhed, he can reduce

“ them all to one,"-And do you ſtand to it , that he

has publiſhed “ MORE than ONE

BLANK contradiétions ? ” Then I affert that this is

(excuſe me, Sir, ceremony you know, muſt give place

to TRUTH and JUSTICE) a point- blank vioLATION OF

TRUTH ! a point -blank SLANDERING of Mr. Welcy !

and a point-blank IMPOSITION on your READERS ! And

for the TRUTH of this point-blank ASSERTION, I ap

peal again to the demonſtrations above-mentioned.

But you ſay, “OUT OF MORE than one hundred point .

• blank contradictions ? .- " HE CAN REDUCE them all

to one ." -- Out of more-- he can reduce them all to one !

Pray take down your grammar, Sir, and ſee whether

E this be fenfe or NONSENSE .

Page 13 . “ In the firit place then ," you fay, “ the

6 minutes are eſteemed the ſtandard of orthodoxy by

** Mr. Welles1 2
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ere w

" Mr. Weſley, at the conference of 1770." That is,

on a page or two, at the end of thoſe minutes, there

are three or four doctrinal queſtions, with ſuch anſwers

as then appeared to be unexceptionable . Now, 'does

not every one ſee how you itrain this circumſtance, by

ſaying, theſe minutes were then etleemed theſtandard of

orthodoxy ? But you proceed, " In the year 1771 , he

" - figns a Declaration , acknowledging that theſe mi

nutes are unguarded .” He did fo ; and an unguarded

action it was, conſidering what kind of perſons he had

to deal with. But, even, the figning of this Declaa

ration will be eaſily excuſed, by every candid man,

when he is told how it came to paſs.

The cale was this : Mr. Shirley, at the head of your

party , having publiſhed a very formal declaration of

war againit Mr. Weſley, ſends for forces from all parts,

to come to his atſiſtance . The time and place of action

was fixt (by your party ) to be in Auguſt, at our Con

ference , in Briſtol. The day appointed being come,

and all things made ready for the encounter,

had well began " To prime, cock, and fire ," (as you

fay to Mr. Weſley on another occaſion ) your comman

der in chief began to cry out for quarters : That is,

after the debate was opened on both ſides, and a few

things were urged by one of Mr. Wiley's friends, Mr.

Shirley ( foreſeeing how it would turn out , if the debate

went on ) instead of replying to what had been ſaid ,

BEGGED . FOR GOD'S SAKE, AND FOR

PEACE's SAKE, that, inſtead of urging matters to

their extremity , we would meet them as far as we

could :, And ſo earneit, in his entreaties , was this

good man, that ( ſeeing LOGIC was like to fail) with

fears in his eyes , he employed all his mighty powers

of RHETORIC ! By this means Mr. Willey, and

many of thoſe about him were much ſoftened ; and den

clared that they were willing to meet them as far as

ever they could with a good conſcience. Mr. Shirley

then requeſted them to figa a declaration which he had

in his hand, and ſaid , that if they did this , he would
ak no more .

-Mr. Wefiey juſt looked it over, altered

a very
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* very few words, and faid he was willing to ſign its

and ſo faid many more. But I proteiled againſt it ,

and told Mr. Willey and my brethren, that if they

figned it, they would repent of it another day. But

Mr. Shirley's ENTREATIES AND TEARS

fo wrought on Mr. Welley , (whoſe charity thinketh no

evil ) that what I ſaid was over-ruled--and the decla

ration was ſigned.

When this account , Sir, is added to your preſent

conduct, we fee how hard Mr. Weſley's fate is, in hav

ing to do with thoſe who with PRAYERS and TEARS

allure him into a ſnare; and then , with all poſſible

ſeverity, upbraid and condemn him for his coinpli

ance . : 0, how like the accuſer of the brethren this !

Again, " in the year 1772, he publiſhed a book," you

fay, “ in which hetells us , he does not know but it

" would have been better not to have ſigned that paper

at all.” He ineans, it might have been better to

have made no concellions, little or great, to perſons

çapable of making ſuch uſe of them .

Page 15. “ No leſsthan four times" (why not FOUR

AUNDRED times!) “ Since the beginning of the year

* 1738, has Mr. Wiley varied in his opinion whether

“ Juſtification by Faith alone is, or is not , articulas

Jlantis vel cadeartis ccclefice, The doctrine by which

church ſtands or falls , ” : To this Mr. Wory an

ſwers :: 56 In the beginning of the year 1738, I believed

186 it was fo . Soon after I ſaw caule to doubtas . Since

( 6 that time I have not varied . " See Remarks on

Mr. Hill's Farrago Double Dililled (p. 27. ) where his

whole flouriſh on this head is anſwered at large. -

Page 21 . 66 But ſeveral of the quotations from the

66 Farrago on this head, are taken from ſome hymns

66 of Mr. Charles Weſley, for which Mr. John ſays he

56 is not anſwerable. But, 1. How can Mr. Fobra

56 Welley aniwer it to his conſcience, to write prefaces

and recommendations with his own name prefixed ,

to any hymns or collection of hymns, which he

6 does not believe ?" I anſwer : There are four

voluines, (beſides ſeyeral pamphlets) of Mr. Charles

I a Welicu's

66
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3. Cait

melley's hymns which have neither the name of Mr.

John Weſley, nor ſo much as one word of any preface

or recommendation written by him , either prefixed of

annexed to them . “ 2. How is the congregation to

“ know which are true and which are falſe, finee Mr.

“ Weſley's hymns, and his brother's, are bound up to

gether promiſcuouſly ?” This interrogation certainly

implies, that they are all bound up together promit.

cuouſly. But it is not true : Mr. Charles Weſley's four

volumes are always bound up by themſelves. "

“ it be otherwiſe, but that if ſome of theſe hymns

“ maintain election and perſeverance , and others deny

* theſe doctrines, the people muſt frequently fing

“ lies, as two oppoſites cannot both be true ? ” It

theſe gentlemen are allowed the cominon ufe of fan

guage , in the ſame manner that Homer, Virgil, Milton ,

Pope, Young, &c. were ; I believe you cannot find one

Itanza , no nor ſo much as one verſe , in all their hymus,

which maintain either unconditional election or perfe

verance. But if you are allowed to wreſt and torture

their expreſſions, by giving a literal interpretation to

thoſe they intended to be underſtood' figuratively ; and

to give a figurative interpretation to thoſe they intended

to be underſtood literally, in this caſe, indeed , you

inay make them mean what you pleaſe.

4. If Mr. Charles's hymns," you ſay, are to

“ be diſcarded by Mr. John, on account of their Cal

" viniſm , what ſort of an ally is he likely to make

" Mr. John in fighting the Calvinifts ? " Mr. John

(as you call him ) cannot diſcard them on account of

their Calviniſm , unleſs he will do it on account of that

which never exiſted .

All that he has done is this ; when you quote

his Brother's words to PROVE how he (Mr. John

Weſley) contradicts himſelf, he tells you ,
1. 'That

this is NO PROOF : Seeing that the words of Charles

Weſley are not the wordsof John Weſley. 2. He ſays,

“ There are ſome expreſſionsin my Brother's Hymns

" which I donot uſe, as being very liable to be miſ

conſtrued : " He mcans, liable to be miſconſtrued

by

1
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ETIC BEAUTIES .

by PREJUDICED PERSONS ---Who are NO JUDGES of par

But this cautiouſneſs of Mr. John

Welky, in not uſing ſuch expreſſions in common , is no

objection to his Brother's compoſitions : Seeing, that

the greateſt beauties of works of this nature are often

moſt liable to be miſconſtrued. For inſtance : How

eaſily may a perſon who is NO JUDGE. of poetry, turn a

moſt beautiful and ſtriking CONTRAST, into a defor

med and ridiculous CONTRADICTION ? Whoever wants

inſtances, proofs and illuftrations of this, may turn

to your celebrated Farragos, where he will find thema

in great abundance.

Ibid. You inform us that “ Mr. Welbey fays in his

“ Hyinns,

as From all eternity with fove

“ Unchangeable thou haſt meviewed . ”

On this you

You alſo add , “ I believe ( ſays Mr. Wiley) this is

true on faith foreſeen , not otherwiſe. "

aſk , “ But how could GOD foreſee this faith , unleſs

" he were determined to give it ? I anſwer, he has

determined to give it, in Mr. Willey's ſenſe , though

not in your's.

Whenyou (as a Calvinift) tell us that faith is given

of GOD , you mean , That he, by an IRRESISTIBLE

DECREE FORCEth the elect to believe. But Mr. W'Ney

thinks , that according to this notion, it is very abſurd

10 COMMAND and EXHORT men to believe, and to give

them PROMISES of reward if they will believe, and

THREATNINGS of puniſhment if they will not : This

appears to him as abſurd , as if you were to make uſe

of the ſamemeans to cauſe a STONE to riſe or fall !

When he faith that faith is the gift of GOD, he

means, That GOD has given Chriſt to be the object of

it ; and that he has given all neceſſary means, (not

to FORCE us , but ) to PUT IT INTO OUR POWER

lieve, if we chuſe to do it. Theſe means are, the

Word and the Spirit : The firft of which is , to in

STRUCT our REASON, and the other to EXCITE (not

to be.

FORCE
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FORCE ) our heart. Now Mr. Welley believes that

if we will hearken to the Word, and pray for, and obey

the motions of the Spirit, we ſhall be enabled to be

lieve ; and then , by believing , be brought into the

number of thoſe whom GOD(according to the hymn)

from all eternity has viewed with delight. But, on the

other hand , he believes , that if we REFUSE to bearken

unto the word, and to pray for, and to obey the motions

of the Spirit , we ſhall notbe enabled to believe; and, of

conſequence , we ſhall not be numbered among thoſe

whom GOD , from eternity has fo viewed with delight.

Page 2 3. “ But if as you” (Mr. Weſley ) “ fay , all

" are dark in their conceptions , who deny that phraſe,

(imputed righteouſneſs ) “ how came you to beſeech

“ Mr. Hervey for Chriſt's fake, not to diſpute for it ?"

--The phraſe Imputed Righteonfuefs. when applied to

Faith , which S. Paul ſays is imputed to lis for righte

ouſneſs , is ſcriptural. Therefore, Mr. Weſley, with

great propriety ſaid , theſe are dark in their concep

tions whodeny it . But the phraſe, the Imputed Righte

onſneſs of CHRI$ T, is not fcriptural ; add to this , that

the Antinomian idea annexed to it by Mr. Hervey is

very dangerous : Therefore Mr. Welley might with

great propriety beſeech him not to uſe that unfcriptu

ral, and ( as uſed by Mr. Hervey) dangerous phrafe..

It has been ſhewn in the preceding pages , that the

calvinian and antinomian idea annexed to this phraſe ,

is , That the righteouſneſs of Chriſt, (conditting of his

thoughts, intentions, tempers, defires, words and ac

tions) is accounted ours , as STRICTLY and PROPERLY

as it is Christ's . Now it is of this phraſe, Thus un

derſtood , that Mr. Welly ſpeaks to Mr. Hervey'.

" It has done immenſe hurt , ſays Mr.

" Weſley ( page 15. ) But here is no contradiction ." . To

this you anſwer, 5 Whether there be or not, there is

a plain conceſſion from Mr. Wifbey himſelf , that he

" has been preaching a doctrine . for eight and twenty

years together which has clone immenjë burt." I believe

he never to inuch as once - in -all his life, preached the

doctrine of imputed righteounſels, as it is Itated above,

and as maintained by Mr. Hervey and you .-- Thatthis is

the

You add ,
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the do &trine which he ſays has done immenſe hurt ; and

that he has not at any time, either held or preached

this doctrine, he tells you, in his anſwer on this head:

66 The doctrine which I believe has done immenſe

* hurt , is that of the imputed righteoulneſs of Chriſt

IN THE ANTINOMIAN SENSE . The doctrine which

“ I have conſtantly held and preached is, that Faith

" is imputed for righteouſneſs . Rein . on Farrago

Double Diſtilled, page 20. But you will ſay, Mr. Wejicy

has frequently ufed the phraſe, The imputed righteouſ:

nejs of CHRIST . I allow it ; and Mr. Weſley allows it

allo . But we will not allow that he has ever uſed it

in your ſenſe . You take the term impute, literally,

when applied to the righteouſneſs of Chrift ; but he

takes it in a figurative and qualified ſenſe . This is evi .

dent , I. From the demonitrations of this point which

I have given in the firſt part of this tract. 2. From the

following words in his laſt anſwer to you . 66 Wherever

6. I have either in that ſermon , or elſewhere ſaid , that

" the righteouſneſs of Chriſt is imputed to every belie

mean everybeliever is juſtified , FOR THE

“ SAKE OF what Chriſt has done and ſuffered . "

From what has been ſaid it appears, 1. That the

phraſe impUTED RIGHTEOUSNESS is very ambiguous,

2. That you frequently uſe it without taking the least

notice of its ambiguity , 3. That by this means you

raiſe fuch a duit concerning Mr. Welcy's contradicting

himſelf on this head ; when in reality there is no con

tradiction at all .

Page 26 . " Where is the contradiction , ' ſays Mr.

66 Weſley between theſe propofitions - Truly ," you ſay ,

" the contradiction is juſt this ; " _-" That thedoctrine

" of imputed righteouſneis, makes thoſe who believe

“ it both holy and unholy. " The doctrine (or rather

doctrines ), of imputed righteouſneſs have certainly

a tendency to make thoſe who believe them , both

boly AND unholy : St. Paul's doétrine of imputed

righteouſneſs has a tendency to make thoſe holy

who believe it : Dr. Criſp's doctrine of imputed

righteouſneſs has an equat tendency to make thoſe un

holy who believe it . Now , “ Truly ," Sir, I fee no

contradiction

ver, I
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CONTRARY

còntradiction here, unleſs it be ſuch as thoſe you have

mentioned above; an HUNDRED of which yon can diſa

cover in a trice !

Page 30 “ I muſt now," you ſay, “ beg to treat

" him ( Mr. W ſey) with two DIRECT

“ interpretations of the faine text, which he has gi

ven us in two of his own ſermons."

Page 3 !, “ JOHN v. 18 . JOHN v, 18. The A.

"Moſt expreſs are the poſtle John declares, that

“ words of St. John . We whatfoever is born of

" know that whatſoever is GOD, finneth not.

s born of GODfinneth not.

" Indeed it is ſaid this 1. By any HABITUAL fin .

means ONLY, he doth Nor,

66 not commit fin WILFUL

LY, or he doth not coin 2. By any WILEUL lin."

( 6 mit fin HABITUALLY .

Butby whom is this faid ?

“ By St. John ? No. There

( are no ſuch words in

nor in that

« whole chapter ; nor in

any part of his writings

whatſoever. Why then

" the beſt way to anſwer a

bold affertion , is fimply

to deny it . And if any

man can prove it from

" the word of GOD, let

“ hiin bring forth his

“ ítrong reaſons.Mr. Wcf

ley's ſermon on Phil . iii .

" the text ;

I 2 .

At the foot of the ſecond colunin , you ſay , " As

* I do not chooſe to interfere between two luch inti .

mate friends ” (as Mr. Woney and old Mordecai, that

is between Mr. Welley and himſelf.) " I leave it to

+ others to determine which of them has the beſt of

16 the
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" the argument." I anſwer, if there is any ftrife

between them , you of of all men living, ought to in

terfere, ſeeing they were in perfect amity before they

fell in your way. And, as goodluck would have it,

they are in amity ſtill; notwithſtanding all you have

done to let them by the ears . For old Mordecai,

whoin you have ſet on the one hand, ſays,
\Vhat

“ foever is born of GOD , finneth not. 1. By any ha

bitual ſin , Nor, 2. By any evilful fin . " Mr. Weſley,

whom
you have ſet on the other hand, allows this ; but

adds, that " this is not the ONLY meaning.” And

is this , Sir, what you call “ TWO DIRECT CONTRARY

“ interpretations ? " What an argument is here of

your ſkill in the doctrine of direct contraries !

Ibid . “ Before I quit the ſubject of Perfefion , "

you fay “ I cannot help expreſſing my aſtoniſhment

that Mr. Wesley ſhould deny that his tenets on that

“ point exactly harmonize with thoſe of the popiſh

" church ; ſince ALL the decrees, books,fermons , &c.

" that have ever been publiſhed by the Romiſh Clergy,

prove this matter beyond a doubt. " Pray, Sir,

" how do you know that ? HAVE YOU READ ALL

" theſe decrees, books, fermons, &c.

" read one half of them ? Have you read ONE IN

FIVE HUNDRÉD of them ? If you have not, ſee ,

" 1. What a random talker you are . And, 2. Hoiv

little , as a writer, you are to be depended on .

Page 33 " As I am now on the ſubject of

“ Popery, I muſt beg to inake a few animadverſions on

« what Mr. Weſley affirms, (page 7. ) I always thought

" 6 that the tenets of thechurch ofRome were nearer by half

Mi. Hill's tenets than Mr. Weſley's.” To this you

anſwer, * Now , Sir, permit me to ſay that you have

so here aſſerted what I am confident you yourſelf don't

66 believe. " Nay, Sir, how can you be confident of

this ? For has he not the joint teſtimony of Father

Walm and Mr. Richard Hill for the Truth of what he

aſferts ? Father Walſh told Mr. Hill, their doctrine ( the

doct of the Papiſts) was a great deal nearer that of

the Proteſtants. By Proteſtants, doubtleſs Father Walla

meant,

Have you

You ſay ,

1

1
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meant , " Rcal Proteſtants; ” and who theſe are , a late

Circular Letrer has informed the world . Now let it

be well obſerved ,that Father Walſh declared that hispo

pily doctrine is, 1. Nearer : 2. A deal nearer : 3 . A
great

deal ucarer to the doctrine of theſe proteſtants, than to

Mr. ilclicy's. Now, Sir, if hebelieves theſe accounts

which are given by FatherWal h and Poi., I inliſt on it,

that he must believe all he has here aſſerted .

You proceed: 6. You are too well acquainted with

" the dogmas of the Romiſh churchi, not to know that

" the principles of the l'ope of Rome, and of John

“ Calvin, are as oppoſite to each other as thoſe of

" John Weſley, and the Pope of the Founders ,” Pray ,

Sir, what Pope of Rome do you mean ? You know

there have been many Popes in Rome, in the ſpace of

near two thouſand years ; and I espectrgou alſo know

that they have not always been of one mind . Be

pleaſed then to inforın Mr. Wiry which Pope you

mean ; whether the preſent Pope? or one of his prede

cefiors ? or whether it be not all of them jumbled to

gether ? You muſt ſatisfy Dir . Ilejley in this, or it will

be impoſſible for him to know how the principles of

John Calvin and of that Pope, either agree or differ.

But I expect it is no matter with you what Pope it is ;

ſeeing the very name of Pope is quite enough to an

{wer your ends; which are , to blacken Mr. Weſley,

and to prejudice the ignorant againit him .

But if you ſhould intend any thing particular by the

name Pope, it is very likely that (by a figure, where a

part is put for the whole) you intend - The Roinith

6. Church ” in general, as conſiſting of Popes, Coun

cils, Cardinals , Saints, Clergy, &c. &c. & c. Now ,

if this is your meaning, Dr. Tucker, the prefent Dean

of Glouceſter, has demonſtrated the truth of what you

fay, viz . “ That the principles of the Pope of Ronie

" and John Calvin areas oppoſite to each other, A9

“ thoſe of John Weſley and thePope of the Foundery :"

That is , that on the article of predeſtination , THEY

ARE NOT OPPOSITE AT ALL.

Nch
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were

Now , you know , Sir , that Auguftine, who flouriſhed

in the end of the fourth century , was a celebrated Saint

of the church of Roine. And of this fame St. Auguf

tine the learned Dean fays , that he “ laid down the

" following poſitions; and got feveral of them to

“ be ESTABLISHED as FUNDAMENTAL doctrines by

" SYNODS and COUNCILS . ” - Two of theſe

pofitions were, “ That GOD had decreed not to im

part" _ " ſufficient and ſaving grace to all men in

general, but only to a ſelect few , whom he had

6 predeſtinated to falvation : -That the reſt of man

“ kind muſt therefore inevitably periih ."----- Such

the doctrines of the great St. Augufine. And

fo zealous was he for theledoctrines, and of confc .

quence, for thoſe connected with them , that she

6 and his followers, for the best part of tivo cen

6b turies , cauſed SYNOD AFTER SYXOD, and cousch .

" AFTER COUNCIL to be held , in order to extirpate

“ both the Pelagian, and Semi-pelagian hereſy , root

" and branch ; fo that NOTHING MIGHT RE .

* MAIN TO BE BELIEVED IN THE CHRIS .

" TIAN CHURCH , BUT HIS OIN NOVEL

“ DOCTRINE OF ABSOLUTE DECREES, AND

« IRRESISTIBLE GRACE.” And that theſe doc

trines of St. Augufline were confirmed by synovs an !

COUNCILS, the Dean prores froin the teftimony of

Cardinal Norris and the learned Polius. His words are ,

" They both agree THAT THE PRINCIPLES OF AESO

LUTE, UNCONDITIONAL PREDESTINATION , AND

IRRESISTIBILITY

A VARIETY OF SYNOPS

AND COUNCILS ( Voljins reckons up FIFTEEN in all;

66. and the CONTRARY DOCTRINES were CONDEMNED ,

as impious and heretical.”

And to confirmed, by theſe means , were the doc

trines of predeſtination, &c . that, ( as the aforemen

tioned author has obſerved) “ we ſcarce hear of anys

5 other doctrine being taught in theWeſtern church:"

That is , in the " PopisH CHURCH ” for ſeveral cen

turies. Nay, " when Peter Lombard ," (another

K. champion

OF DIVINE GRACEOF THE

WERE ESTABLISHED IN
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champion of the Romiſh church ) " in the 12th cen

tury compoſed or rather collected, his Summa Sen

“ tentiarum , he grafted St. Auguſtine's notions into his

“ body of divinity, forming them into queſtions for

“ fcholaſtic difputation ." - And (continues the Dean )

" It is a moft undoubted fact, that this book of Peter

66 Lombard was in ſuch vogue, for ſeveral ages , as to

“ eclipſe the ſcriptures themſelves. For proof of

which, ſee Moſheim's Hiſtory, vol . i . Engliſh edit.

page 598 , and the note of page 600 ; and therefore

we can be at no loſs to know what doctrines pre

“ vailed in thoſe times , in the ſchools of chriſtian di

66 vines."

The paſſages referred to by the learned Dean are

theſe which follow : " But none,” ſays Moſheim ,

~ quired ſuch a ſhining reputation by his labours '

as Peter, biſhop of Paris, ſurnamed Lombard , from

“ the country which gave him birth . The Four Books

" of Sentences of this eminent prelate which appeared

in the year 1172 , were not only received with UNI

VERSAL APPIAUSE, but acquired alſo ſuch a high

“ degree of authority, as induced THE MOST LEARNED

" Doctors IN ALL PLACES to employ their la

s bours in illuſtrating and expounding them . Scarcely

was there any divine of note that did not undertake

6 this popular talk": “ fo that Lombard , who was

commonly called Maſter of the Sentences, on account

" of the famous work now mentioned, became truly

" a claſſic author in divinity .” Mosheim's Hiftory ,

vol . ii . p . 425. Second edition.

The other paſſage referred to by the Dean is as fol

lows , " The Book of Sentences ſeemed to be at this

“ time in much greater repute, than the holy ſcrip

tures, and the compilations of Peter Lombard were

preferred to the doctrines and precepts of Jeſus.

6 Chrift.” For proof of this MoMeim refers us to

a paſſage in Roger Bacon, who lived in the following

age. See vol. ii . p. 428. Second edition. (Dr. Tucker

quotes the other edition . )

!

The
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The next champion of the Romiſh cauſe mentioned

by the Dean, isAquinas, the great founder of their ſchool

divinity. “ When Thomas Aquinas the Dominican , " ( ſays

he) " proceeded on the ſame plan , in a greater work,

“ about a century afterwards, he not only kept cloſe

to his renowned maſter, St. Auguſtinc, but even

“ improved upon him . "

66 Thoſe wl have a mind to examine more preciſe.

“ ly whether the angelic doctor, as Aquinas is called

66.by the church of Rome, was a Calviniſt, or not,

as to the predeſtinarian controverſy, and what he

“ himſelf lays” — “ may conſult his works, viz.

" Prima Pars, Queſtio tertia , and particularly the 2d ,

4th , and gth articles of this queſtion. See alſo his

“ Prima Secunda, Queſtio 113 , where particular notice

“ ought to be taken of the concluding paragraph of

so the 3d . article, and the whole of the 7th . and ioth .

66 articles.”

The learned Dean having proved that Predeſtination

was the prevailing doctrine of the church of Romie

from the time of St. Auguſtine, who flourished towards

the latter end of the fourth century, till the time of

Aquinas, who flouriſhed in the thirteenth , he next

takes notice of Duns Scotus who wrote in the fourteenth

century . 6 Here » ( ſays the Dean) we find the

si celebrated Duns Scotus planning a new , fubtle, and

66 laborious work in order to rival the famne, and , if

“ poſſible, to eclipſe the growing greatneſs of the an

“ gelic doctor Thomas Aquinas. Here, therefore, if

any where, we may expect to find, the doctrine of

“ St. Auguſtine contradicted, and the Semi- pelagiar

“ fet up in its ſtead . But even Scotus, who was cer

" tainly moved with a deſire of putting himſelf at the

" head of a new ſect, by contradicting ThomasAquinas

“ in every thing, FOUND THE DOCTRINES OF

66 THE ABSOLUTE DECREES ſo STRONGLY IN

TRENCHED BEHIND A RAMPART OF SYNODS AND

" COUNCILS, AND THE BULLS OF POPES AND

66 OF IMPERIAL CONSTITUTIONS, that he

66 dared not attack it .

1

K2 &
Nay,

I
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FOUNDER OF

FACT

WELL KNOWN

guard, IT IS EVIDENT

6 Nay , ſo far was the church of Rome, čven at

“ and ſome time after, the reformation, from rece

ding from theſe principles , that, THE

THE JESUITS , Ignatius Loyola, made it a part of his

“ foundation itatutes , to initiate his diſciples in the

“ doctrine and divinity of Thomas Agulnas. Now

" theſe ſtatures were APPROVED OF AND CONFIRM .

“ ED BY SEVERAL POPES ; and IT IS A

AMONG THL LEARNED , that BEL.

« LARMINE HIMSELF, SUAREZ , and the firſt fight of

Ftſuits WERE ALL PREDESTINARIANS.

" Therefore, as the Jeſuits both took upon themſelves,

“ and are eſteemed by others (Papiſts , as well as Pro

teſtants) to be the Popes Gens d'Armes, or body,

TO A DEMONSTRATION ,

" that had the church of Rome been OTHERWISE

THAN CALVINISTICAL at that period , the Pope's

“ life - guard men would have been ſent to ſome

“ other magazine, than that of Tbomas Aquinai, for

arms and accoutrements, "

From theſe and other confiderations, the Dean con .

cludes as follows, “ I lay it down as a moſt folemn

“ truth, notwithſtanding the SENSELESS cry of

de Popery and Arminianiſm ;.ma cry which was firſt in.

" vented by ANGRY MEN , BENT ON REVENGE in turbu

“ lent times, and then retained by an herd of ignorant

" zealots , and is now received by the author of the

“ Confeſſional: " (yea ,Sir, and by ſome other authors,

whom you are well acquainted with ) “ I ſay , I lay it

“ down as a moſt folemn Truth, that at the time juſt pre

ceding the reformation, the church of Rome, in

" reſpect to predefination, grace , free-will, and per

", feverance, was truly calviniſtical.” See the Rev.

Dr. Tucker's Second Letter to the Rev. Dr.Kippis.

To theſe teſtimonies, I ſhall only add the following.

In the 9th . century Godeſchalcus an
66 eminent ec

+ clefiaftic, as Moſheim calls him , “ maintained a

“ two-fold predeſtination, one to everlaſting life, and

66 the
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OTHERS WHOM IT WOULD BE TEDIOUS TO

" the other to everlaſting death . He held alſo tha

56 GOD did not deſire or will the ſalvation of al

“ mankind, but that of the elect only ; and that

6. Chriſt did not ſuffer death for the whole human race,

66 but for that part of it only , whom GOD has pre

6 destinated to eternal ſalvation .” Rabanus Maurus

oppoſed him with all his might, andgot him condemn

ed in a council held at Mentz in the year 848. Hinc

mar alſo got him condemned at acouncilheld at Quercy

A.D. 849. But " Ratramn, Monk of Corbey, Pru

“ dentius, biſhop of Troyes, Loup, or Lupus, Abbot of

“ Ferrieres, Florus, Deacon of Lyons, Remigius, Arch

“ biſhop of the ſame city, with his whole church,

ALL THESE eminentand illuſtrious ecclefiaftics, with

MANY

MENTION , PLEADED WITH THE UTMOST ZEALAND,

VEHEMENCE, BOTH IN THEIR WRITINGS AND IN

THEIR DISCOURSES, the cauſe of this unhappy

" Monk, AND OF HIS CONDEMNED OPI

" NIONS.” And at a council held at Valence in Dau

phiney, in the year 855 , both he and his predeitina

rian doctrine were defended. " 'This council was

compoſed, of the clergy of three provinces, Lyons,

" Vienne, and Arles, with Rrmigius, Archbp. of Lyons,

" at their head, and its decrees” ( in favour of Godej

chalcus and his predeſtination ) were confirmed in the

year 859, by the council of Langres, in which the

" ſame clergy were aſſembled, and in 860, by the

« « council of Touly, in which the biſhops of FOUR

4 TEEN PROVINCES ſupported the cauſe" (the

predeſtinarian cauſe) “ of the perſecuted Monk." See

Moſheim's Hiſtory, vol. ii. from page 156 to page 1:59 .

4. The cauſe of Godeſchalcus," ſays my hiſtorian ,

" has beenvery learnedly defended by the celebrated

“ Maguin :" - " Cardinal Norris maintained alſo the

- cauſeof the predeſtinarian Monk." --- ALL the

" Benedictines, Janſeniſts, and Auguſtine Monks main .

“ tain, almost without exception, that Godeſchakus

as was moſt unjuſtly perſecuted and oppreſſed by Ra

66. banus Maurus. See note [9] page 160.

K 3.
Now
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Now if this account be true , (and I believe, Sir,

you have more regard for your reputation than to

venture to deny it, ) we learn, 1. That the principles

of the Pope of Romeand of John Calvin are the fame

on the article of predeſtination. 2. That a great part

of the parallel you draw between the principles of

Mr. Why and of the Pope of Rome is moft amazingly

abfurd and falle .

For inſtance, you tell Mr. Wcflet,

" You deny Election . "

If you meanunconditional

clection, he does .

" So does the Pope of

" Romc." Not if the above

account be true .

" You deny perſeve 66 So does the Pope of

" rance.” If you mean 66 Rome. " Not if the a

unconditional perſeverance, bove account be true .

he does .

" You deny imputed

** righteoufners.” He does

in the calvinian ſenie .

" So does the Pope of

66 Rome." Not if the a

bove account be true.

66 You hold free-will."

He holds that GOD hath

given freedom of will unto

“ So does the Pope of

" Rome." Not if the above,

account be true.

every man .

166 You hold that works " So does the Pope of

are a condition of juſtifi
66 Rome.” Not unleſs he

56 cation . " He holds that has renounced Calviniſin ,

Faith is the condition of or elſe like you is incon

preſent juſii fictition ; and fiftent.

That evangelical obedience

is the condition of final

juftification.

so You hold a two-fold 6 * So does the Pope of

“ Juſtification .” He does, 66 Rome." Not unleſs he

and ſo does the Bible. has renounced Calviniſm ,

or elſe like you is incon

"" You fiftent.
Is So

1
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6 You hold the doctrine is So does the Pope of

66 of merit. " He only 66 Rome." But in a fenfe

holds that acts of goſpel quite different fron Mr.

obedience are rewardable, w clics .

BECAUSE GOD IIATH PRO

MISED to reward them .

66 You hold finleſs per " So does the Pope of

“ fection ; and that a juf 66 Romi." Not unleis he

56 tified man can keep the has renounced the doctrine

66 law . " He liolds that a of predestination ; yen , and

juſtified man can love GOD that of purgatory too .

quith all his heart, and his

neighbour as himſelf : And

that he who doth this, ful

fills the law .

If not ,

" You hold that fins - So does the Pope of

" are only infirmities .”
66 Rome.” Can you prove

HE DOES NO SUCH THING : this ? Are
you

Whatever is properly a doing well in Nandering

tranſgreſſion of thelaw, he even the Pope of Rome ?

calls fin.

0

DER AND ADULTERY :

66 You make diſtinctions " So does the Pope of

6s between lins that do , 66 Rome." Then that is

bi and fins that do not more than you do . For

bring the foul under | you intiit that no sin will

condemnation , in bring the foul of a belie

" ther words, between re ver thus under condemna

16 nial and mortal ſins. " tion : No , not even MUR

By bringing the ſoul

under condemnation he This you have infiited on

means, bringing it under at large in your Five Let

the ſentence of eternal You therefore be

death . Now he does al- lieve that , in fact, all the

low that a believer may , fins of believers are vcnial.

by ſurprize, be overtaken

in a fault, and not be con

demned to eternal death .

Page

ters .
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Page 34. You ſay , “ Since he" (Mr. Weſley ) " favs,

" he always thought that Mr. Hills Tenets were nearer

Potery than his own, Mr. Hill now gives him the

challenge to make good his aſſertion; yea, but in one

« fingle inſtance. " This affertion has in general,

been made good already : And as to particulars , I ac

cept your challenge on Mr. Weſley's behalf.

But, before we proceed, it is neceſſary to obſerve,

thatthe terin Popery must be underſtood properly, ac

cording to the ORIGINAL uſe of it , when it first be

came a term of reproach . Now it is certain thar L4

ther, and the reſt of the Reformers did not thus apply

the term to the church of Rome, as exiſting before the

time of St. Auguſtine; much leſs could they apply it to

the ſtate thereof, as exiſting since the Reformation ;

ſeeing this ſtate did not then exiſt: Add to this, that

the Reformation has occafioned ſeveral ( at leaſt doctri

nal ) alterations to be made, even , in that church itſelf :

For feeing, Luther, Calavin, and ſome others of the

Reformers preſied the Papiſts ſo hard with their own

doctrine of predeſtination, & c . Sereral of the Popiſh

orders gave up ; yea , and by way of ſelf-defence, at

laſt declared againſt it . If therefore, we would uſe the

term (Popery ) properly , and apply it in the fame ſenſe

that the firit Reformers did , we muſt apply it to that

MOST Corrupt ſtate of the Popiſh church, which be

gan about the time of Augufiine; and continued for

about eleven hundred years, and in which it was found

at and about the rime of the Reformation .

Now in this MOST CON RUPT ſtate of the Romith

church , its doctrinaltenets were Predeſtination, and fuch.

otherdoctrines as are connected with it . Iſay predeſtina

tion AND SUCH OTHER DOCTRINES AS ARE CONNECTED

For, however it may now be with you , and

others, we cannot fuppoſe that ſuch profound ſcholars as

Aquinas, Scotus, Suarez , Ignatius, Loyola, Bellarmine,

&c. & c. would ASSERT one part of the predeftinarian

hypothefis ; and deny the other parts, which are ine

SEPARABLY connected with it .

I therefore conclude, that at the times above-men

tioned , ſome of the tenets of the church of Rome were

as follow : 1. That

it

WITH IT :
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F 1. That there is ſuch This tenet is nearer Mr.

fovereignty in GOI), that | Hill's than Mr. Heſley's.

he has an equal right to

make uſe ofgood or evil, to

proinote hisown glory .

2. That all things whe This tenet is nearer Mr. .

ther good or evil, little or Hill's than Mr. Weſley's.'

great, were unchangeably

decreed from eternity.

3. That GOD - hath

Onconditionally elected a

ſmall number to everlaſting

lite .

This tenet is nearer Mr.

Hill's than Mr. Weſley's
-)

4. That GOD hath un This tenet is nearer Mr.

conditionally reprobrated | Hill's than Mr. W fry's

the reit.

5. That Chriſt died only

for the elect.

This tenet is nearer Mr.

Hill's than Mr. Weſley's.
7

6. That the grace of This tenet is nearer Mr.

Chriſt is ſufficient for all , Hill's than Mr. Welley's.

but not effcétual for all .

7. That there is no free

will in the creature .

This tenet is nearer Mr.

Hill's than Mr. Welley's.

This tenet is nearer Mr.

Hills than Mr. Weſley's.

8. That there are two

wills in GOD, a ſecret

and a revealed will , and

that theſe often contradiet

each other.

:

9. That all grace is ir

refiftible .

This tenet is nearer Mfr .

Hill's than Mr. Weſley's.

10. That all true belie This tenet is nearer Mr.

vers muſt infallibly perfe- Hill's than Mr. Wdley's.

Thatvere.
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BECAUSE IT

That this predeſtination in general, not only was the

doctrine of that church, but that it ſtill remains in it,

is too notorious to require proof ; and therefore I ſhall

only add a few teſtimoniesfrom Balthaxar Mentzer.

66 Several of the Papiſts,” ( ſays he) “ treat con.

cerning the divine Providence, that GOD by his de

cree phyſically PREDETERMINÉS his creatures to good

“ or evil, whereby they impiouſly and abſurdly make

6. GOD THE AUTHOR OF SIN ; and that neither man

nor evil angel COULD abſtain from any fin , which

" they have at any time committed, ordo now com

mit." See his Vindication of the 'Lutheran Religion,

from the charge of Popery, p . 101 .

Again he ſays, “ Adrian Van Wyck, Archpreſbyter

“ of Delfland, Apoſtolical Protonotory, and Rector

“ of the convent of Calcar, nearCleve,does not indeed

" approve of this phyſical predetermination, but af.

“ firins, that however he will not blame it, but leave it

HARMLESS to its authors, and free from all cenſure,

OUGHT TO REMAIN UNCONDEMNED,

ACCORDING TO THE APOSTOLICAL DECREE

66 OF PAUL V."

You fee, Sir , that Paul V. Pope Of Rome,

DECREED that the phyſical predeſtination which

makes GOD the author of fin , OUGHT NOT to be

CONDEMNED .

Ibid . He tells us that BELLARMINE contends,

" that GOD doth not only perunit wicked men to do

many evil things, but that he IMPELS , INCLÍNES ,

TURNs and pinns their evil wills , by working upon

" them IN AN INVISIBLE MANNER ."

Page 118. He lays, “ among the Papiſts are ſeveral ,

“ efpecially the fanſeniſts, who treat concerning Pre

“ deftination and Reprobation, that GOD WOULD NOT

HAVE ALL. MEN TO BE SAVED ; that Chriſt DIED

NOT FOR ALL MEN , but only for the elect and Pre

66 deitinate ." - They contend that Chriſt hath pur

46.chaſed for them that are ABSOLUTELY THE

“ ELECT, ſuch a grace as is IRRESISTIBLE.”

Page 119. He tells us that 66'BELLARMINE in

“ his ad Book of Grace and Free-will, plainly writes

16 thus .

a
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66

11

L

a

thus . WE BELIEVE, that GOD by his abſolute

" will would have many to be ſaved, both infants and

" adult perſons, and that by his abſolute will , he

" would not have others , both INFANTS and adult

perſons to be saved ." Chap. xv. He” (BEL . ,

LARMINE) " argues that GOD does REPRO.

BATE a man in as much as HE WILL NOT reſtore

" ſuch an one from the bondage of fin .”

Page 120. “ Chap. xvi. He" (BELLARMINE)

" declares, that GOD is NOT WILLING to ſave them

“ (the reprobate) and that on man's part no reaſon

“ could be afligned ; and that to inake ſome veflels to

56 diſhonour must be" -- " to form men ſuch as corrupt

nature requires , and to add nothing to them ; and that

" this ſounds ſomewhat negatively , andbelongs to the

“ former act of Reprobation ." - " In like manner he”

(BELLARMINE ) “ fuppoſes WITH THE MODERN

" JANSENISTS , that powerful grace is IRRESIST

“ IBLE ; ” for ſays he, “ Lib . 1. de Grat, cap ii . if

" there is no grace but powerful grace , the conſe

quence is , that THERE IS NO GRACE, WHICH MAY .

6 IN ANY WISE BE RESISTED ."

Again “ He” ( BELLARMINE) “ oppoſes the

“ external and internal will of GOD to each other,

" " and teaches that by the external will , ( voluntas figni]

« POPISH DIVINES underſtand thote
precepts

and

“ prohibitions, whereby GOD may fignify what he

us would or what he would not have us to do, that the

• internal will , ( voluntas bene placiti ] is that whereby

" GOD would abſolutely have every thing to be done ,

" and that this is ſuch as may alway be fulfilled, and

that NO EXTERNAL FORCE CAN HINDER

" IT. Lib. i . de bonis operibus in particulari, cap. 6.".

Thus, Sir , Mr. Welley's affertion, (" That Mr.

“ Hill's tenets are nearer Popery than his own" ) is

made good; and therefore, he needsnot " Bluſh,"

- for having aſſerted ſuch a notorious falſe

hood, for no other end in the world , but to impoſe

on his credulous readers . "

From all that hath been ſaid we learn , That if be

lieving ſome points in common with the church of

Rome

as

you ſay ,
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About the year

Reme is ſufficient to bring a man under the denomi

nation of a Papist , then you , yourſelf, Sir, ( in

conſequence of believing predestination) fall under

that denomination . Nor is this all ; for, according

to this mode of reaſoning, I can prove that you are

alſo an HERETIC . “ The Heretics of oid" ( lays Dr.

Whitby) " uſed many of the fame texts of ſcripture,

to the fame purpoſe, as the patrons of theſe doc

" v trines do at preſent." -Again ; The Valežtinians,

* Marcionites, Bafilidians, Manichees, Priſcillianiſts, and

• other Herctics were condemned by the antient cham

“ pions of the church upon the ſame account, and,

* from the faine ſcriptures and reaſons which we now

" ule againſt the Decretaliits. " Preface to Whitby's Dij

courſe on the Five Points, p. 6.

The blafphemy of GOD's being the author of fin

was first aflerted in expreſs terms by Florinus of Rome,

about the year 180. Ireneus encountered him in a

book entitled, GOD IS NOT THE AUTHOR of Sin .

Hift. Ecrl. Euſeb. l. 5.c. 14, and 19.

273 , the doctrine of Florinus was aſſerted with a little

variation by Manes a Perhian , who was founder of the

fect of the Manichecs. " This Wretch ” ( as Dr.

Herrn calls him ) " conſidering how unſucceſsfully Flo

“ rinus had ſped before in making GOD" _ " to be the

“ Author of fin , did firſt excogitate two gods, the

one good and the other evil;" _ " aſcribing all pi

ous actions to the one, all fins and vices to the

" 6 other : Which ground fo laid , HE UTTERLY DE

PRIVED THE WILL OF MAN OF THAT NATURAL LI

BERTY of which it is by GOD inveſted ; and there.

* fore faid , that in man there was no ability of refift .

sing fin .” - “ Nor did they ” the Manichees si only

“ leave man’s will in a diſability of hindering or refift

" ing the incurſions of fin , but they left it alſo under

“ anincapability of acting any thing in order to the

" " works of Righteouſneſs"-6 making no difference

“ 'in this caſe betwixt a living man and a ſtock or

66 ſtone.”

“ Others there were ” (continues the Dr.) “ who not

4 daring to afcribe all their fins and wichkedneſs to

GOD

.
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" GOD himfelf, imputed the whole blame thereof

to the ſtars and deſtinies ,the powerful influence of

bi the one and the irreſiſtible decrees of the other,

“ necellitating men to thoſe wicked actions which they

“ fo frequently commit.”

“ Thuswe are told of Bardefanes, quod fato conver

" lationes bominum afcriberet, that he aſcribed all things

to the power of fate. And thus it is affirmed of

“ Priſeillianus; fatalibus aftris homines aligatos, that

men were thralled by the ſtars." See Dr. Heylyn's

diftoria quinqu -articularis, p. 2, 3 , 4 , 5.

Now, I would obſerve concerning theſe antient

Heretics, that wecannotſuppoſe they held theſe doc

trines without holding alſo their precedent, concomitant

and conjèquent ones ; and therefore we inuſt conclude,

that there is at leaſt, a general agreement between you

and theſe antient Heretics: And, of confequence, ac

.cording to your ownmanner of :eaſoning , that you are,

not only a PAPIST, but alſo an HERETIC .)

Nor ' is this all : For if your manner of reaſoning

be juſt, you are a MAHOMETANO
It is an

doubted fact that the Maliometans are fataliſts or pre

deit : narians. Dr. Goal ( in his difputation concerning

neceſſity and contingency) fays , “ It is a great point

" in the TURKISH ' DIVINITY THIS DAY,

66 THAT ALL THINGS ARE DONE UN

“ AVOIDABLY
, and they with our oppolites make

" GOD's will to be the cauſe of this unavoidelleneſs
,

" and therefore they judge of GOD's pleaſure or dir

“ pleaſure by the evenis . " . 66 It is too apparent

6 therefore, that albeit our adverſaries are true Chrif

" tians , yet in this point their opinion is guilty by

“ reaſon of its conſequence,
both of Stoiciſme and

Turkiſm . ” Scene book entitledo An Appeal to the Gripel,

p . 365. And Monſ. Coetlogor, in his Univerſal Hilt.

vol. li. p . 373, obſerves that, “ Some authors wilk

o have it that the word Mrılman ſignifies ſaved, that

" is predeſtinated ; and that the Mahometans give

" themſelves the appellation EFLIEVING THEY ARE

that ALL PREDESTIXATED TO SALYATION ." And that

La them

un
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theſe authors are not miſtaken , is evident from the

Mahoinetan CREED ; the fixth articie of which runs as

follows: 6 Good and LVIL ONLY happen , BECAUSE

6. GOD hath FORE -ORDAINED them , having writ

on a table FROM ALL ETERNITY, things that are,

" and are to be .” See Turner's Hiſtory of all Religions,

P.
628 .

Once more : If your reaſoning be concluſive , then it

follows , by the fame kind of reaſoning, that you are

an HEATHEN ,

The Stoic-heathens, you know, Sir, were Fataliſts,

that is, Predeſtinarians. So Senica, “ Omnia certa, &

“ in æternum dicta lege decurrunt:" All things follow ly

a certain lawu eſtabliſhed from eternity

“ Ol'au conftitutum eft quid gaucas quid ficas:” It is

ordained of old at what we ſhall rejoice or weep. De

Provid. Cap. v . Again, “ Fata nos ducunt: " We are

all led by Fate.

66 The firſt law of Fate , " ſays a learned author,

" is this , Stare decretis, that GOD will ſtand to his

" decree, and not be moved from itby prayers or (a.

“ crifices; if any man doth profitably uſe them ,Id

" ipfum quoq ; in fato eſt, it is alſo HIS FATE TO

26 USE THEM .” Now that there is a general agree.

ment between this fate of the heathens, and your pre

dettination, is too notorious to be denied .

Thus, Sir, by the ſame kind of reaſoning that you

endeavour to fix the charge of popery on Mr. Willey,

I have infallibly proved that, you , yourſelf, are, 1 , A

Papiſt : 2. An Heretic : 3. A Mahometan : and 4.An

Heathen !

Now , honoured Sir, what influence have theſe rea

Tonings and concluſions on your mind ? I muſt not ſup

poſe that ſo perfect a maſter of his temper ! feels any

unholy perturbation . Perhaps you only ſmile . Won

der not then , that others ſmile at you , and at your

treatment of Mr. Wiley. But if you ſhould happen to

break out into a warm exclamation and ſay, The rea

foning is fallacious! the conclufions are unjuſt! and

the cenſures are too fevere ! expect others, and for

better
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Theſe were,

3. Tranh

better reaſons) thus to exclaim againſt yourſelf. For

I have demonſtrated from SUFFICIENT authorities, that

you hold fome of the fundamental tenets, of Papiſts,

Heretics, Mahometans, and Heathens ; but you have

not ſo much as CHARGED Mr. Willey with thoſe fundaa

mental principles of Popery, which were protested

against at the Reformation. 1. The

Popes ſupremacy . 2. His Infallibilit
y
.

ſubstantiat
ion

. 4. Refusing the cup in the Lord's.

Tupper. 5. Confeſſion to Prieſts. 6. Invocation of

Saints and Angels . 7. Worſhippin
g
of Images. 8. For

bidding Prieits to marry . 9. Indulgencie
s
. ! o . Pil .

grimages. 11. Prefent Juſtificatio
n
by the merit of

works . 12. Extreine Un&tion . 13. Purgatory . 14 .

Prayers for the dead , &c. &c . &c.

Now had you , froin UNDOUBTED EVIDENCE , thewizi

that Mr. Weſley maintains ALL or MOST of theſe lead

ing principles of popery , you would have wrote like

SCHOLAR, and a man of SENSE. And then ,

though your conclutions inight have been unmerciful,

yet ſome of them , in all probability, would have been

juft ; and though your reflections might have been

BITTER , they would have been more excufable .

But to do this you knew was impoſſible; and therefore,

being determined to carry your point, when argument

failed, you deſcended fo low (INTO THE ILLIBERAL ) ag *

to have recourſe to unmeaning noiſe and clamour; and

hence, inſtead of defining your terms and stating your

queſtions properly , you have rung us ſo many hideous

peals (muit I ſay, with your WOODEN clapper) on

Papist, Pope, and Popery !

Page 35 « On the head of merit, (Page 26.)

“ Mr. Wiley, " you ſay, attempts a reconciliation

" of his contradictions, by ſplitting the hair between

“ meriting in a friet fente, and meriting in a looſer

6 ſenſe . The latter he allows , the former he denies .

a

i

" Query. By his looſer fort of meriting, does Mr.

66 Weſley mean , a merit that does not merit ? If he does

his diſtinction falls to nothing. If he does not , it

" isL 2
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" is no diftin &tion at all. Either way it is ſhamefully

" eralive.”

Indeed, Sir, if making diſtinctions was a crime,

there would be few writers more innocent in this ref

pect, than yourſelf. This I have conftantly obſerved

in all your tracts which I have ſeen ; but more eſpeci

ally in theſe celebrated Farragoe.

One inconteſtable proof of your incapacity for diſ

tinction , (good, neceffary, proper diſtinction ,) is the

paſſage before us . From which it is as clear as the

hining of the Sun, that unleſs you diſhoneſtly conceal

your knowledge , (which I will not ſuppoſe) you

know nothing of any diſtinction in the doctrine of

merit,

And, this demonſtrates farther, that though you

may have STUDIED WELų the writings of Biſhop Cow

por, John Bunyan, &c . &c . you have not ſo inuch as

SEEN what is ſaid on the doctrine of merit, by Au

guftine, Aquinas, Suarez , Scotus, Erkius, Marſelius,

Bellarmine , Durandus, Bradcuardine, Soto, Bonaventure,

8. Clara, Calander, Vafquez, Grotius, Eraſmus, Bucer,

Calvin, Davenport, Baxter, & c. No nor ſo much as

is ſaid on this head, even in Dyche's DICTIONARY !

Had you confulted
any of theſe, you would have ſeen

that ( with Mr. Weſley ) they have diſtinguiſhed between

PROPER and IMPROPER merit. So Baxter ,

• Meritum is ſometimes taken LESS PROPERLY for any

dueneſs ." Again , • To merit of a mere benefactor is

no more than not to be INCAPABLE OF HIS GIFT,

+6 which is IDIPROPERLY called merit.” Again,

he tells us of thoſe who hold “ A SUBORDINATE

merit."

From hence it is evident that Mr. Weſley is not the

" only perſon who has diſtinguished merit into PROPER

and IMPROPER, DIRECT and INDIRECT, or SUBORDI-

It is true, theſe are not the terms of diſtinction

generally made uſe of on this occaſion .

The Schoolmen , and others made uſe of the terms

congruity and condignity. Hence we find them fre

quently

NATE .
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1. a. 2 .

quently diſputingfor and againſt merit of congruity and

merit of condignity.

" Tho. Wallenſis and ſome others" (ſays Baxter)

" deny all merit Fitly ſo called .” That is , STRICT

LY , or FROPERLY , as Mr. Weſley hath it . “ De Sacrai ,

“ tit. 1. Eckius, Marfilius and Bellarmine, faith S. Clark

" deny all merit of congruity. Greg. Arim. 1. d .17 .

9 faith that there is no merit of Blefieii

" neſs by condignity. Durandus I. d . 27: 9. 2. faith

" there is no merit of condignity with GOD , nifi largo

modo. So Marfilius in 2. d . 27. Burgenfis in P /al. 33 .

" Eckius in Cent de Prædeft. Cuſanus, Stapleton and

56 others , of whom S. Clara referreth you to Suarez in 3

" Tho. di/p. 10. ſect. 7. 7. 3. Bradwardinc c . 39. fol.

338. laboureth to prove that the increaſe of grace

# and glory is not merited de condigno, but de cong'un,

66 and that all catholics ſo hold . And next denieth

“ merit de congruo, and all by reaſons which $. Clara

66 taketh to be valid . Soto a Thomiſt, denieth all merit

" de congruo, and faith the Fathers held it not. 4. d .

14. 9. 2. a . 5. & l. 2. de Nat. & Grat. c. 4. " Sue

Catholic Tbeology , 2. B. p..270.

I have made this quotation from this author for the

following ends : 1. To ſhemu you, Sir, that other learn

ed men , as well as Mr. Weſley, have diſtinguiſhed on

the doctrine of merit ., 2. That theſe diſtinctions have

formerly been matter of much diſpute in the learned

world . 3. That theſe diſtinctions and diſputes ( at least,

extracts from them) have been publiſhed in your own

mother tongue. And, 4. that you are therefore abſo.

lutely inexcufable in NOT KNOIVING SOME

THING of his doctrine, before you preſumed to cen-

fure what has been ſaid by an old, learned divine..

That you may, no longer be abſolutely in the dark

concerning this matter, permit me. to offer you a little

explanation of thoſe diſtinctions, which have been com.

monly made in treating this ſubject..

The Dean of Glouceſter ſays, The ſchoolmen and

doctors of the Romiſh church taught that, “ The good

1 works of an Heathen , acting on Heathen principles,

L 3 66 had
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" had in them a merit of congruitv ; and that the good

works of a christian , acting on chriftian principles,

a merit of condignity. Which technical and ſcholaſtic

“ terms have been thus well and familiarly explained "

" Suppoſe you want to buy an eftate, you offer

" the full value of it in unfamped bullion , alias in

“ merit of congruity', a inerit which is of ſuch a real

“ worth as in reaſon and equiry ought to be conſidered

as equivalent to the eſtate to be purchaſed ; never

“ theleſs you cannot actually purchaſe it , becauſe the

“ preſent proprietor hath not promiſed that he is dir

" pored to part with it . Suppoſe again , that you and

" the proprietor have had a previous convention on the

< ſubject, in which he voluntarily engaged that he

* would part with it on a proper conſideration : Then

you offer him the full value in current and lazyfub

coin, alias in meritof condignity ;---and in conſequence

thereof, as you have now made a legal tender,

you have the eſtate made over to you by a double

" title, the one ex congruo, and the other ex patło, or

" in plain ENGLISH, the one according to equity , and

" the other by lawful conveyance . " Second Letter to

Dr. Kippis, p . 88 .

Now, here I beg leave to obſerve, that this account

of merit, of congruity and condignity does , in effect,

deſtroy the diſtinction , as it has been commonly made

by Papifts and Proteſtants ; and refolves theſe different

kinds of merit into one, viz . into merit of condignity :

The only difference being this , that the FULL VALUE

is offered in unft: inped bullion for an eſtate which the

proprietor has NOT PROMISED to ſell ; and the other,

that he gives the FULL VALUE in current coin for the

eſtate which the proprietor HAS
PROMISED to ſell for

ſo much : So that, according to this account, both forts

of merit are FULL VALUE .

That this is the meaning of the learned Dean , apa

pears from what he ſays in the next paragraph .

is the first Proteſtants to a man underitood them ” (the

papiſts) “ to have literally afferted, as I have explained

it, viz , that there is a true and proper merit in good

1

66 All

66 works ;
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.66 works ;

.

- even ſuch a merit as is an adequate pur

“ chale for the favour and happinels whichGOD) has

to beſtow in another world . And truly Bellarmiine

himſelt, cautious as he was , gave too much counte

nance to this very notion . For he ſays, that the

" ratio between human merit and eternal life is in a juſt

" and fair proportion . But that nevertheleſs , GOD

* would not have been obliged to have made over eter

" nal life from this conſideration , had he not bound

" himſelf over by covenant ſo to do . Though the

66 merit in itſelf be fully adequate to the reward :

* Quanvis PAR et ÆQUALE mercedi,

It is true, that according to the etymology of the

terms, congruus, and condignus, their meaning is nor

very different; the former fignifying, agreeing, or

according with , fuiting ; and the latter , WORTHY ,

befitting But in the uſe and application of them in

this controverſy, they are generally annexed to very

different ideas .

As to merit of cangruity, Baxter tells us that the

council of Trent " mean the ſaine thing” - “ which

* Mr. Rogers, Bolton , Hooker, and the reſt, call PRE

“ PARATION for Chriſt or converſion " - " which

* maketh a man a more congruous receiver of grace.

“ than the unprepared ." And this is the ſenſe of the

expreffion in the 13th Art. of the Church of England.

s Works done before the grace of Christ and the in

“ Ipiration of his fpirit , are not pleaſant to GOD”

66 neither do they make men Meet to receive grace, or

* ( as the ſchool authors ſay ) deſerve grace of
congruity .'

You ſee that, according to our reformers, by grace of

L'ongruity, the ſchool authors meant, that which makes

us MEET to receive grace.

As I have formerly mentioned Dyche's Dictionary ,

permit me to ſhew what he has ſaid of this matter , on

the word merit. 66 The ſchool divines , in their dif

“ putes, have diſtinguiſhed two forts of merit, and

call one by the name of merit of congruity, which

“ “ is , when there is no proportion between the reward

* and the action, but the goodneſs and liberality of

of the
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“ the beſtower makes up, and accepts of the deficiency

" of the action ; the other they call the merit of con

dignity, and that is , when the action and the reward

are proportionable, as a ſervant's wages and his work."

Now, here are THREE DIFFERENT accounts of

merit of congruity and condignity, yea , and as held by

the ſchoolmen ! But, perhaps, there is ſome truth in

each of them : Some of the ſchoolmen holding the

firf opinion, others the ſecond, and others the third.

Mr. Baxter, in diſtinguiſhing on this head, inftead

of making uſe of the expreſſions, merit of congruiti',

and merit of condignitv, calls it " MeritingSIMPLY

66 and COMPARATIVELY . ” This laſt fort of me.

riting he , in another place calls , SUBORDINATE ,

COMPARATIVE merit." And he obſerves, that

“ This comparative merit, is but ſuch as a thankful

“ child hath toward his father, who giveth him a

“ purſe of gold on condi ion that he put off his hat,

" and ſay , I thank you , who deſerveth it in compari

" fun of his brother, who diſdainfully or neglectfully

66 refuſeth it . This laſt being abſolutely ſaid to dejerzie

to be without it; but the former, only comparatively

* ſaid to deſerve to have it AS A FREE GIFT.

Now whether Mr. Dyche has properly applied . the

terms, congruity and condignity, I will not fay ; but it

is evident that the diftinction itſelf, is the ſame as that

which Baxter means by meriting fimply and compa

" ratively :" And it is evident farther, that both theſe

are the fame with what Mr. Weſley calls meriting in a

Strict ſenſe, and meriting in a looser ſenſe ; or in

a PROPER and an IMPROPER ſenſe . Therefore, by

meritingproperly and ſtrictly, Mr. Weſley ineans, The

giving of a FULL VALUE for a thing ; as when a man

gives exactly TEN THOUSAND POUNDS for an eſtate,

cxactly wORTH SO MUCH : And by meriting in a looſer,

or in an improper ſenſe, he means, the obtaining of a

thing by giving less for it than its FULL VALUE; as

when a man obtains an eſtate which is worth TEN

THOUSAND ,
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THOUSAND POUNDS, by giving A SINGLE FARTHING

for it .

For the better underſtanding of this matter, I fhall

explain it a little inore at large .

İlhen GOD made man in the beginning, he en

tered into COVENANT with him . In this covenant

GOD, 1. ENGAGED himſelf, by promiſe , to beſtow

certain favours on man : But, in order to the real at

tainment of theſe favours , hé 2. REQUIRED of man

certain obedience, as the condition on man's part.

Man failed in the performance of his part of the cove

nant ; thereby the covenant was broken ; and the pro

miſes thereof were forfeited . Now , as it was the ab

ſolute and ſovereign will of GOD, that man ſhould

tand related to his Maker in a covenant way , it was an

act of rebellion to break that covenant; by which rebel.

lion , he not only forfeited all the promiſes and privi

ledges of that covenant, but alſo rendered himſelf in

capable of ſtanding again in ſuch a relation to GOD ,

till FULL SATISFACTION was made for the breach of

the firſt covenant : Or which is the ſame, till fome

thing was done, by way of PURCHASE, which ſhould

he of EQUAL VALUE unto ſuch a new covenant as the

itate or condition of man required . Now the ſtate or

condition of man ( as a guilty, unholy, miſerable, help

leſs creature) required a covenant which PROMISED

MUCH and REQUIRED but LITTLE : That is, which

promiſed a large degreeof pardon, holineſs, and happi,

neſs ; and which required but ſmall obedience : Small

I mean in compariſon of the value and importance of

the favours to be received in this new covenant ; and

ſmall in compariſon of that unfinning obedience, which

was the condition of the firſt covenant.

Now, ſuch a covenant muſt be purchaſed for man ,

or he muſt remain in his fallen condition for ever. And

as no creature , or number of creatures , were capable

of making SUCH A PURCHASE, GOD, in infinite coin

paflion, gave his only begotten Son to do it for us .

To this end, the Son of GOD took our nature upon

him ; lived, died , roſe again , afcended into Heaven,

and

1 .
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THOUSAND

CONDITION3 .

and made interceſſion there on our behalf ; and, by the

intrinſic WORTH or MERIT of this whole obedience , he

paid the FuLL VALUE FOR , and thereby PURCHASED

the new covenant : Or, to uſe Mr. Weſley's expreſſions,

he merited it 66 STRICTLY and PROPERLY , ” after the

SAME MANNER that an eſtate worth TEN THOUSAND

POUNDS is purchaſed by having TEN

POUNDS given for it : So that here we may fafely ſay ,

The Ratio between this merit and the new covenant,

is, AT LEAST, in a just and fair proportion .

Now , in purchaſing this covenant; the Son of GOD

not only purchafed the promiſes thereof, but, alſo, its

And ,inpurchaſing the conditions, he

hath purchaſed, 1. That they fhould be ſuch as de

praved ſinners are capable of, and ſuch as are ſuitable

to their ftate and condition . Hence it is, that repenta

ance, faith , &c. and not unfinning obedience , are the

conditions of the new covenant. 2. That we ſhould

have all neceſſary ASSISTANCE (ſuch as the word and

Spirit, TENDERED unto us) to perform theſe condia,

tions. And, 3. That there ſhould be fuch SUBOR

DINATE WORTH , VALUE or MERIT in the

performance of theſe conditions, as ſhould give the

performers thereof a COVENANT RIGHT, CLAIM

or TITLE to the covenanted, or promiſed bleſſings.

Now, this fubordinate worth , value, & c. is what Mr.

Weſley means by merit in a looſe or improper ſenſe ; and

is of the ſame kind with that , whereby the value of A

FARTHING purchaſes an estate WORTH TEN THOUSAND

POUNDS .

That there is a poffibility, even , of FALLEN

CREATURES making ſucha covenant purchaſe as

This , is eaſy to be conceived. For Inſtance : Suppoſe,

Sir, that your honourable Father ſuitains from a cove

nanted fervant damages to the full value of ten -thou

fand pounds, and that the nature of the offence is ſuch

that thereby the covenant between them is diffolved :

Şuppoſe again , that it is not conſiſtent with your
fa

ther's honour to forgive the offender, and to ENTER

INTO A NEW COVENANT WITH HIM 'till FULL SA

TISFACTION is inade for the violation of the former

covenant?
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you to

covenant : It is certainly possible that there ſhould

be ſuch corpaſion and bounty in your facher , as to pro

pofe you for a mediator, to make fatisfaction for this

poor offender. It is allo POSSIBLE that there ſhould

be in you fuch duty to your father, and ſuch pily and

bounty towards the ſuppoſed offender, as to cauſe

undertake and execute this buſineſs . This being done,

it is POSSIBLE that your father (whole pity and bounty,

firſt, gave you as a mediator) ſhould fecondly, on account

of your meiliation , enter into A NEW COVENANT with

this fame offender ; and that the terms on both ſides

ſhould be as follow : If thou wilt give me one

FARTHING (which I will firſt beitow on thee) then I

will give thee an eſtate worth TEN THOUSAND POUNDS .

Now this covenant being PROPERLY MADE,

AND YOUR FATHER HAVING ENGAGED

HIMSELF BY SOLEMN PROMISE AND CON

TRACT , TO PART WITH THIS ESTATE FOR

THIS FARTHING , the FARTHING becomes the

J'URCHASE PRICE of this poffeffion, as really as if it

But then , it must be

well obſerved, the farthing does not purchaſe the el

tate by its own INTRINSIC VALUE AS A FARTHING ;

but by the value WHICH YOUR FATHER HAS ( for your

ŜAKE ) PUT UPON it , in making it the terın of agree

ment on the part of his poor fervant.

Now ſuch a covenant as this is not only poſſible

with GOD , but, bleſſed be his name, 1Y HIS GRACE,

it does actually exiſt between him and us . For when

we by breaking the firit covenant had fo ſlighted his

favour, inſulted his majesty, and diſhonoured his name,

that without a full ſatisfaction for that offence he could

not ſtand in a covenant relation with us any more, his

pity and bounty propoſed his only begotten Son to be

come Mediator; and bis zeal for his Father's honour,

and his pity and bounty towards us finners cauſed him

to undertake and execute our buſineſs effectually. On

this account our heavenly Father has again entered in

to covenant with us : The terms of which are , I will

give you pardon, holineſs and eternal life, if you will

repent

were TEN THOUSAND POUNDS .
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THEM THE TERMS OF THE COVE

lv . I.

repent and believe the goſpel : And as you are not

able without my aſſittance to do even this , I will give

you , ( That is , offer you , not FORCE upon you ) my

ailiſtance. Now this covenant being made, and GOD

having by covenant and promiſe engaged himſelf to

fulfil theſe promiſes on condition of repentance and

faith ; this repentance and faith become ( NOT BY

IHEIR OWN INTRINSIC WORTH ; but by the value

which GOD , FOR CHRIST'S SAKE, has put upon

them IN MAKING

VANT) the purchaſe price of theſe promiſes ; and that

as truly and properly as if they were intrinfically of

equal worth

Now on this ground human actions are , in Scrip

ture , faid , 1. TO BUY or PURCHASE . 2 , To be wor

THY . And , 3. To be REWARDED .

And, 1. They are ſaid to EUY OR PURCHASE. So Ifa .

vs Buy wine and milk . " --- Rov , iii . 18. “ BUY

" of me gold tried in the fire that thou mayeſt be rich ;

" and white raiment, that thou mayeit be clothed . ”

1. Tim . iii . 13. “ FOR THEY THAT HAVE USED THE

A DEACON WELL , PURCHASE TO

THEMSELVES A GOOD DEGREE .

2. Human actions are ſaid to be WORTHY , So Mait.

X. II . Enquire who in the houſe is worthy .'

" It the houſe be worthy, let your peace

ti remain . If it be not worthy, let it return ." verſe

6. He that loveth father or mother more than me,

* is not worthy of me." Luke xx. 35. We are

ſaid to be “ ACCOUNTED WORTHY TO OBTAIN THAT

worLD." Chap. xxi . 36. We are ſaid to be s . Ac

" counted worthy to eſcape all theſe things that ſhall

coine to paſs , and to ſtand before the Son of Man ."

2 Theff. i . 5 . " That ye inay be counted WORTHY

OE THE KINGDOM OF GOD."

3. Human actions are ſaid to be REWARDED. Matt.

“ Great is your REWARD in heaven." Chap.

“ Take heed that ye do not your alms before

mer , to be ſeen of them ; other wiſe ye have no

REWARD of your father which is in heaven ,

OPTICE OF

verte 13.

V. I 2 .

vi . I.

Verfte
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1

ix . 170

Heb. x . 35.

Verſe 6. " Pray to thy Father which is in ſecret :

“ and thy Father which feeth in ſecret ſhall REWARD

" thee openly ." Chap. x . 41.- " Ye Shall receive a

“ prophet's REWARD.'
And . 6 Ye ſhall receive a

“ righteous inan's REWARD." Verte 42. “ Whoſo

ever ſhall give to drink - 1.a cup of cold water

" only --" he ſhall in no wife loſe his REWARD.".

Chap. xvi: 27 " The Son of man ſhall come in the

glory of his Father, with his angels ; and then ſhall

" he REWARD) every man ACCORDING TO HIS

66 WORKS . ” Luke vi . 35 . 66 But love ye your ene.

* mnies, and do good , and lend , hoping for nothing

“ again : And your REWARD ſhall be great.” 1 Cor.

“ For if I do this thing willingly, I have

a REWARD." Col, üü . 24. Knowing that of the

" Lord ye ſhall receive the REWARV of the inheritance."

“ Caſt not away therefore your confi.

" dence, which hath great recompence of REWARD . ”

Chap. xi . 26. “ For he” [.Voleil " had reſpect uneo

6s the recompence ofREWARD). " Roz. xxii 12 . 66 And

“ behold , I come quickly; and my reward is with

me , to give every man

66 WORK SHALL BE .

Now as to the expreſſions, buv, purchaſe, crortling,

quorthineſs, they are to exactly of the fame Ignification

with the word merit, that it is impoflible to fix ans

other idea to them , than that which properly belongs

to the term . Hence it is - ( as every man of learn

ing knows) that the original words on and d'éiz ,

cortly and cuorthineſs, may with equal truth and pro-,

priety be rendered, DESERVING Or MERIT : And orf

this account it was ( as Baxter teils lis , ) that “ All the

66 ancient teachers and Fathers of the church ſince the

" Apollies" - " familiarly apply thefe names s'iz

66 and meritum to believers.”

As to the term REWARD , this muſt be underſtood as .

IMPLYING DESERT OR MERIT : Its grammatical de.

finition being, " RECOMPENCE GIVEN FOR GOOD." And

this account diſtinguiſhes revard from free gift. A freegift

IS AN UNDESERVEN FAVOUR ; that is,a favour conferred

M without

ACCORDING AS HIS

1
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ON

without any valuable conſideration given by the re

ceiver. As for inſtance : when you meet a man in

ditreſs and relieve him on no other conſideration , but

that of his neceflity. But in the caſe of reward you ſay

If thou wilt, carry a cup of water to that friend of

mine, then, on that confideration, I will give thee

this purſe of gold. In conſequence of your pro

mife , he carries the water to your friend; and in

conſequence of what he has done, you give him

the purſe of gold. And that you give it him as a

reward , appears from hence, 1. You give it hin

ACCOUNT of having done what you required.

And , 2. If he had not done this, you WOULD NOT

have given it him .

To apply this : GOD ſaw 'us in diſtreſs on account

of our Sins ; he then gave his Son to help us : ( And

in various other reſpects he does good to all, cauling

the Sun to ſhine, for inſtance, and the rain to fall both

on the juſt and on the unjust .) But neither of theſe

Can be called a REWARD ; becauſe nothing good or va

luable in iis was the cauſe of his giving us theſe fa

vours. But on the other hand he ſays, repent, believe,

and love, and I will give you eternal life. We do repent,

believe and love , and in conjèquence, hedoes give us eter

nal life. That this is given AS A REWARD , appears

froin hence ; it is given on ACCOUNT OF, or BECAUSE OF

the performance of the above -mentioned duties ; and

WITHOUT WHICH PERFORMANCE IT , WOULD NOT BE

GIVEN : Eternal life, then , in this caſe, is certainly

given as a REWARD.

The ſum of all that has been ſaid on merit, is this :

1. The Pity and BOUNTY of GOD gave Chriſt to die

2. Chriſt, by the MERIT of his death (which

is DIRECT and PROPER merit) purchaſed the NEW

COVENANT in general and the PROMISES , thereof

in particular. 3. This covenant, and theſe promiſes

proceeding directly from the PROPER MERIT of

Chriſt, and remotrly from the pity and BOUNTY of

GOD , give an INDIRECT or SUBORDINATE

WORTli, VALUE, or MERIT to GOSPEL OBEDIENCE .

for us .

4. This
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thi

4. This WORTH , VAIUE or MERIT , gives an INDI

RECT or SUBORDINATE RIGHT to the REWARD

And, 5. By that right we obtain it AS A REWARD.

By what has been faid we are enabled , 1. To un.

derſtand how the ſamebleſſingsmay be a reward, and

yet a free gift. For inſtance ; Chriſt ſays, “ Whofoe

« ver ſhall give to drink -- " a cup of cold water only,

" in the name of a diſciple ſhall in no wife loſe his

reward . ” Now the bleſſing here promiſed is a reward,

andwhenitisgiven , it is given as a reward ; that is, as

A DESERVED GOOD. But how may this fame

blefling be called, a free gift ? On the following ac

counts : 1. The water itielt, 2. The power (not com .

PULSIVE FORCE , but ASSISTANCE) 10 give it, 3. The

deſert which is in the gift of this water, and , 4. The

benefit annexed to, or given as a reward of that deſert,

all theſe are freely given immediately by the merit of

Chrift ; and remotely by the pity and bounty of his Father :

And Thus it is that the goſpel reward , is a REWARD

of GRACE.

2. By all that has been ſaid , we are enabled to give a

diftinct anſwer to each part of
your Query. " By this

► looſer ſort ofmeriting," you aſk , does Mr. Willej

mean a merit that does not merit ? ” I anſwer, hiç

means a merit that DOES and that DOES NOT merit !

Nay, I will go farther; as Mr. Weſley believes that

there are two ſorts of merit, a proper and an improper

one , he believes that EACH of theſe DOES and DOES

NOT merit ! O, Sir, what pity that theſe propoſitions

were not to be found in Mr. Weſley's writings ! For if

they had, certainly you , AND YOUR ASSISTANTS,would

have found them out; and then what a noble figure

would they have cut in your farrago !-But leit you .

ſhould take my words alſo withoutmymeaning, and ſo

write a third farrago, and that TREBLE DISTILLET! I

will tell you what I mean. Asto proper merit, Mr. Willey

believes that it DOES merit PROPERLY ; and that it

DOES NOT merit IMPROPERLY. And as to improper

merit, he believes that it DOES merit IMPROPERLY ;

and

s

I

M
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1

and that it DOES NOT merit PROPERLY. All there :

fore , that you ſay concerning his diftinction filling to

nothing ; and that it is no diſtinction at all ; and ſhame.

fully evafive, only ſhews that you are SHAMEFULLY

ubacquainted with the fubject on which you write .

Page 36. You charge Mr. Weſley with ſaying, he

never uſes the word merit. On which you aſk ,

-66 What in the world then do you mean by fecundum

merita operum , according to the merit of oxr quorks ?

" Or what have webeen diſputing about ever fince the

publication of the minutes ?" You muſt know, Sir,

that Mr. Weſley does not mean, that he never uſes the

word merit in this difpute ; but that he does not, in

writing, preaching for prayer, make uſe of it; to 'ex

plain any ſentiment which he enforces, either as a

duty or a priviledge . And I am certain it is not in your

power to produceone inſtance of his uſing it thus .

ibid. You quote a paffage where Mr. Welley fays,

" I do not grant that works are meritorious, even when

accompanied with faith . ” On this you ſay , “ Surely

" if this be not a check upon the checker," (Mr. Flet

cher ) “ for all he has written on the meritoriouſneſi

" of works , nothing will . " I anſwer, when Mr.

Weſley DENIES works to be meritorious , he' means

that there is no Arict or proper merit in them . When

NIr. Pletcher ſpeaks in behalf of merit , it is of indirect,

improper or ſubordinate merit. Therefore here is not

a lhadow of contradiction between Mr. Wiley and Mr.

Fletcher.

You conclude this ſubject by ſaying, “ This (Mr.

" Weſley) is the identical gentleman , whoſe opinion in

" this matter, has been ſo very iteady for upwards of

“ eight and twenty years." - (yes, for eight and fifty

years, for any proof of the contrary that you have

brought !) " and, who, as a farther proof of the fet

• iled ſtate of his principles during that long period,

can effect an harmony between his affertion in the

year 1767 , that cvorks are not meritorious, egyen when

" accompanied by fairh , and his afhrmation in the year

" 1770, that we are rewarded , fecundum merita operum ,

according
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" In the year
according to the merit of our works .'

1767 , he aflerted, that, taking the word merit, in a

Ariet and proper ſenſe, works are not meritorious. In

the year 1770 , he aftirmed, that , 'taking the word

merit in an improper fenfe, we are rewarded ; fecundum

merita operum , according to the merit of our works.

Here, then , is nothing but harmony in perfection .

Page 37. You ſay, “ Still more evafire is the

-66 manner in which (page 21.) you attempt to ſlide

-66 over the point-blank contradiction of juſtification

" being two- fold, and yet one and no more.” Mr.

Wcey's anfwer to this charge you have given as follows:

56 It is moſt true (ſay you ) that the juſtification ſpoken

" of by St. Paul" ( TO THE ROMANs , you ſhould have

faid ) 66 and in our articles, is one and no more .
But

our Lord , Matt. xxii . 37. ſpeaks of another juiti

-66. fication . Now I think one and one make two." To :

- this you reply , “ By the text referred to in St. Mat

" thew , you would make us believe that the quota ..'

466. tion brought from your journal, has no reference.

6.to juſtification at the great day ." I anſwer, it has

very little reference to it , if any at all . This is evident

from the whole paſſage, as it ſtands in the journal.

46. In the afternoon I was informed how many wife :

- 66 and learned men". explain JUSTIFICATION.BY

" Faith, They ſay , I. Juſtification is two- told ;

: 56 the firſt, in this life, the ſecond at the last day..

Both thefe -are by faith alone, that is, by objec..

16.tive faith , or by the merits of Christ, which are the

its objects of our faith . And this, they fay, IS ALI.

6.THAT ST. PAUL AND THE CHURCH mean by, we

" are juſtified by faith only: " - " In flat oppofition to

" this, I cannot but maintain , (at leaſt, till I have

65 clearer light ) 1. That THE JUSTIFICATION.WHICH

IS SPOKEN OF BY ST . PAULTO THE ROMANS,

56. AND IN OUR ARTICLES IS NOT: -TWO - FOLD . It is

16.one and no more . It is the PRESENT remiffion of

165 our ſins, of our FIRST ACCEPTANCE WITH GOD . "

2 .

M 3:
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MENTIONED

On this I would obſerve, that although the diftinc

rion between preſent and final justification is mentioned,

yet this is not the matter in diſpute ;. but rather, in

what SENSE THAT JUSTIFICATION

JY ST . PAUL TO THE ROMANS , and in the ARTICLES.

OF THE CHURCH , is BY FAITH. This is evident,

1. From hence : * I was informed ” (ſays Mr. Weſley )

+6 how many wiſe and learned men explain ” (he does

notſay , the differentfortsof juſtification , but ) “ jul

16 tification BY FAITH . ” 2. It is evident froin there

expreffions which declare, that the juſtification dir

queſtion is that which is mentioned by St. Paal to the

Romanis and in the articles of our church . Now it is

certain , that though preſent and final juſtification are

either expreflly mentioned, or elſe implied in many

parts of the ſcripture, as well as in our liturgy and

homilies , yet in the epifile to the Romans, and in the ari

cles of the church there is no mention made but of

preſent juſtification , which is by faith , and, therefore,

whatever the diſpute was, it muſt be about this and

abis only . 3. This is evident farther from the manner

in which Mr. Weſley explains that juſtification of which

he fpeaks. " It is ” ( fays he) “ the PRESENT re

* mifiion of fins , or our FIRST acceptance with

" GOD.” Now by calling it the PRESENT remiſ.

fion of our ſins , he intimates (though this is not

the preſent matter of diſpute that there is a future

remiffion of them ; and by calling it our FIRST ac

ceptance, he intimates that there is a ſecond , diftinet

from that under preſent conſideration: And, therefore ,

it is impofſible for him to mean , (in the ſenſe you

repreſent him ) that juitification is one and no more..

4. Thatthe diſpute was not concerning the DIFFERENT

SORTS of juſtification ; but concerning THE SENSE

in which JUSTIFICATION IS BY FAITH , appears from

the nature of the diſpute . For a right undertanding

of which, we muft ſuppoſe (what the ſcope of the argu

ment makes natural to ſuppoſe) that theſe wife and

learned men Said, The juſtification mentioned by St. Paul

to the Romans and in our articles, is two- fold .

This
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This being SUPPOSED, we muſt obſerve that they

affirmed, this two-fold juftification was by faith alone

objedively, and that both were by faith andworks as the

conditions. To which Mr. Willey anfiers, “ That

“ the juſtification which is ſpoken of by St. Paul' to

" the Romans, and in our articles, is not two-folda

It is one and no more . And then he ſays , that

this one juſtification is not by faith AND works, but by

faith A LONE. It is therefore certain , the whole difpuie

was concerning the manner of prefent juſtification by

faith ; and , therefore, it can have " no´re ference to

“ juſtification at the laſt day,

is In the extract alluded to from your journal ,” you

tell Mr. Wiley, “you abſolutely condemn the distinc

* tion of a two- fold juſtification ." No : What he colla

demns is , The ſaying that there is a two-fold juſtifica

tion inentioned by St. Paul 10. THE ROMANS, AND

IN OUR ARTICLES.

Page 38. You ſay , " Now from the whole feopo

* of this paſſage, as it ítands in your journal, your

66 words have neither ſenſe nor meaning, unleſs we

* ſuppoſe that St. Paul and our Articles are of a con

trary judgment to thoſe wife and learned men , who

* hold juſtification to be two-fold " — " If it were not

to gainſay their error who affirm this, why did you

quote the apoſtle or our articles at all ? And where

* is the flat opposition you talk of to this heterodox

6 opinion ?" Only conceive, 1. That although St.

Paul and our church do not deny a two-fold juſtification;

yet in the epiftle to the Romans, and in the Articles,

They treat only of preſent juſtification . 2. That they

ſpeak of this, notas by faith and works; but as by

faith alone. Then , 3. Conceive that theſe wiſe and

learned men aſſerted, that, according to St. Paul to

the Romans, and according to our articles , juftification

is THERE two-fold . the That boththeſeare by faith

and works .Then , 5. Conceive that Mr. Weſley afferts,

that, according to St. Paul to the omans, and accord .

ing to our Articles, juſtification is THERE one and
po
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no more .

Page 39

6. 'That this is not by faith and works ; but

by faith alone ; I fly , only conceive theſe particulars,

and you will fee not only fenſe and ineaning, but

likewife flat oppoſition to the heterodoxy of theſe wiſe

and learned men .

" Mr. 116 ," (you inform us) " ſays ,

page 26. his 'thoughts upon a ſingle lite, are just

- the fame they have been theſe thirty years, And

06 the ſame, adds he, in his journal, they muit be un

66 unleſs he gives up the Bible. Being then aſked

“ how he came to marry ; he anſwers, for reaſons

66 beſt known to himlelf. It is therefore certain that

" there reaſons which induced Mr. Welley to taſte of

“ the nuptial felicity, muſt havepreponderated againit

66 thoſe given in his treatiſe againſt marriage ; confe

" quently his thoughts on a ſingle life cannot have

* been the ſame for theſe thirty years paſt." Your

conſequence, Sir, is no conſequence at all, till you

SHEW that he has condemned Ali, marriage. Indeed

you have frequently intimated that he has done this .

But that this intimation is not true, appears from the

following extracts from the Thoughts on a ſingle life .

" The forbidiling to marry , as it is well known the

36 Church of Ronie does" - " is number'd by the great

" apoſtle aniong the doctrine of devils. And among

26 the fame, weneed not fcruple to number, the dela

“ pifing and condemning marriage." --" ' The Holy

" Ghoſt ſays, Marriage is honourable in all , and the

**** bed undefiled . Nor can it be doubted , that perſons

can be as holy in a married, as it is poiſible to be in

26 ſingle ſtate. " - " And yet we muſt not forget what

" the apoſtle ſubjoins in the following verſes. I ſay

to the unmarried and widoris : It is good for them if

'" they abide even as I. (v. 8. ) Art thou bound to a wife ?

fock not to be looſed : Art thou looſed from a wife ?

" SEEK NOT A WIFE." Here let it be weil ob

ſerved , that St. Paul forbids marriage, as well as

Mr. Weſley ; and, I add , in the ſame fenſe too. He

( Mr. Willev) adds , “ But though it is good for a man

Hot to touch a woman (v. 1. ) YET THIS IS NOT

" AY
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ti be .

" AN UNIVERSAL RULE. I would indeed,

ſays the apoſtle, THAT ALL MEN WERE

66 EVEN AS MYSELF, (v . 7. ) But this cannot

For every man bath his proper gift ofGOD." .

" If then they cannot contaii , kt them marry, for it is bete

ter to marry than to burn. (v. 9.) To avoid fornication,

* let every man have his own wife, and let every woman

" have her owkhuſband. Exactly agreeable to this are

.56 the words of our Lord , When the apoſtles faid ,

.66 if the caſe be fo, it is good not to marry : He ſaid to

" Then , ALL MEN CANNOT RECEIVE THIS

SAYING, but they to whom it is given. For there

areſome eunuchs, cubo quere ſo bornfrom their mother's

" womb ; there are some, who coere made eunuclis by

men ; and there are eunuchs who have made themſelves

** cunuchs for the Kingdom of Heaven's Jake. HE

6 THAT IS ABLE TO RECEIVE IT, LET

*** HIM RECEIVE IT. Matt . xix . 11 , 12." " TO

66 this happy FEW ” (he does not jay TO ALL ; but to

66 this happy FEW ), " I ſay, 1. Know the ada

* vantages you enjoy," &c.

The ſum of all is this : Jesus CHRIST, St. Paul

and Mr. Weſley, fay, 1. That the generality of men

camiot abſtain froin marriage. 2. That ſome (at leaſt

a ' FEW , as Mr. Weſley ſays) can . 3. Thoſe who can

not abitain from it, they adviſe to marry .

46 FE ” who can, they adviſe not to marry. Now,

Sir, what an amazing logician muil you bé , to draw

the following conclutions from theſe premiſes !

" It is therefore certain , that theſe reaſons which

** induced Mr. 'Itiney to taſte of the nuptial felicity

“ nruſthave preponderated againſt thoſe given againſt

marriage . There is not one reaſon given in that

treatſte againſt any man's marrying who is under a

neceſſity of fo doing. There is not one reaſon given

why any.whoʻCANNOT receive that ſaying 'S HOULD re

ciize it : Why any one ſhould burn rather than marry .

Conſequenily ," you ſay , " his thoughts on a ſingle

66 life cannot be the fame for theſe thirty years."

Your argument exactly reſembles that which follows :

A phytician

4. Thoſe
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A phyſician fays , Whoever is not ill of a fever, let

him not take fuch a medicine ; if he is quite free froin

that diſorder, he had better be without it. But this

ſame phyſician himſelf is in a ſhort time ſeized with a

fever , and then he takes this inedicine ; " conſequently ,

you tay, “ his thoughts cannot be the ſame, they

once were ." Orare CONSEQUENCE ! You

add, “ If this " [CONSEQUENCE ] “ be denied ,

we can no otherwiſe folve the difficulty , why Nir.

“ Icey ſhould write ſo ſtrongly againſt wedlock ” ( not

one tittle ſtronger than Jesus Christ and St. Paul

did ) “ and declare that his thoughts on this ſubject

• hare been the fame for theſe thirty years ; and that

" they must be the ſame, unleſs he give up the

“ Bible ; but by ſuppoſing , either that Mr, Heller

“ has REALLY given up the Bible , or elſe that lie en

66 tered into the connubialſtate, when he had not his

thoughts about him .". Indeed, Sir, there is a more

eaſy and natural way of ſolving this difficulty ; and

that is, by OBSERVING , 1. That he recominends a

fingle life only to thole ( FEw ] who are under no ne

ceſſity of marrying : And then , 2. By suPPOSING

that he himſelt, (at the time of marriage) was not of

that number : When you have taken notice of theſe

two circumſtances, initead of ſaying,
16 This con

clufion is as inuch deducible from Mr. W'clley's own

66 words , as that two and two make four, ” you will

rather ſay, as that two and two make SEVEN HUN.

DRED !

In a note in your firit Farrago, (p. 142. fecond edi.

tion ) you ſay, '" Mr. Willey, in theſe thoughts " -

gives thefollowing reaton for celibacy, That we

may employ every hour in what we judge the most

“ excellent way ; but if we are married, we muſt alk

" leave of our companion, otherwiſe what complaints

or diſputes will follow ? " And ſo , Sir, you very

gravely mention this as one of Mr. Wejley's faults !

Why truly , one would almoſt think you never ſaw

that old book wherein it is faid , " I would have you

“ without carefulneſs . He that is unmarried, careth

it for
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66 for the things that belong to the Lord, how he may

pleaſe the Lord : But he that is married, careth

" for the things that are of the world, how he inay

pleaſe his wife.” - “ The unmarriedwoman careth

“ for the things of the Lord , that ſhe may be holy

“ both in body and in ſpirit : But . ſhe that is married ,

" careth for the things of the world , how ſhe may

“ pleaſe her huſband. "-" And this I fpeak for your

own profit" - " That you may attend upon the

« Lord without diſtraction . ” 1 Cor. vii . 32-35.

Again , you ſay , “ He exhorts the married to prize

“ the advantages they enjoy." And ſo does St. Paul

in effect. “ I would ” ( ſays he) 66 that all men were

even as myſelf. " - " ]t is good for them if they abide

“ even as 1, " - " But she is happier if thefo abide, after

" my judgment." - " He concludes," you ſay , “ with,

" Bleſſed are they who have made themſelves eunuchs

" for the kingdom of heaven's fake.” And does not

our Lord himſelf ſay, “ There be eunuchs which

" have made themielves eunuchs for the kingdom of

56 heaven's fake.” And that he did not look upon

a curie , but rather as a blefling, appears ,

From the foregoing verſe, where he intimates that

they had received this ſaying as a command from

GOD , or , rather, that they had received power from

GOD to do what they did . 2. This appears from the

following words : “ He that is able to receive it , "

( this word) " let him receive it . " Matt, xix . 12 ,--

Now had it not been a bleſſing to receive this ſaying,

our Lord would not have ſpoken thus.

But be this as it will : The reader will think Mr.

Weſley fully juttified in ſaying, “ BLESSED are they

" subo have made themſelves eunuchs for the kingdom of

" s heaven's jake,” when he is told that he (11r.Weſley)

thus explains bimſelf in the words immediately tol

lowing :- Who abſtain from things lawful in them

" felves in order to be more devoted to GOD."

From what has been ſaid , I appeal to every candid

inan, if here is not another inſtance of ſuch unnatural

fraining

it as

1
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66

Araining of Mr. Iclley's words; of ſuch pervert.

ing ot his real meaning ; and of ſuch ſophiftical, and

yet unlearneil reaſoning, as is totally inconſiſtent with

your real character, as a GENTLEMAN, and a SCHOLAR,

Page 40. You fay, “ On Nevertheleſs in his let.

s the article of drets Mr. ter to a Quaker, he ſays,

“ Weſley adviſes his follow- To make it a point of con

« ers to wear nothing of a ſcience to differ from 0 .

glaring colour, and no thers, as to the fhape and

« thingmade in the height colour of your apparel, is

" of the faſhion, in order mere fuperftition . "

to increaſe their reward ,

“ and brighten their crown

in heaven .

66 The way in which he attempts to reconcile this

“ contradiction " - " is by faying, 10 I adviſe: but I

“ do not make it a point of confcience: So here is no

" contradiction fiijl.”

On this I must obſerve thar Mr. Il cliey is too gene

rous : He allows you more than he need . For though

it be true that he poES ADVISE his followers to wear

nothing of a glaring colour, and nothing made in the

height of the faſhion ; yet he does not adviſe them to

go to the other extreme as the Quakers do. А

Quaker makes it a point of conſcience , not to

wear a button on his hat; and, rather than do it, to

ROT IN JAIL. Now this , Mr. Wolicy fays, is inere

ſuperſtition. But though he calls it fuperitition to lay

luch ſtreſs on a button , he may , nevertheleſs, very con

fitently adviſe again it wearing a hat with a GOLD -LACE

Again , a Quaker makes it a point

of conſcience not to wear a pocket and a flap on

his fide; and rather than do this, to endure the

greateſt hardſhip. Now , though Mr. cey calls this

mere fuperftition, he may, nevertheleſs, adviſe against

ivearing an embroideredcoat made of crimfon velvet.

Once more, the Quakers inake the colour of their

apparel, as well as its shape, a matter of conſcience,

for

AND A FEATHER .
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3
no

for they will notwear black or blue, &c . &c . Now

though Mr. Milley calls this ſuperſtition, he may,

very confiftently adviſe, not to imitate the moſt
empty

and vain part of mankind, who are ever running

after the very height of the faſhion . The truth of the

matter is this : In drefs there are two extremes . Mr.

Welcy condemns them both , and deſires his followers

to iteer the middle courſe , and dreſs like REASONABLE

PERSONS PROFESSING GODLINESS . Here then is

contradiction on the article of dreſs : I wish I

çould alſo add , that here is no unchriſtian dealing in

you , in ſtraining and perverting theſe paſſages alſo .

Ibid. “ Concerning Tea , Mr. W lley fays, he reſumed

“ the uſe of it (after ſetting an example of abſtinence

66 from it for twelve years) by Doctor Fothergill's direc

• tion . Why then did Mr. Welly ſuffer his tract

againſt tea to be republiſhed only two or three years

ago .” Becauſe, 1. Neither Doctor Fothergill, or any

other l'hyſician , has told Mr. Weſley's readers that they

all need it as a medicine: And becauſe , 2. Mr. Il ediry

himſelf knows, it is not the cheapeſt or the moſt wbble

som food that they ( in general) can make uſe of. You

add, “ Is it mot very ſtrange, that a phyfician of Doc .

“ tor Fothergill's known abilities ( it Nr. Wiley told

" him all his caſe) ſhould adviſe Mr. Weller to the nic

66 ofan herb at the clofe of a runſumption , which

« 6 had before thrown him into a palſey ? ” That is as

much as to fay , Mr. Heley, you lie : Doctor Fothergill

did not adviſe you to the uſe of it : Or if he did, you

gave him a talle account of your caſe. Genteelly ſaid !

But as Doctor Fothergill is ſtill livi!! ', and as Mr.

W cey fays, “ If you believe not me, you may inquire

s of himſelf," we will take it for granted that Doctor

Fothergill did give this advice ; and, as it is a fact that

the Doctor conſtantly attended Mr. Walley in this ill

neſs , we will take it for granted alſo, that the advice

he gave was from his own perſonal knowledge ; and ,

therefore, if there MUST be lying in the caſe, it MUST

fall to the lot of him who denies Mr. Welley's account.

However,

N
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“ However, I greatly commend Mr. Wiley's prudence

on this head,” you ſay, " and if he had a mind to

flip his neck out of the collar, I don't fee how he

bó could do it with a better grace, than by getting the

66 ſanction of a phyſician's opinion .” That is, in

other words, Mr. Weſley has no CONSCIENCE ! and Dr.

Fothergill has NO BRAINS ! or, the firſt is a knave ;

and the ſecond is afool. O, Mr. Hill ! how full are

you of that charity, that thinketh no evil ; that believeth

and bopeth all things !

Once more : si I here wave," you ſay, Making

any extracts from that part of Mr. Weſley's letter on

tea, which ſpeaks ot iea as if it were the poiſon of

• foul as well as body .” - By looking over the letter,

I diſcover the reaſon of your waving this į viz. be.

caule nothing of the kind can be found in that letter !

And for thefame good reaſon , you don't extract from it

what is ſaid of tea -drinking, as if it grieved the Spirit

of GOD. It is true he ſays, “ . I fear, by not ſtand

“ ing your ground , by eaſineſs, cowardice and falfe

“ fame, you have grieved the Spirit of GOD, and

" thereby loit your conviction and deſire at once,

p . 14. Now how perverſe is it to explain this as you

do ? " The drinking of it. “ [ tea ]” grieves the

“ Spirit ofGOD !"

Once more : 66 Nor ſhall I make any remarks,” you

fay , “ on his having recorded to pofterity Mr. Charles

" Wiley's falt in drinking a cup of tea one night for

fear of offence.” Recorded to pofterity, Mr. Charles

Wellay's fall, in drinking a cup of tea one night, do

you ſay ! Hue , Sir , can you, either in honour or

conſcience , affirm this ? An objector ſaid , " I faw

yourbrother drink tea , which he ſaid was for fear

" of giving offence . ” To this Mr. Weſley anſwers,

66 Learn froin hence to follow neither his , nor my

“ practice implicitly : But weigh the reafon of each,

" and then follow reaſon, wherefoever it ſtands,” p . 11.

And do you call this, recording to poſterity- Mr.

Charles Weſley's fall--in drinking a cupof tea one

night ? Reader, fee with thyown eyes , in what

manner
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manner Mr. Hill ſtrains almoſt every thing Mr. We

ſays ; and how cruelly he is miſrepreſented by this

bonourable gentleman.

Page 41. " On the article of Baptifin ," you ſay ,

“ Mr. Vi erley is equally incontittent. Hepubliſhes a

“ treatiſe in defence of Infant Baptifin by tprinkling,

“ However, he tells us , that the word Baptizo is of

" dubious meaning ; he further infifts on the p :o

“ priety of letting the perſon , it an adult , chofe for

himſelf, or the parent for the child , whether the

“ ordinance ſhall be administered by dipping or ſprink:

ling ; and yet this fame gentleman ablolutely rea

“ fuſed to baptize Mr. Parker's child, at Savarınah, be :

“ cauſe the parents choſe it ſhould beſprinkled and 11 .***

dipped .” The caſe was this : Mr. Belley's private

judgement is , That if a perſon is baptized 'wir

WATER , AND IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER, Sor

AND Holy Ghost , the mode of applying the water

is not eflential .

So he lays, Baptiſin is performed ly camino

" dipping or ſprinkling the perfon, in the naine of the

“ Father, Son and Holy Ghost." -- " I lay by !!

ing, dipping, or ſprinkling ; becauſe it is not deter

“ mined in Scripture, in which of theſe ways it fall

“ be done , neither by any expreſs precepi, nor by

any ſuch example as clearly proves it ; nor : by

“ the foree or moaning of theword , baptize." Preſe-

vative, p . 147. Again , " Tofum up all," ( fars Mr.

Weſley) ' s The MANNER of baptizing (whether by

" , dipping or ſprinkliny ) is not determined in Scripture.

66 * There is nocommand for one rather than the other,

There is no example from which we can conclude for

dipping rather than ſprinkling. There are probable

examples of both ; and both are equally contained

6s in the natural meaning of the word.” p . 146.

"How camehe then," you ſay, “ to refuſe ſprink

" ling Mr. Parker's child at Savannah ? He anſwers :

56 Not becauſe I had any fcruples, but in obedience

ss to the RUBRIC.” Here obſerve, that at the time

Mr. Weſley was at Savannah, he was in the cloſeſi co

nxion with the church ; and thought it his duty ab

ſolutely

.

c01
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folutely to conform to her, not only in all lawful, bat

alſo, in all INDIFFERENT things. Now , it is certain

that the Rubric rcquires dipping , if the child is able to

endure it : For ſo it runs : " And then naining it " ( tho

child ] “ after them (if thatthey ſhall certify him ” (the

miniſter ] “ that the child may wellendure it ) HE SHALL

DIP IT IN WATER . " Now Mrs. Parker did certify

Mr. Welley that the child could well endure it. For the

iaid , " The child is notweak ; but I AM RESOLVED it

* Thall not be dipped . ” Now though Mr. Weſley (ac

cording to his private judgement ) could have baptized

the child by ſprinkling ; yet according to the Rubric,

he could ' not : And therefore he “ went home," as

he ſays, “ and the child was baptized by another

perſon ."

From what has been ſaid, it follows, 1. That, on

this head , there is no contradiction . And , 2. That

bere alſo, Mr. Weſley is ſhamefully miſrepreſen
ted

. A

farther proof of this laſt obſervation, we have in the

following words of Mr. Toplady (whichyou have quoted,

and MADE YOUR OWN . ) “ This is the man who, in

" the writings he has publiſhed to the world , profeffes

to hold Infant baptiſin , and thatBYSPRINKLING,

" NOT EY IMMERSION !” For the TRUTH ! of what

you here both aflert, I ſhall only repeat one ſentence

from Mr. Wey's Thoughts on Infant baptiſm . “ Bap

tiim , " ſays he , “ is performed by WASHING, DIP

• PING or SPRINKLING the perſon, in the name

" s of the Father, Son and Holy Ghoft . " What a wor -

thy PAIR are you , into whoſe hands Mr. Willey is

failen !

Page 42. " But what ſurpaſſes every thing elſe, is,”.

you ſay, " , That Mr. Welley cannot even tpeak of

“ his own contradictions , without contradicting hime

• felf afreſh. For in his remarks , p. 38 , 39. he abſo ,

lutely denies , not only that he ever was unſeriled

w in his principles, but that he ever was accuſed of be

" ing fo either by friends or focs." He does not deny.

this. What he denies is , that he was ever accuſed of

it by FRIENDS AND FOES . Your words, in your Re .

view,
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66 He

-

view, are , And he himſelf cannot but acknowledge,

" that both his friends AND foes, whetherGerman or

Englih, have accuſed him of his unſettled principles

“ in religion : ” p . 149. Second Edit.

Mr. Meley anſwers : " My Friends have oftener ac

“ culed me of being too stiff in my opinions , than

too ficxible. My Enemies have accuſed me of BOTH."

Remarks, p. 39. In anſwer to this you tay ,

abſolutely denies” - that he ever was accuſed of

“ being ſo, either by friends ORfoes . ” Pray , Sir, by

what rule of grammar do you make theſe phraſes,

friends AND foes”-and, “ friends OR foes," to be

fynonymous ? But by what rule foever it be done, do

ir you muſt, before you can prove 66 What" (you ſay)

• ó furpaſſes every thing elſe" " that Mr. Wejicy can

not even fpeak of his contradictions , without con

“ tradicting himſelf afreſh : ” And when you have

proved this, you will , by the fame medium prove,

that Mr. Wifey cannot ſo inuch as open bis mouth, to

take in a little freſh air, no , nor ſo much as MOVE EVEN

ONE of bis lipi, without contradicting hinfclf !

As I have ( for the fake of clearing up of this point)

been FORCED to DISTINGUISH botueen friend' AND foes,

and between friend or foes, I hope you will not ſay of

me what you have ſaid of Mr. Webley ; viz . " I find it

juit as eaſy to catch an eel by the tail , as to lay hold

on Mr. Olivers for a fingle moment. Oh ! what

quirks, quibbles, andevaſions does this gentleman de

fcend to, in order to ſhift of his ” [Mr. Willey's ]

“ inconſiſtencies, and how AMAZING inuſt his

46 SKILL be " _TO BE ABLE to fhew that “ 6 friends

" AND focs," and " friends OR yfoes," are not expref

Gve of the ſame idea 1

From page 46, to page 51 , you entertain the world

" with an Heroic Poem in praile of Mr. John Wiley."

But you are not the firſt, by many thouſands , who have

thus celebrated his praiſe . No : MULTITUDES of

Cornih Tinners ; of New -caſil , Kingswood, and Stafford

Jire Colliers ; with MYRIADS of PORTERS, CARMEN ,

OYSTERN 3 .
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OYSTER -IVOMEN , GIN -DRINKERS , GAMBIERS, Pick :

POCKETS, &c . have praiſed him in your way , and

very nearly in YOUR LANGUAGE.

When he (before you was born) firſt turned his

back on the world ; on eaſe, honours, friends and eve

ry other worldly proſpect, and went (WITH HIS LIFE

IN HIS HAND) to the inoft wretched and ſavage parts

of theſe kingdoms to call finners to repentance ; abun

dwce of SUCH
FRAISE as your's, rang in his ears

from every quarter ; while ſhowers of diit and Jiones

applied it , in the moſt NERVOUS MANNER, to his HEAD

and Face , as well as TO EVERY OTHER PART of his

body. You therefore are in no wiſe the only perſon

'who have favoured Mr. Wolley with such praiies :

NO ; in this you have renowned predeceffors, and

illufirious coadjutors in great abundance !

Concerning this Poom you ſay, “ Thus, Sir, I have

glven you a few hobbling rhymes in the EXACT

LANGUAGE of the authors of the ſacred poems.” If

you inean , in the exact sCURRILOUS or abuſive lan

guage, then I ſay , produce a parallel out of theſe au.

hors. But before you attempt this, know what a pa

rallel is . Your poein conſiſts of FOUR SCORE

AND SIXTEEN LINES; EVERY ONE OF WHICH , is

PERSONAL ABUSE “ OF Mr. Join WESLEY,”

DY NAME : In which you all along, and in ſome of

the coarſeſt language of Billing.ſgate, compare hiin to a

Quack-doctor--you call one of his friends Tom, and

himſelf, Jack-and , which to me is worſe than all the

seſt, you reflect ( in a very indelicate manner) and to

the diſadvantage of Mrs. Weſley, on his marriage con

nexion with that_lady -To Thew the reader I do not.

miſrepreſent you I refer him to the following lincs .

" Would'ſt thou be free ? thyſelf of thoughts

“ For woman -kind diveſt :

" Or would'ſt thou groan with ſtrife and care ?

" Marry - Probatum eft ."

And
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PERSONAL ABUSE . If you

C!

And that the unlearned reader inay not be at a lofs toy

undertland you FULLY, you are careful to io forin him:

that Probatum eft fignifies, 66 Tried or proved .”

Now , Sir, as the Hymns and Sacred Poems, of Mr.

Fohn and Charles Hebel, conſist of about ten volumes,

and as you have aſſerted that your poem is - In the

EXACT LANGUAGE" of theſe authors : I call on

you to vindicate the TRUTH of this affertion , by

producing out of them a poem of rour SCORE AND

SIXTEEN LINES, of SUCH

cannot do this , produce one of SIXTEEN LINES, and

I will forgive you the four ſcore ! If you cannot pro .

duce fixteen lines, produce oxe Of SIT LINES, and I

will excuſe the four ſcore and ten . And if fix lines are

too much , take the whole TEN VOLUMES, and produce

out of then only a SINGLE LINE of SUCIL PERSONAL

ABUSE, and I will give up the other four ſcore and fif

ieen : Nay, I will go farther; only produce one fing ?!

WORD of SUCH PERSONAL, abue, or fo much as a ſingle

SYLLABLE OF ANY perſonal abuſe, and your vER ACETY

ſhall ſtand unimpeached.

Should you lay, That by 6 the cxact language of

66 the authors of the facred poems, you mean , that

your numbers are equally POETICAL, HARMONIOUS and

ELEGANT ; that your ſtile is equalty SMOOTH and LoF1Y ;

I muſt beg leave to be of another mind. In my judg

ment , there is as much reſemblance between a DUNG.

HILL and the SUN, as between your language, and

that of the Sacred Poems. That the reader may in

this alſo judge for himſelf, I fall ſet down the first two

verſes of Mr.Weſley's hymns, which occur to iny mind ;

and compare them with the two firſt verſes of your

Heroic Poem .

And the verſes I this moment recollect, are the fol

lowing.

.

• Thou ſtandeſt in the holieſt place

“ As now for guilty, finners ſlain ,

--- Thy blood of ſprinkling ſpeaks, and prays

“ All prevalent for lielpleſs man,

Thy
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+ Tur blood is ſtill our ranſom found

66 And ſpreads ſalvation all around.

" The ſmoak of thy atonement here

" Darken'd the Sun and rent the veil ,

66 Made the new way to heaven appear ,

" And their'd the great inviſible ;

66. Well pleas'd in thee our GOD look'd down,

66 Aud cail'd his rebels to a crown . "

Mr. Weſley's hymns on " the Lord's fupper, p. 68. fifth edit.

Let lis now compare theſe with the two firſt verſes

66 Heroic Poein ."of your

66 Hither ye weak and fickly tribe :

" I've welcome news to tell ;

“ Whate’er your pains or griers may be,

“ My doſe can ſuit you well .

" Let your diſeaſe be hot or cold

66 You need not doubt
иту

ſkill

" Rheumatic pains and fever's heats ,

“ Both fly before my pill."

Now I really think, Sir, that theſe lines are ſo far

from being written “ In the exact language of the au

" thors of the facred poems," that you will ſcarce find

ſo much as a faint reſemblance of them in any one

worthy the name of an author: That which comes

neareſt to you , both in loftineſs of thought and in ſub

limity of expreſſion, is found in a voluine of facred

poems, by the Reverend Mr. Holm Berridge M. A.

Vicar of Everton in Bedfordſhire. Now as he is, 1. A

man of learning and character, And, 2. As UNCHAN

GEABLE as, theMOON , and as FIRM , as a WEATHER

cock in his belief of your orthodoxy ! And, 3. As fe

rious ( I muſt not ſay, AS DEATH , but, on the authority

of a late publication, entitled , “ The religious world

" unmaſked, COME AND PEEP , " I svill venture to fay)

as the MOTLEY gentlemen who exhibit ac Sadlers -svells,
on
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Torver - hill, &c. And, add to all this , that, 4. He is

ofyour great auxiliaries in the preſent encounter,

on all theſe accounts it muſt be highly acceptable to

you , to have your learned productions compared with

his.-Vell then ,

one

Ye ſacred Nine, in rapt’rous wo nder ſee,

'The Lorry numbers SWEETLY glide along !

" The BLACKSMITH ſpends another groat,

66 Becauſe a SPARK IS IN HIS THROAT.

66 The BUTCHER ſwears and ſwears again ,

46 Becauſe the BULLOCKS are ſo lean .

" The Rake is WENCHING all night long,

* Becauſe his paffionsare ſo ftrong.

* The Vicar quarrels with his pariſh ,

66 Becauſe their TURNIPS have no reliſh . "

conNow, Sir, it cannot be denied that there is

fiderable reſemblance between you and this learned

gentleman ; yet in juſtice to him I am forced to fav ,

the reſemblance is not at all compleat. For in Mr.

Berridges's performance, there is TRUTH and RHIME

and REASON too , ſuch as it is ! but in your's there is

neither. However, you certainly have one advantage

over him , for though we may read his, and meditate

thereon for our great edification, yet he ſays , “ It is

“ not to be fung ; ** ( alas , what pity is this !) butyou ,

Sir, to your honour be it ſpoken, have not cut us off

froin ſo great a privilege : No ; could we but find a

proper tune, we may ſing your's or do any thing elſe

with it our hearts can wiſh. -And, indeed , if you

and your orthodox brethren ſhould chuſe to CHAUNT

forth -your praiſes of Mr. Wefley, I would, for ſeveral

weighty reaſons, recommend to you the tune of Chery

Chafe. Becauſe, the MEASUSE and RHYME, in

both poenis , are EXACTLY the ſame. 2. Becauſe the

fong of Chevy -Chaſe may , with equal propricty , be cal

led “ An HEROIC Poem ." And, 3. Becauſe , was

the great Addiſon to riſe again from ihedead , ke would

certainly diſcover as much of NATURE ( only of a

difcrritat

1 .
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ALE

Wiferent kind ! ) in your compoſition , as he formerly

diſcovered in the othe ;.

Permit me to mention one performance more, which

I think is no bad reſemblance , of your own.

When I was laſt in Scotland, a Clergyman told me that

the following epitaph was actually made, by four

Baillies or ALDERMEN, for Provoft Wilkinſon of

D-- , all five worthy magiftrates like your ſelf.

Thefe gentlemen having depofited the remains of their

worſhipful brother in the filent grave, retired to a

public-houſe, that over the bottle and choppin [ the

quart) they inight deplore the loſs of to worthy a

magiſtrate . And now being deeply drowned in

AND WHISKY , one of them obſerved , that, according

to his judgment, they ought to perpetuate the memory

of this worthy inan , by procuring a proper epitaph .

To this it was objected, That they had no poets in

D ~ n ~ ce, and that to ſend to Edinburgh would coſt

thirty pund Scots , that is, ( fifty ſhillings ſterling.)

They then agreed to make one theinfelves : And

as they wiſhed to have it quite compleat, and knowing

that FoUR HEADS are better than one, they agreed that

each Baillie ſhould make a line ; by which means, the

WHOLE GENIUSof this reſpectable body would be en

gaged on the ſolemn occafion. Accordingly , each

Baillie, with the choppin in his hand, and the white

qt his eyes turned up to the ceiling, ſupplied his line

in the following delightful manner !

B. 1 .
1

2 .

- Here lies Wilkinfon !

66 Provoſt of Dance ."

" Here lies Wilkinſon !

66 Here lies he !"

B.
3 .

B. 4.

Now, in juſtice to you and your four worſhipful and

poetic brethren, I acknowledge, that each of you hare

your NATIVE beauties : You , certainly , are far

more NERVOUS [alias ABUSIVE ; ] but they quite

excel you in RHYME : So, that upon the whole , it

is not eaſy to deter :nine to which of you the LAWREL

is
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1

3

6c I do aſſure yoll,

1

66

is due . Indeed there is this to ſay in your favour ;

that they were four , and ( ſo far as I know) you are

but one ; and four to one, we all know, is great odds .

But as to length, they have no ſhare with you; for

your " Heroic poem ” conſiſts of not one leſs than

Ninety -fix lines , but their elegiac performance only of

four lines : So that, upon the whole, though you muit

not be mentioned (as a poer) in the ſame day , no, nor

even in the ſame CENTURY, with the authors of the

Sacred poenis, yet it mait be confeſſed, you are pretty

near on a level with theſe fourworſhipfulgentlemen.

Page 51. You tell Mr. Winoy,

I have only preſented you with theſe pioue ſneers,

s and mild irony, in order that you may examine the

feelings of your own heart when they are brought

againit yourſelf ; and may from thence forin fome

judgment concerning the great impropriety as well

" ofyour own and ofyour Vindicator's manner of writ

ing, as of the uncommon patience of the free-grace

preachers of the goſpel, who without the least pro

vocation , and without making any reply , have been

conſtantly vilified for ſo many years , in the various

" editions of the ſacred poems, and in that ſhocking

“ medley of grofs miſre , reſentation intitied , Hymns

on GOD's everlaſting love : ” To this I anſwer :

Shew me one line, or ONE WORD) , or even , ONE

SYLLABLE of PERSONAL ABUSE in all the volumes

of ſacred poeins, and I will allow that you only inten

ded Mr. Weſley ſhould examine the feelings of his own

heart, on a return of the ſame kind of treatment he

But you know, Sir, that if it were to

fave the world, you cannot ſhew ſo much as a ſingle

inſtance of this, in all the ſacred poms. And , therefore,

I poſitively aſſert, that this neither was nor could be

your reaſon for writing this poem : Add to this,

that the improbability of what you ſay, ſhews it is

only a vain pretext.

Had Mr. Weſley, in any degree done as you ſay ; and

had you been at the pains of returning him HALF A

DOZEN, or even HALF a SCORE lines in his own way,

your

>

gave to others .
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your plea would have been probable. But that you

ihould write a poem of ninety-fix lines ; with between

THIRTY and FORTY notes and references ; many of

which are of ſuch length , that the poemn , together with

your learned commentaries, fill up about six OCTAVO

PAGES , IN A SMALL TYPE AND WELL CROWDED : I

ſay, when all theſe circumitances are put togeiher , it

renders your account incredible and your reafon ab

furd .

Ibid . Conſcious of yonr need of an apology, you add,

* If I had done it from ANY OTHER MOTIVE than that

* of Mhewing you yourown PICTURE,
- I ſhould

" MOST HEARTILY CONDEMN MYSELF."

I anleer : Tell us the man that Mr. Wcfiey has treated

in this manner ; mention his name as plainly as you

have mentioned - Mr. John Wcflex; tell us the

words ( orthe ſingle word ) in which Mr. Weſley has thus

treated him ; and niention the book, the page, the verſe,

where it may be found : And ſo you do but give us

this information, give it in a news-paper, a magazine,

or in any other way you think proper ; (only let it be

open and above board ) and we will give you ſincere

thanks ~ -But if you cannot do this ; THEN GO, AND

CONDEMN YOURSELF MOST HEARTILY.

But whether you can do it or not, you ought

to condemn yourſelf. - For, you ſay, " If I

" bad done it from any other motive than that of

" ſhewing you your own pieture ," _ " I thould most

" heartily condemn Inyfelf;" and I ſay , if you have

done it even for the end you mention , you ought thus

to condemn yourſelf ; ſeeing (according to your own

confeffion ) you have been “ DOING EVIL THAT GOOD
72

MAY COME .

Page 52. " Mr. Willey will have it,” you ſay, " that

" it is nothing but love, to what he calls the dear decree.

" of reprobation, which cauſes the Calviniſts to diſap

prove his Minutes." (Mr. Weſley incans , that dear

decree of which reprobation is a part) " But this,"

yon ſay , “ is a greatmiſtake, for the true reafon is,

** that the Calviniſts now believe that the foundation

56 is
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tween us .

so is ſtruck at, by thoſe wretched Minutes, and by the

* ſubſequent vindications of them . ” Nou believe, do

you ſay ? Pray did you never believe this will now ?

But what do you mean by , “ The foundation ? " From

this mode of expreſſion,you ſeem as if you thought

the foundation of the Arininian and Calviniſtical fyl

tems were but one. And in this preposterous abfurdity

you are not alone. For it is very common, now -a -days,

to hear people ſay , There is no material difference be

We are all agreed as to fundamentals . We

all build on the ſame foundation . To this I anſwer : .

If by foundation you mean, That firſt principle, or

rather thole first principles, on which the whole of the

fylteın depends, we are not agreed as to fundamentals :

We do not build on the fame foundation.

To make this fully appear, let us conſider what foun -

dation or firſt principles each ſyſtem is built upon :

And, firſt, as to the ARMINIAN fyíte:n. The foun

dation of this is , 1. That GOD is a Being ſeparated

from all evil; from the evil of her and from the evil of

Porrozer; coinmonly called , moral and natural evil: Or .

in other words, that GOD is baby and happv. 2. That

whatever he has done, or decred to do has been according

to what he is , in himſelf, and not according to what

3. That of conſequence, he has not ,

made or decreed to make, any creature (who is çapa

ble of holineſs and happineſs) for any other end but

to be holy and happy. 4. That as the being and well

being of ſuch creatures proceed from , and depend upon

him, the harmony of his perfections requires that he

ailert his fovereign authority, by demanding their obe

dience; and that he return ſuch a reward as is juſtly

due unto ſuch obedience: In otherwords : The harmony

of the Divine perfections requires, That such CREA

TURES ſtand in à COVENANT RELATION to their Crea +

tor ; and that both the Creator and creature behave

toward each other , ACCORDING TO SUCH A RELA

TION. 5. His love, mercy , and compaſſion require, thirt

if theſe creatures act in a manner unſuitabieable to

O their

HE IS VOT .
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their character, ( as creatures ftanding in a cove

nant-relation to their Creator ; that is, if they fail in

performing the duties which are the conditions of the

covenant, and thereby forfeit the benefits thereof,)

that means be afforded to forgive what is paſt , and alſo

to bring them again into a covenant-relation, ſuppoſe it

can be done confiftently ; that is, without a violation

of truth or juſtice: This obligation does not flow

from any ftipulated or covenanted relation ; that is,

from any compact or agreement which ſubſiſts be

tween the parties ; but from the RELATION which

fubfifts between A FATHER 'and a child , between ſuch

a being and his author ; or between the Creator and

his CREATURE. 6. All the perfections of the Divine

nature in harinony require, that this new -covenant be

( in all reſpects) ſuitable to the ſtate and conditions

of the creatures to whom it is given : That is , that the

promiſes be, in quality and quantity, according to the

beceilities of the creatures; and that the duties, terms

or conditions thereof, be ſuch as they (by the abilities

they have, as reaſonable creatures, and by other aſiſtances

cohich are or ſhall be given them ) ſhall be ABLE TO PER

FORM .

Now , this Sir, is the foundation of the Arminian

ſyſtem , as it is maintained by Mr. Wiley.
And cer

tain it is , that there is nothing in thoſe “ wretched

“ minutes," as you call them , any more than in

" The fubſequent vindications of them , ” by Mr.

Fletcher, which itrike at this.

Let us , in the ſecond place enquire , what is the foun

dation of the CALVINIAN hypotheſis. And, to begin

with the firſt ſtone of this Babel, it is , 1 . A ſuppoſed

UNLIMITED SOVEREIGNTY in GOD, which ſwallows

up all his other attributes, juſt as Pharaob's lean and

ILL-FAVOURED kine ſwallowed up the reſt ! That is ,

this ſcheme is built on a ſuppoſed fovereignty which is

not LIMITED either by JUSTICE or MERCY.

next ſtone in this building is, THE DECREES. GOD

teing suci A SOVEREIGN, he is ſaid to have decreed

from all eternity, not in ſuch manner asjuſtice and mercy

diétate,

2. The
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dictate, but merely according to the dictates of this

unlimited ſovereignty, abſtractedly conſidered. And it

is on this ſuppoſition, the Weſtminſter Divines tell us

( in their Catechiſin ,) the decree of GOD is , That

he hath “ Unchangeably -fore -ordained whatſoever

comes to paſs: " So that, according to theſe learned

men, whatſoever comes to paſs in heaven, earth and hell,

whether it be wiſdom or folly, fin or holineſs, happines

or miſery , GOD hath from eternity (yea, and for his

own glory too !) unchangeably fore-ordained it. 3. The

next ſtone inſeparably connected with the two foriner is ,

UNCONDITIONAL ELECTION AND REPROBATION ,

That GOD, who, by his ſovereignty, has decreed all

things univerſally, has , in particular, decreed how to

diſpoſe of men and angels . Accordingly he has decreed

to elect ( uneonditionally) a ſmall number to everlaſting

lite; and , ( unconditionally) to reprobate all the reſt.

4. In order to theſe ends, he has decreed certain

means, and that theſe ſhould operate ſo powerfully and

irreliſtibly that no creature, or any number of creatures,

Mall be able to reſiſt their motion or prevent their ſuccelé.

Now this is the foundation of the Calvinian delu .

fion ; and which , I confeſs, is “ Now ” - “ ſtruck at

by thoſe wretched minutes, " as you call them ,

* and by the ſubſequent vindications of them ."

And the reaſons why theſe minutes and their vindica

tion , ſtrike at this foundation , are, 1. Becauſe it fup

po es the moit bleſſed GOD to be ( in an inconceivable

degree) the moſt dreadful, and moſt deteſtable tyrant

that ever exifted : That is , it ſuppoſes him to be, AN

INFINITE SOVEREIGN - WITHOUT JUS,

TICE OR MERCY ! 2. Becauſe, by ſuppoſing him

to decree all things, it ſuppoſeth himn to decree ſin ; and ,

by that means , itmakeshim the author of all the wicked .

neſs that everwas or ever will be committed . 3. Be

cauſe it fuppofes OD to DECREE and FORBID the

fame things. 4. Becauſe it fuppoſes that there is no

difference (as to ability for action ) between intelligent

agents and ſtocks and ſtones. 5. Becauſe it ſuppoſes

that

GI

N 27
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tiat GOD VIEWs men as involuntary agents, and ret

DEALS WITH THEM as if they were ablolutely free:

That is, it ſuppoſes that he gives rational inſtructions,

commands, promiſes, threatnings , invitations, &c . &c .

into abſolute machines . 6. Becauſe it ſuppoſes the bleſ

fed GOD to reſemble (or rather to be INFINITELY

WORSE than ) a ſuppoſed father, who deſires to have ter

children for the following purpoſes, viz. That he may

have the PLEASURE and Honour of heaping favours,

abſolutely undeferved , on one of them ; and that he

inay have the fame honour and PLEASURE of tear

ing the other nine to pieces, BIT BY BIT , with RED.

HOT PINCERS. I am perſuaded , Sir, that if ſuch

an incarnate devil, double diſtilled ! was found on earth ,

the moſt unnatural, favage and barbarous finners would

riſe up againſt him ; andwith one united voice, CURSE

HIM TO HIS OWN PLACE ; while ſatan himſelf would

be almoſt ready to curſe him backagain , as too infer

ral even for hell it-ſelf ! And yet all the unnatural, nn

heard of wickedneſs of this ſuppoſed monſter is no

thing, when compared to what your doctrine of election

and reprobation attributes to the MOST HOLY, THE

MOSTMERCIFUL, AND THE MOST BLESSED

GOD .

Page 57. You ſay, “ I cannot conclude this piece,

“ without affuring Mr. Fletcher, that however widely

I may differ from him in doctrinal points, I heartily

concur with him in thinking that there is a manifeſt

departure in too many protefors from the practical

part of genuine Chriitianity ; and thar there is fad

“ reaſon to fear, that not a few in this day are reiting

" their poor ſouls upon a ſyſtein of dry doctrines,

66 without the leaſt favour of grace, or experience upon

16 their hearts . The luft of the fleſh, the laſt of the que,

" and the pride of life" -— 6 are not only infufficiently

“ watched againſt, but too much pleaded for by many

“ who fit under clear goſpel ordinances: And ihe du

" ties of mortification, telf-denial, deadnefs to the

“ world, taking up the croſs , watchfulneſs and prayer ,

66 too little attended to ."

That
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***

That the reader may ſee with what propriety you

clamour againſt abſurdity and contradiction, I ſhall pre

fent hin with a few brief animadverſions on this , and

ſeveral other paſſages.

And firſt, youſay, " I heartily concur with Mr.

“ Fletcher in thinking, that there is a manifeſt depart

" ing in TOO MANY proteffors from the practical part

“ ot" genuine Chriftianity.” Too many, do you fay!

This is impoſſible on the Predeſtinarian fuppofition , viz .

That " GOD hath , for his own glory , unchangeably

“ 6 tore -ordained WHATSOEVER COMES TO PASS : Un

leſs you will ſay, i. That GOD, hạth, for his own

glory, unchangeably fote-ordained 100 MANY to do

this : Or elſe, 2. That there are ſome who do it, not

withſtanding this unchangeable fore-ordination or decree

to the contrary .

Again, you tell Mr.Fletcher that you concur with

him in ſaying, " That there is fad reaſon to fear, that

not a few in this dayare reſting their poor fouls upon

“ a ſyſtem of dry doctrines , without the leatt favour of

grace and experience on their hearts . " To this I

anſwer: If GOD, for his own glory, hath unchange: -

bly fore- ordainedwhatſoever comes to paſs, then it tol

lows, 1. That allwho are reſting their poor fouls on a

dry ſyſtem of doctrines, &c . were ( for the glory of

GOD) unchangeably tore-ordained to do it . And then

it follows, 2. That you are AFRAID thoſe things are

come to paſs, which GOD has unchangeably fore -or

dained for his owv glory

You proceed: “ The luſt of the fleſh , the luit of

“ the eye , and the pride of life " - " are not ſuffici

“ ently watched againſt , but too much pleaded for by

many who fit under clear goſpel ordinances." If all

things are decreed in the manner fpecified above, it.

follows, 1. That the luft of the fleſh , &c . are watched

against as much as GOD, for hisown glory, decreed they

ſhould be : And then ,' 2. It follows, that if what you

fay is true , either the evils mentioned are ſufficiently

watched againſt; or elſe that it is not ſufficient to watch

againſt them in the manner which OD, for his own

glory , has unchangeably fore-ordained .

YouO 3

1
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If they are ,

If

You add : “ The duties of mortification , ſelf -denial ,

** dedneſs to the world , taking up the croſs, watchful

“ neſs and prayer” are to little attended to .” I

anſwer : All theſe are or are not attended to in

ſuch manner as GOD has decreed . If they are not ;

then he has not unchangeably fore -ordained whatſoever

comes to pafs, as your ſcheme ſuppoſes.

then either they are ſufficiently attended to ; or elie, it is

not ſufficient to attend to them in ſuch manneras GOD,

for his own glory , has unchangeably tore -ordained.

“ And yet" you ſay,“ this manifeſt departure in

too many profeſſors from the practical part of Chriſ.

“ tianity" - this reſting their poor fouls upon a

" ſyſtem of dry doctrines, ” &c . " is not owing to the

s doctrines they hear; but to their own deceitful

" and delperately wicked hearts , which turn the moſt

" wholetome food into poiſon . " ( p . 58. ) I anſwer :

your doétrine be true , it is not originally owing ei

ther to the doctrine they hear, or to their deſperately

wicked hearts ; but to the decree, by which it was

unchangeably fixt, that all theſe things ſhould be

juſt as they are, and not otherwiſe : This deſperately

wicked heart, and this DESPERATELY WICKED DOC

TRINE, were equally decreed to accomplish the whole

of this defperately wicked effect.

" Andindeed ,” you ſay, we need only look at

" the lives of the generality of the clergy , moſt of

" whom hold,and highly approve of Mr. Wiley's and

“ Mr. Fletcher's tenets ; " _ " to ſee the dreadful ei

6. fects of their ſyſtem .” As to the tenets and lives of

thele gentlemen , the effects thereof, and our looking at

thein ; ( all theſe, according to Calvin and you) were

unchangeably fore-ordained, from eternity, and that

tvo, for the glory of GOD.

You go on: 6 If, therefore Mr. Fletcher had made

" the noble ſtand for holineſs upon goſpel principles,

" which he has done upon rotten and legal principles,

" and which can therefore never effect his deſign ; and

“ had he avoided all unkind cenfures againſt his bre

thren ; initead of taking up my pen againſt him , I

would
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1.

66 would have been one of the firſt to have publickly

66 thanked him for ſo eminent a ſervice done to the

“ church of Chriſt in this Laodicean day : And it

“ Tould have been my fincere prayer, that his whol

66 ſome words might not only be treaſured in the heart,

" but brought forth in the life of his moſt affectionate

66 friend, for Chriſt's fake, R. H." On this I aſk :

If GOD, for his own glory , “ hath unchangeably

66 fore -ordained whatſoever comes to paſs," could Mr.

Fletcher poſſibly have made any other itarni for holineſs

than that which he has done . If it was decreed that

he ſhould make this ſtand on rotten and legal principles,

could he poſſibly make it on goſpel principles, and

not on rotten and legal ones ? And if it was unchange

ably fore -ordained that he ſhould labour, and not have

his deſign effected, could he ' poffibly labour fo as to

have it effected ? And as to his avoiding unkind cen

fures againſt his brethren , if it was unchangeably

fore -ordained that he ſhould not avoid them , was there

a poffibility of his avoiding them ? But you ſay ; had

w'he avoided them , “ inſtead of taking up the pen

againſt him , I would have been one of the first to

" have publicly thanked him for ſo eminent a ſervice

" done to the church of Chriit in this Laodicean day . "

But was it not unchangeably fore -ordained, (yea , and

for the glory ofGOD too !) that the church ſhould be

Laodicean in this day ? And was it not, in like manner,

decreed that Mr. Fletcher ſhould not do it the eminent

ſervice you ſpeak of ? And that you ſhould not thank

him for that eminent ſervice ; but on the other hand ,

take up your pen againſt him ; and that too , in the

ſame futile manner you have done ? And as to its be

ing your ſincere prayer, that his wholeſome words

might be treaſured up in your mind and brought forth

in your life, I hope you would not thus pray, whether

you were decreed to do it or not? And I hope you would

not ſo much as defire that thoſe words ſhould be whol

ſome, which GOD forhis own glory , hath decreed to

be unwholeſome ! And as to their being treaſured up

your heart, and brought forth in your life I hope

you

!

+

in
1
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You would not pray to have it fo whether GOD had

decreed it or not :-O Sir, what a miſerable hotch

potch is here ! What a jumble of light and darkneſs ,

of Arininianiſm and Calviniſm , have you blended to

gether ! You adopt a ſcheme of doctrines which ſup

poſes that all effects and cauſes ( from the moſt minute

to the moſt material) were unchangeably decreed from

eternity ; and that this decree operates irrelistibly - in

cauting there cauſes to produce theſe effects. You

then very gravely tell us, you fear ſuch an effect

will or will not happen ; that ſuch a cauſe will or

will not produce it . You expreſs great forrow that

one thing has happened one way, and that another

has happened the other. You tell mankind how praiſe

worthy, they will be , if they will but go to the right

hand ; and how blame-worthy they will be , if they

go to the left . And then you come with yourmoſt

carneit, folemn, and pathetic warnings, againit doing

one thing, and againit leaving the other undone ;

though both the one and the other are immutably fixt,

by an eternal decree, to be juſt what they are , and no

otherwiſe. How attoniſhing is it , that neither you,

Sir, nor any of your party fee, that ſuch obſervations

and reflexions have nothing to do with the calvinian

hypothelis ; that on this ſuppoſition they are abſurd to

the fait degree !

A moit remarkable inſtance of this abſurdity , is the

arminian Polticript with which you ' conclude this

calvinian piece . This Poftfcript conſiſts of five

warnings, cautions and advices given to thoſe “ Who

66 have little or no concern about their ſouls . " 6. Το

! ſuch," you ſay, “ I beg to offer a few words be

os fore we part.

That there “ Words ” are not calviniſtical , but

rather, genuine Arminianifm , I ſhall demonſtrate by

fhewing, 1. Their abſolute abſurdity when taken in

connexion with the fundamental principles of the

former hypotheſis; and, 2. Their great propriety,

when connected with thefundamental principles of the

latter.

And
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And, 16 how you

And, 1. Let us conſider theſe words , remarks and

advices, in connexion with the fundamental principles

of Calviniſm : Particularly with that of the eternal ,

unchangeable and unconditional decree.

iſt, Take care, " you ſay,

“ draw any conclufions againſt religion in general,

“ becauſe you ſee diſputes among the profeſſors of it."

That is , Though it was unchangeably decreed from

eternity, 1. That there ſhould be ſuch diſputes: And , 2 .

That you ſhould ſee them , and draw the very con

clution you do ; yet I earneſtly adviſeand beſeech you

not to draw them! Rather ſuppoſe it to be more

" lovely and deſirable on that account.” That is ,

though it ſhould be that moſt of you are unaltera

bly decreed to ſuppoſe it leſs lovely and deſirable on

that account ; yet I adviſe you ALL to ſuppoſe it to be

more ſo .
Take then the angel's advice to the

" church of Laodicea, Rev. iii . 18. I council thee to

“ buy of me gold tried in the fire.” That is, if thou art

one of thoſe reprobates, who were eternally decreed not

to buy this gold; then I adviſe thee, in particular, to

buy it without fail ! Or if thou art one of the elect,

and , as ſuch, under an irreſiſtible neceſſity of buying

it ; then I adviſe thee not to fail in doing it : And I

give Thee this advice, becauſe it is as neceſſary, as to

adviſe fire to be hot, or ice to be cold ! 66 And think

no labourtoo great to ſearch for the pearl of great

price." That is, thoſe of you who are decreed to

find it, and of conſequence, CAN NOT BUT FIND IT ;

you I adviſe to ſearch in earneſt for it , leit you SHOULD

not be able to find it ! And as to the reprobate, who

are abſolutely decreed never to find it, and conſequently,

cannot poſſibly find it, ( ſearch for it as they will;) theſe

I adviſe to ſearch for it till they find it ! And though

it be decreed what each of you ſhall think of the labour

of ſearching for this pearl; that moſt of you ſhall

think it too much, and that the reſt of you fall think

otherwiſe ; yet I entreat you, one and all , not to

think it too much !

1

66 zdly .
1
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"" adly, Examine what your heart is moſt ſet upon :

That is , Though it ſhould be eternally decreed that

you ſhall not examine your heart ; yet, notwithſt
and

ing this decree , take my advice and examine it !

Try whether the love of Chriſt, or the love of the

“ world , has the chief ſeat in your affections.” That

is , though it is decreed froin eternity that moſt of you

( the reprobates) Inall not thus try yourſelves ; yet I

adviſe you all to do it without fail : And let every one

of you be ſure to take my moſt neceſſary and confiftent

advice ! 5. And remember " (whether you are de

ereed to remember it or not ! ) " that there is no feroving

" Godand Mammon .”. And though it ſhould

be decreed that you ſhall not " Think ſerioufly how

“ ſhort a time you have to ſtay below ; " yet I advice

you to think ſerioufly of this matter, notwithſtanding

the almighty decree to the contrary !

3dly , Be careful how you ſilence the voice of

66 conſcience.” That is , though it was decreed from

everlasting that moſt of you ſhould not be careful in

this reſpect ; but rather that a great majority of you

ſhould lilence the voice of conſcience ; yet I adviſe

every one ofyou , firf , not to filence the voice of con

ſcience ; and that you maynot, I adviſe you, fecondly ,

to take care ! .“. If you put off theſe remon

“ ſtrances, with ſaying, "like " Felix, that you will

“ hear them at a more convenient ſeaſon ; it is muc #

to be FEARED that ſuch a ſeaſon will never come. "

That is , if thoſe of you put off theſe remonftrances,

who are unchangeably decreed not to put them off ;

and if you ſay with Felix, what was eternally decreed

you ſhould never ſay, viz . I will hear thee at a more

convenient ſeaſon , it is much to be FEARED that ſuch

a ſeaſon will never come, though it was eternally and

unchangeably decreed to come ! For every one MUST

SEE that there is MUCH REASON TO FEAR , the failing

of ſuch a decree ! On the other hand, if thoſe of you

put off theſe remonftrances who were unchangeably,

fore-ordained to do it , and that too, for the glory of

GOD ; and if you ſay, with Felix , what GOD, for

his
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coine : And

his own glory, unchangeably decrced you ſhould ſay ,

viz . I will hear thee at a more convenient ſeaſon ; it

is MUCH to be FEARED that ſuch a ſeaſon will never

every one fees, at firſt view , the amazing

WISDOM and
Piety of being MUCH AFRAID, leit

THAT Should come to paſs, which GOD has decreed

for his own glory !

66 4thly, Be careful how you harbour prejudices

“ against pure undefiled religion, and againſt the pro

* feflors of it." That is, let thoſe of you who are

under an irreliſtible neceflity of not harbouring theſe

prejudices, be CAREFUL not to harbour them ! That

is to ſay , Let them be CAREFUL not to perform an

impoſſibility ! And as to all the reſt, though it was

eternally and irreverſibly decreed that you ſhould be

prejudiced againſt religion and its profeſſors, and not be

careful to avoid it ; yet I , in the moſt orthodox , ear

neit and conſiſtent manner adviſe you, be ſo careful

as to avoid it ! “ Conſider that real piety continues

" the fame, whether you approve or diſapprove of it ."

That is , Łet thoſe of you who are compelled by the

decree to conſider this, be prevailed on , by my most

neceſſary advice, to conſider this ! And as to those who

are irreliſtibly compelled, by the decree of GOD, not

to conſider this ; letmy advice prevail on them to con

ſider it ! - " If theſe are not the words of truth and

“ ſoberneſs rejeet them ,” That is , if you are decreed to

reject them , and cannot but reject them ; let my moſt

neceflary and ſeaſonable advice influence you to reject

thein ! And as to thoſe of you who are decreed not to

reject them , beſure to reject them according to my ad

viče! “ If they are " the words of truth and ſoberneſs,

so does it not well behove you to pay attention to them ;

yea, though it ſhould be abſolutely decreed that you

Thall not do it ?

5thly , Would you be truly happy in life, and

* would you find comfort in death ? then do notmiſ

66 take the ſhadow for the ſubſtance any longer .”

That is , would thoſe of you who are elected , enjoy.

that which you cannot but enjoy, and would thoſe of

you

1

1
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Vour

you who are reprobated enjoy what there is no poflibi

lity ofyour enjoying ! then I adviſe you one and all ,

“ Do not miſtake the ſhadow for the ſubſtance : ".

That is to ſay, Let thoſe of you who cannot poſſibly

mittake'it, be very careful not to miſtake it ! and let

thoſe of you who are decreed to iniſtake it , be ſure

not to miſtake it ! - " It is true, the law of GOD finds

you guilty, and fin lieth at your door.” That is ,

Though GOD hath, for his own glory , unchangeably

fore -ordained whatſoever comes to pals ; and though

fins among other things, are come to paſs or una

voidable neceſſity , by virtue of this decree ; yet you

yourſelves are guilty , in having done what an Al

mighty decree laid you under an unavoidable neceſſity

ofdoing : And on account of your having done this,

fin lieth at your door ; and that too, as truly, as juſt

ly, and as properly , as the fin of fccrching lieth at

the door of the ſun ! the fin of drowning at the door

of the ſea ! and as the fin of filling at the door of a

"tone, when cait from a loty tower!--- But the gof

“ pel brings you relief . That is , you, indiſcrimi

nately, you cleft, and you reprobertes ; for what I now

fay, I lay unto all into whole hands this farrago may

pxlibiy ” fall. And to all theſe I ſay, The goſpel

brings you relief “ by, telling you, that Christ hath

put away fin by the ſacrifice of himſelf ; and that

“ he hath redeemed us from the curſe of the law, be

i ing made a curſe for us . " That is , Though GOD,

from all eternity decreed that Chriſt ſhould die only for

the elect ; yet the goſpel brings you relief, (you clect,

and you reprobate,) by “ telling you that Chriit hath

put away fin ," the fin of you ALL : A glorious and

confiftent truth , on the calvinian fuppofition ! If it

ſhould be ſaid , the meaning is, that Chriſt hath put

away the Son of the cloE ONLY ; the goſpel, by declar

ing this , brings zonderful relief to the reprobates ! -

" To this only Lord and Saviour then I would direct

“ your views; " yea , though it ſhould be eternally

decreed that yourviews ſhall not be directed that way !

* To him would I lend you in earneſt prayer, that he

66 would
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* would he pleaſed to beſtow upon you the gift of his

Holy Spirit, to work in you repentance unto life,

never to be repented of. ” That is , though GOD

has for his own glory , unchangeably fore -ordained,

that moſt of you ſhall not have life, nor reperitance unto

lite, nor the gift of the Holy Spirit to work that re

pentance ; nor go by earnest prayer unto this only Lord

and Saviour for this gitt; yet, in oppofition to thewhole

of this Almighty and unchangeable decree, to him

would I ſend you all- by this prayer -- for this afliitance,

repentance, and life !

And this would I do , yea , and all theſe inſtructions,

cautions and advices I give you, becauſe it was de

-- creed from everlaſting, that I ſhould exiſt in tiine, on

purpoſe , 1. To perſuade thoſe to be wiſe and virtuous,

who cannot poiſibly be otherwiſe! and, .2. To per

fuade all the reit not to be fooliſh and wicked , who

are under an irreſiſtible neceſſity of being fo! That '

is , It was decreed from eternity, that I should exist in

time, I. On the one hand, to perſuade Light, not

to be Darkneſs! a Circle not to be a Square ! and Mata

ter at reſt, not to ſet itlelf in motion ! “ And, 2. On the

other hand,to periuade Darkneſs to be Light ! a Square

to be a Circle ! and Matter in motion to give itſelf iest !

Thus Sir, you fee ( if you are candid enough to fce ) that

your inſtructions, cautions, adrices, &c . are most aſtonia

Thingly ridiculous, when expounded in connexion wirin

the fundamental principles of your calvinian hypothelio.

2. Let us next conſider there warnings, advices , &c .

in connexion with the fundamental principles of the

Arminian fyliens , and ſee it we cannot find a little het

ter ſenſe , and more contifcnt meaning in thein on

this fuppofition , than we have been able to do on the

former ,

The ſum of the Arminiai principles is this , 1 .

GOD hath made all men to be holy and happy, in

time and eternity . 2. He hach afforded fuiticient

means to all men , for the attainment of theſe ends .

3. He hath ſo far reſtored all men from the tall, that

if they chale, they may uſe theſe means in ſuch man

ner, as to attain there ends . 4. If they will einploy

ile
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the ability which GOD has given, and in a right man

ner, ułe themeaus which he has afforded them , ihey

fhail atrain thee ends ; but if they refuſe to do this,

they ſhall not attain them . 5. That they may be

influenced as reaſonable creatures to employ that

power--in uſing t ? eje means -fo as to attain theie

ends--- GOD has given them rational inſtructions,

warnings, adrices, exhortations, &c. That is , he

hath given them ſuch admonitions as theſe contained

in your Post'cript.----Now theſe Sir , being ſome of

the leading principles of the Arminian fyftem , let us

conſider your advices, &c . in connexion with THEM .

And , 66 - Iſt, Take care how you draw any con

“ clufions against religion in general , becauſe you ſee

" disputes among the profeſſors of it.” That 'is , As

thele dilputes are not neceffitated by the great author

of our holy religion ; and as you are not neceffitated to

drair conclusions againit religion, on account of them ;

it is in your power not to draw them . Be adviſed ,

therefore, to take care of your own, free , voluntary

tonduct ; that you may not ( for want of that care)

draw ſuch conclufions.

2015, Examine what your heart is moſt ſet upon .

It is in your power to do this or not to do it. There

fore, do not reject myſeaſonable advice.-- ". Try whe

" ther the lore of Chriſt, or the love of the world,

* has the chief ſeat in your affections.” The love of

Chriſt certainly ought to have the chief ſeat therein ,

and not the love of the world . And as GOD has not

neceilitated either the love of Christ or the love of the

world to have the chief feat there ; but has put it into

Four power to ſet your affections on either ; or which

is the ſame, to give the chief feat therein to which you

pleaſe ; if you ſhould give it to the world , the fault

will certainly be your own. And as it is fault of

fuch an heinous nature, you ought to try whether it

hein you or not ; that it it is, you may put it away

immediately . And let none of you fay, I cannot try

myſelf unleſs I am one of thoſewhom GOD has de

creed ſhall do it ; and to whom he has decreed to give

power
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power for thatend ; for this is a vain excufe. It is

GOD's will that you ſhould all try yourſelves ; and he

has given to all, power to do it : Therefore, let all

take my advice , and do it without fail, and without

delay .

3dly , Be careful how you ſilence the voice of

“ conſcience . You are under no neceſity either of

filencing it , or of not filencing it : You have it in

your power to do either. I therefore adviſe you to

be careful how you liience it . 66 When you are

“ alone, you have often miſgivings that all is not

right between GOD and your fouls ;” and this is a

demonftration, that every thing which exiſts between

GOD and your foul, was not unchangeably fore-or

dained, for the glory of GOD : Had this been the

caſe, then whatever ſubſiíts between GOD and your

foul must be infallibly right. I therefore adviſe

you all to attend to theſe fecret admonitions. For " TB

you put off theic remonftra : ces," a thing which

you may or may not do , and ſay ,
" like Felix, ”

what you may either lay or not tay, " that you will

“ hear them at a more convenient ſeaſon , it is much
4ic

to be feared that ſuch a ſeaſon will never come."

GOD has given to every one you the preſent fea

fon that you may improve it. Therefore, do not neg

lect it in hopes of ſome future one, which ſhall be inore

effectual, by means of an irrefiſible decree. Should

you do this, it is MUCH TO BE FEARED that you will

be diſappointed. I ſay , IT IS MUCH TO PE FEARED

For as iuch a diſappointment is not decreed for the

glory of GOD, as ſomeVAINLY jinagine, it muji be as

contrary to his will , as it is to your eternal advantage .

1

of

-

“ 4thly, Be careful how you harbour prejudices

6 againſt pure and undefiled religion , and againſt the

profeſſors of it.” That is, As you are not neceili

tated to harbour theſe prejudices, you may avoid them ,

if you will . It depends on yourſelves whether you

harbour them or not. Therefore , I fay, BE CARE

FUL how you harbour them .--" If theſe are not the

66 wordsP2
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are you

not to

" words oftruth and ſoberneſs, reject them ; if they

aie , does it not well behove you to pay a tention to

es them ? ” That is , as you free
agents,

have

dot power either to attend to them , or elſe to reject

them, according as you ſee them to be right or

wrong ? If therefore they appear to you ,

be the words of truth and foberneis, you have my

leave to reject them ; but if they appear to you in a •

quite different light, does it not behove you to employ

your free powers in attending to them ?

“Sthly, Would you be truly happy in life, and

66 would you wiſh to find comfort in death ? Then do

not miſtake the ſhadow for the fubitance." By the

thadow , I mean , the empty enjoyments of finful or

Suorilly things. By the ſubſtance, I mean , the folid

aod ſubſtantial power of religion . Now , as nothing

but this can make you happy in life and death ; and

as you are not neceffitated to miſtake the ſhadow for

this ſubſtance ; I ſerioufly adviſe you , to exert your

free powers, in rejecting the ſhadow , and in embracing

the ſubítance. " It is true , the law of GOD

“ finds you " ( every one of you)/ " guilty, and fin

" lies at your door. " That is , the law finds you

made guilty , not by the decree of GOD , but by your

own wilful folly . Had his decree made you guilty ,

hin would lie at nis door ; but as you have made

yourleives fo, I ſay it again “ fin lies at YOUR" OWN

-But the goſpel brings you " (every one of

you ) “ reliet , by telling you " ( every one of you)

is that Chritt 'hath redeemed ws" (every one of us)

“ from the curſe of the law, being made à curſe

" for us : " Which glorious declaration is a great re

lief to us ; that is, to every ſoul of us . " To this

only Lord and Saviour then I would direct your

66 views." That is , as I believe one of your view's

áre decreed to point one way, any morethan another;

but that each of you has power to direct them which

wüy you pleaſe ; I fay, as I verily believe this , I

would tain direct them to this only Lord and Saviour.

" To him I would ſend you in earneſt prayer, that

** be would be pleaca io bellow upon you the gift of

DOOR .

!

to his
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« his Holy Spirit, to work in you repentance unto

" life, never to be repented of." That is, As I know

that each of you is capable of life , and of repentance

unto life ; and as I know that GOD may be prevailed

on ( by earneſt prayer) to beſtow on you the gift of his

Holy Spirit , to work this repentance unto life in you ; for

theſe reaſons I would ſend you all to him . And inttead

of dreaining that your doom is unaiterably fixt; that

is , inttead of dreaming, that if you are decreed to have

theſe bleſſings, you shall and must have them ; and

that if you are decreed not to have them , you never

SHALL or can have them , do what you will ; I tay ,

inſtead of indulging ſuch vain unſeriptural, and un

comfortable notions, I advite you to go to GOD in

earneſt prayer, that (thereby ] you máy prevail on him

to beſtow theſe favours upon you .

Thus, Sir, you fee , that though your pious ad

monitions are abſolute nonlenſe, when taken in con

nexion with the calvinian hypotheſis, yet when taken

in connexion with the principles of Arminianiſm , they

are as good , ſtrong, manly ſenſe, as if they had been

written by Mr. Willey himſelt .-- And from what has

been ſaid it follows, that, if Arminianiſın be an error,

you yourſelf, Sir, (notwithſtanding your violent excla

mations, and hideous out-cries) are almost as deep in

the mud, as Mr. Weſley is in ihe mire.

I ſay, almofl-For it is certain you are not quite fo

deep .' For Mr. Welly adopts the whole Arminian

ſyſtem ; but you adopt the deformed fundamentals of

Calviniſm ; and then you adopt fo inuch of the Armia

nian ſyſtem as you judge ſhall be neceſſary to hide that

deformity . Mr. vielley, in this , reſembles Hin who

went down into the valley of dry bones, and who by

covering human bones with human fleſh and thinta

broughtforth human creatures, in all their juſt pro

portions and lovely appearances. But you, on the

other hand, reſemble one who collects together the

bones of aſſes, bears, ſerpents, and crocodiles ; and

then , by covering THESE with human fleth and ſkin ,

expects to bring forth creatures MORE than human !

but

1
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but which in reality , are only ill-Shaped , and frigfit

ful monſters. That is , in plain words ; Mr. Welley

lays down a ſkeleton of Arminian principles, which

ſuppoſes that menare free agents ; and then covers it

with the fleſh and ſkin of Arminian inſtructions, com

mands, invitations , warnings, threatnings, promiſes,

&c . But you lay down (or, at leaſt, as a Calviniit,

you ought to lay down ) a calvinian Skeleton , confitta

ing of abſolute ſovereignty, of eternal and unchange

able decrees , of unconditional election and reprobation,

of irreſiſtible grace, on the one hand , and of irreſiſtible

fin , on the other ; and this calvinian ſkeleton you co

ver with the flesh and ſkin of the Arminian inttruc .

tions, commands, invitations, promiſes and threar

nings before mentioned : By which means you con

ceal the monſtrous deformity of your principles, and

by to doing, deceive the bearts of the ſimple.

Nor are you , Sir, the only perſon who is thus

amazingly ablurd, who is thus moſt ridiculouſly in

confiftent. For, I remember, that two or three years

ago, I went to hear a celebrated Predeftinarian ( Iti!!

living) preach in one of the moſt celebrated Predeiti .

narian congregations in London . This gentleman

ſpent about an hour in affuring us, that all who are

ſaved, are ſaved by an eternal, unchangeable, uncon .

ditional and irreſiſtible decree. The elect, therefore ;

had it rung in their ears , perhaps not leſs than forty

times over, and, if poſſible, with a FORTY - FULI

einphaſis ! I WILL be yourGOD ! and ye SHALL

bemy people ! And after he had ſcreamed out theſe

WILLS and SHALLS, 'till , to all appearance , he

had made his throat and lungs as raw as the back and

fhoulders of a hackney chaiſe -horſe ! he cried out in

his application , OH , that he may be the GOD OF

EVERY ONE OF YOU ! OH, THAT YE MAY

ALL BE HIS PEOPLE ! OH , PRAY, my bre

thren , that he may be YOUR GOD ! OH, LA

DOUR ! that you may be his people ! OH, that not

one of you may reit 'till you are of the happy number,

& c . &c . &c.

To

1
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occupy the

11

.

To this MOST PIOUS , and MOST NONSENSIC KSA

exhortation, not only the poor, fimple -hearted people,

but the gentry , yea , and (if I miſtake not) the nobility

allo , joined their hearty
AMEN ! ' but as for

me (a poor blind arminian ! ) I was- among thote

“ who " (according, to St. Paul, )

room of the unlearned ; ** and, therefore, I knew

not what to ſay : For Iwas not able to comprehend the

propriety of this arminian application of the calvinian

doctrines aſſerted juſt before ſo peremtorily and

dogmatically

Nor are you two the only perſons who have adopt

ed this proposterous method of inſtruction : No ; it

is that which now generally prevails among thole

whom you call the moſt celebrated and orthodox mini

sters of Chriſt in this land .

Whoever doubts the truth of this , ( if he is capable

of judging what is , and what is not , the proper

application of a principle, or what is , and what is

not, the proper conclufion which belongs to the pre

miſes ) let hiin recollect what are the fundamental prin

ciples on which the Calvinian fabric is built . If he

cannot recollect them of himſelf, let him conſult the

beit fyfternatical writers on this ſubject; ſuch as Calvin,

Beza, Zanchy, Biſhop Uller, Dr. Owen , Dr. Edward ,

and Dr. Gill: Or, if he would rather conſult more

public authorities, let him conſider the deterininations

of the Synod of Dort, the Allembly's Catechiſm , and the

Lambeth articles. Then ( if he does not chule to truſt

his memory, ) let him write an abftract of theſe princi

ples; and with this abſtract in his hand, let him go
and

hear the moſt learned and celebrated of theſe orthodox

gentlemen . And while he hears , let him .not only at

tend to the ſeveral doctrines laid down ; BUT BE VERY

CAREFUL IN OBSERVING , WHAT SUPPOSITIONS

THEY ARE GROUNDED
UPON. Let him ob

ferve how theſe doctrines are APPLIED both unto ſaints

and finners ; and let him be very Exact in comparing

( fentence by fentence) theſe doctrines and theſe applica

tions, and in obſerving how they cohere and agreewith

each

1
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each other. Now I am fully perſuaded , that whoever

makes the experiment in this
manner, will find

(about ninety ſeven times in an hundred) the connex

ion will be as great as that which fubfifts between the

north and the ſouth ; the zenith and the nadir ; dark

neſs and light ; fin and holineſs ; heaven and hell ; or

(which is the fame ) between your calvinian principles,

and the poſteript of your Farrago!

Now if this ſhould be the cate, but in any tolerable

degree, how marvellous is it that you, Sir, orr any
of

your party ſhould have ſo much front as to write Farra

gos? that it ſhould ever enter into your heads to find

fault with inconſiſtencies, contradictions or abfurdities ?

As to myſelf, I moft folemnly declare , that though I

have at times (for between thirty and forty years) heard

predeſtinarian diſcourſes, in England and Wales, Scota

land and Ireland ; and delivered not only by the un

learned, but alſo by many of the moſt learned of that

perſuaſion ; yet I do not remember to have heard ſo

much as a fingle diſcourſe which was not famerully

contradi&tory. That is, I do not remember ever to

have heard one fingle Calvinian diſcourſe without an

Arminian application , and without arminian obſerva

tions, & c. either in the beginning, middle, or end.

And as to what I believe of this matter, I will tell you

very freely , viz. That if all the inconfiftencies, con

tradictions, incoherencies, &c . were committed to wri

ting, with which your party has , for theſe laft For

ty years fo greatly edified the world , I will not ſay ,

'The whole world could not contain the books ; but

that a large fleet of Men of War 'mightfind ſome dif.

ficulty in doing it. Since then, good Sir, you are ſo

fond of detecting abſurdities, & c. &c. & c . be admo

niſhed, for the future to begin at home. First of all,

Phyfician heal THYSELF : Then, Secondly , extend

your care to your own dear brethren: Then, Thirdly ,

if you ſhould (by living far beyond the age of Methulelah,

andby employing all your powers, through all that

mighty period !) have the good fortune to rectify one

half of their abſurdities, your undertaking to correct

your neighbours, will then be far more excuſable .

THE
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THE CONCLUSION.

As to Mr. Willey, Sir, he is either a wiſe man or he is

not ~ he is either an honeſt man , or he is not-he is a

ſervant of GOD, or he is not--and GOD has owned

his labours , or he has not . Now let us ſuppoſe the

very worſt we can ; and let us expreſs ourſelves in as

ſtrong words as you can delire: That is , let us ſuppoſe

him to be a fool; a knave ; an enemy to GOD ;

a ſervant of Satan ; a perverter of the goſpel ; and a

deceiver of the people ! Now , even , on this fuppofi

tion I aſk , Have you treated him as you ought ?Does

the word of GOD juftify your manner of doing it ? I

aver, IT DOES NOT. For, 1. You have in the moſt

ſevere and cruelmanner) expoſed ſuch foibles as are

unavoidable in the greateſt characters while they ſee

only “ as through a glafs darkly.” 2. You have laid

to his charge a multitude of evils he knows nothing of.

3. You have accuſed him of theſe above an hundred

times over ; and that too, in the moſt public manner.

4. In ſupport of theſe accuſations, you have inoſt

thamefully wretted his words; by putting a meaning

on them he never intended . $ . By theſe means you

have expoſed him to the contempt and ridicule both of

faints and finners. And, 6. That nothing might be

wanting to cauſe -all men to laugh him to ſcorn, and

have him in derifion , you have ſhewn them the way by

your own example, which you have largely given both

in proſe and in verſe !

Now it is certain , this was not the way the holy men

of old treated the moſt abominable liars and impoſtors

with whom they had to do. No : Moſes did not TRUS

treat the magicians of Egypt-- Elijah, did nor THUS

treat the prieſts of Baal -- Peter did not Thus treat

Simon Magismo-Paul did not thus treat Flymas the forcera

er - Nor did Chritt Thus treat the devil when he was

teinpted' of him in the wilderneis neitherdid Trichard

the Arch - angel thus treat that apoitate fpirit wben they

contended about the body of Mofis. Michael the

Archa
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BRINGING
Arch -angel was ſo far from ACTUALLY

LYING accuſation againſt the devil , that he DURST not

bring ſo much as a RAILING one againſt him : That is,

he was afraid of ditlonouring GOD, by going to far as

to uſe levere or reproachful language, in telling that un

happy fpirit of his real faults. But you!, honoured

Sir, devoid of THIS FEAR , have daied , have VEN

TURED, to bring MANY FALSE, as well as UNKIND

accuſations against Mr. Wiley : And in ſo doing, you

hive fewn him leſs mercy', and done lim LESS JUSTICE ,

than that which your betters have ſhewn and done,

even , to the devil himſelf !

But ſuppoſe, Sir, that after all , Mr. Wifey ſhould

be found to be a perſon of a quite different character ?

That is, ſuppoſe he ſhould be found to be a perſon of a

ciear judgment and ſtrong underſtanding.--of various

and deep learning -- a nervous and conliſtent writer-an

almoſt unparalleled laboure :-a perſon who has been

inſtrumental in ſetting on tout one of the greatest reri

rals ofreligion ever known in this land : One who has

directly and indirectly, been initrumental in turning,

perhaps, not leſs than half a inillion of fouls from ihe

evil of their way - and one who, on theſe accounts , is as

dear to GOD as the apple of his eye ? I ſay , ſuppoſe

this ſhould be the cale (which you yourſelf, Sir, muſt

allow is more than poſſible ) then in the name of heaven,

I alk , how will you meet him before the judginent

ſeat of Chriſt , and then look him and his Lord in

the face !

And ſhould it then appear, that partly through the

temptations of the devil, partly through the inſinua.

tions of deſigning men (who becauſe you are a man of

fortune, have laboured to prejudice you against Mr.

Wificy, that they may fecure you to themſelves !)

and partly through the inpetuofity of your own fpirit,

which has hurriedyou forward faſter, niuch faiter, than

it ought ; I ſay ſhould it then , in the great day of

accounts appear, that by there or other means, you

have quite miltaken Mr. Helley's character , what will

you then think of the CIRCULAR LETTER you had to

gieat a hand in ? what will you then think of your

PARISIAN

i
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PARISIAN CONVERSATION ? of your REVIEW of

Mr. Wiley’s do &trine ? of your FARRAGOS, both ſingle

and double -distilled and in particular what will you

then think of your fler IC POEM ! As to this versi

fied , doggerei contempt, do you expect it to be a revi

ving cerd al, or the con rary , to your dying heart in the

agonies of death ?-- ?nd do you expect it to be your

GLORY or your SHAME when called to give an

account of the things done in the body .”

O Sir, I feel the awtul ſubject ! and therefore per

mit me to tell you, that theſe DYING PANGS will

SOON arreſt you ; and that this DAY OF RECKONING

will ſoon be here. And when theſe awful moinents

are come, are you sure it will not then appear, that

you have miſtaken Mr. Weſey's character, and miſre.

preſented his conduct ? Are you sure it will not then

appear, that you have repreſented him as exceedingly.

faulty, (yea and that too in an hundred inſtances )

where there is no fault at all ? , and are you sure it

will not then appear, you have repreſented a finall

number of inconſiderable miſtakes, as an huge mul

titude of enormous crimes ?

When we conſider, that he who touches the meaneſt

member of GOD's family , touches the very apple of

his eye, we ought to be very certain that we are not

miſtaken concerning thein , yea, and that allour ſprings

of action are right,before we venture to reproach even

the very least of them . But we ought to be exceeding

certain before we do this by any one who has the final

leſt
appearance of being an eininent ſervant of his :

To RAIL at RANDOM at ſuch a character, is a

dreadful argument that we know but little of its im

portance ; and that we know leſs of the fear of GOD.

Are you then very certain that you have done

right in reviling Mr. Weficy ? Can you ſtake your

IREPUTATION on it, that the reproaches wherewith you

hare reproached him will not fall on GOD ?

venture your LIFE on it , that you have not wounded

the MASTER through his SERVANT's fide ?
And can

you sTAKE YOUR SALVATION ON IT , that the Son

of GOD will never ſay , even to you, " FORASMUCH

Can you
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AS THOU HAST DONE IT UNTO THIS MY SER.

“ VANT, THOU HAST DONE IT UNTO ME.

And as to the principles you have acted froin , can

you life up your hand to heaven and lay, Thou GOD

knoweit that I have not been influenced by bigotry or

party -rage ; by pride, envy or impatience ; by an in

conſiderate or an impetuous fpirit ? Can you ſay, Let

GOD, angels and men bear witneſs if I have DESI

RED to find faults in Mr. Wefie ; if I have WISH

ED for an opportunity of blackening him ; if I have

been GLAD when ſuch an opportunity has offered

it in this refpect, I have rejoiced in iniquity ? Let

theſe bear witneſs if I have not prayed, wept, feared,

and trembled , leit I ſhould diſhonour GOD-wound his

church - injure his fervant-- ſtrengthen the hands of

finners -- and cauſe the enemy to blafpheme.

Whatever the gay , volatile world may think of this

antiquated mode of addreſs , I believe that you , Sir,

fee its propriety ; yea , and confeſs the importance of

making the above inquiries .-- I therefore, with all the

deference - with all the love with all the reſpect - due

to every part of your exalted character, beſeech you to

enter into your cloſet, to fall down before the great

Searcher of hearts, and to intreat him (“ with ſtrong

“ cryings and tears" ) to thew you wherein you have

wanderd from the ways of JUSTICE- TRUTH

AND LOVE.

And if, by theſe means, you ſhould find that you

have acted uncautioully - precipitarely -- and unchrif

tianly ſeeing what is DONE cannotbe UNDONE, be

admoniſhed to make the only fütisfaction in your

power : That is , be admoniſed to riſe fuperior io all

IGNOBLE and UNMANLY pride ; and, in ipite of all

principies of FALSE HONOUR, to conteſs before GOD

and man, the whole of your complicated tranſgreſſion .

Do, dear Sir, -Sufter yourſelf to be entreated by

one who is so much your inferior. Condeſcend ſo far,

as to let his EARNEST and WELL-MEANT remonftrance

be heard . O be prevailed on to do THAT NOW, which

will be matter of THANKFULNE86 to you ANOTHER

DAY !

F IN IS SM
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